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Through the reading of several novels and movies produced in Arabic, French, and Italian 

between the 1980s and the 2000s, in this dissertation I provide a literary and transmedia 

contribution to the field of Mediterranean studies. Responding to the challenge brought by 

the regional category of Mediterranean to singular national and linguistic understandings 

of literature and cinema, I employ a comparative and multidisciplinary methodology to 

read novels by Baha’ Taher, Abdelwahab Meddeb, Abdelmalek Smari, and movies by film 

directors Merzak Allouache, Abdellatif Kechiche, and Vittorio De Seta. I define these 

works as “harboring narratives,” as they engage with the two shores of the Mediterranean 

in a complex process of interiorization and negotiation, opening routes of meaning across 

languages, societies and cultures. As they challenge constructions of otherness that 

materialize in present-day conflicts in the region, the works of these novelists and 

filmmakers give voice to a perspective on the Mediterranean radically different from that 

upheld by the “paradigms of discord.” Whereas according to these paradigms there is 

nothing in the Mediterranean but an iron curtain, these works present migration and 
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conflict, historiography and religion, intimacy and translation as experiences shared across 

countries and societies in the region. By following routes of meaning that draw together 

the linguistic, the geographical, the economic, the historical, and the religious, I study how 

these novelists and filmmakers establish relationships between “horizons of belonging” 

and “elsewhere,” selfhood and otherness. In so doing, I respond to Kinoshita and Mallette’s 

call for challenging the “monolingualism” inherent in our contemporary ways of reading 

linguistic and literary traditions. As I show how the routes of meaning opened by these 

novelists and filmmakers across the region lead to hope that one day we will rejoice in 

sharing a common Mediterranean shore, however, I caution against easy enthusiasms. 

These novelists and filmmakers urge us to respond to the challenge of the present-day 

conflicts they address in their works, and a shared Mediterranean shore will eventually 

appear on the horizon only after we overcome monolingual conceptions of selfhood and 

otherness, setting sail towards a shore we have never seen. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Appearing in articles or in the titles of essays from different fields in the humanities, 

the category of the “Mediterranean” has enjoyed a growing presence in recent scholarship. 

Centered in European institutions such as the Maison Méditerranéenne des Sciences de 

l’Homme and rapidly increasing in recognition and visibility in the Anglo-American world 

(Morris; Giaccaria and Minca 346), the field of Mediterranean studies is molding its own 

identity. Its ambition is to propose an independent area of study that goes beyond the logic 

of a knowledge fragmented along national or linguistic lines and that bridges European, 

Middle Eastern, and African studies. 

The focus on the Mediterranean carries with it the implicit promise of bringing 

together worlds that are too often kept apart despite their proximity. If “Mediterraneism” 

can be considered, in Harris’ concise formulation, “the doctrine that there are distinctive 

characteristics which the cultures of the Mediterranean have, or have had, in common” 

(Harris 1), one wonders how it could be otherwise given the proximity of the peoples 

inhabiting its shores and their intense historical, commercial, and intellectual exchange. 

Yet, the challenge of studying the similarities, connections, and interactions between 

peoples and cultures on the north and south sides of the sea has been felt as an urgent 

necessity in recent decades. This interest is a result of a world that has progressively “come 

closer” after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the beginning of what has become known as 
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globalization, but also of the international tensions resulting from the 2001 attacks on the 

Twin Towers. The “paradigms of discord,” as Fabre calls understandings of relationships 

across the Mediterranean region that are based on the concept of total opposition between 

Europe and Islam, are the poison for which Mediterranean studies would be the antidote. 

However, Fabre points out, one should not too easily subscribe to their opposite—to those 

“utopias of harmony” that would simplistically make of the Mediterranean region an idyllic 

place of harmony and concord. The “unifying myth” of the Mediterranean, Henry notes, 

emerged in the nineteenth century, and it has continually inspired intellectuals and policy 

makers over the last two centuries. The works of authors such as Chevalier, Audisio, and 

Camus have paralleled the French colonial enterprise and served different purposes: in 

Chevalier, the idea of the Mediterranean as a “nuptial bed between the East and the West” 

became instrumental for an idea of progress led by European technological advancement. 

Audisio and Camus represent the development of the idea of the Mediterranean developed 

in Algeria throughout the 1930s; this idea was aimed at contrasting a Fascist ideology 

grounded on the imperial myth of Rome. Audisio and Camus worked nobly against an 

imperialist European project in Algeria while being inextricably tied to it. Said has brought 

attention to the ties that linked culture and power in the West-East context during the 

colonial period and that remain central in the contemporary debate on the Mediterranean. 

His works brought to the center of the academic debate the relation between the West and 

the Orient, showing that, if not always positive, it has been at least meaningful—neither 

indifferent nor irrelevant. Thirty-five years after the publication of Orientalism, the 

imbalance of power to which Said brought attention is still tangible in the Mediterranean 
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region, and theorists from Fabre and Cassano to Hertzfeld and Harris have been highly 

aware of the risk that Mediterraneism will become a “cousin” of Orientalism, that is, the 

expression of another Western imperialistic project (Harris 2) 

 Despite the recurrent hesitations and debates contesting its validity, the 

Mediterranean field stirs hopes and enthusiasms. Between the two opposed paradigms of 

discord and harmony lies a sea of “ontological instability” and methodological uncertainty. 

The difficulties of thinking of the Mediterranean as a whole have been well-known since 

Braudel’s La Méditerranée et le monde méditerranéen à l’époque de Philippe II, in which 

the French historian, largely credited as the founder or inspirer of the field, characterized 

the Mediterranean as “a complex character, cumbersome, out of the ordinary,” one that 

“escapes our measures and our categories” (Braudel 13). The methodological issues 

recurring most frequently in the literature vary from discipline to discipline, and they range 

from the precise content denoted by the word Mediterranean to the ways in which to frame 

this geographically and humanly complex region, from the way to write a history of the 

region that goes beyond the “conflicts of memory” existing there to whether the sea unites, 

divides, or does both at once. These issues are currently debated among theorists, and they 

bounce from one theorist to the next, their solutions arranged in different ways, making of 

the Mediterranean an unstable theoretical field, one whose “paradoxical” nature must be 

taken, to a certain extent, as a matter of fact (Morin; Ruel 11).  

Unrelated to any specific language, culture, or period of time—in fact, unrelated to 

the human—the geographic notion of the Mediterranean is broad enough to harbor an 

extraordinary and all-too-human complexity, suitable for a critical paradigm that would be 
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horizontal, cooperative, and based on interdependence (Horden and Purcell; Morris). Some 

disciplines in the humanities and social sciences have been more responsive than others to 

the call and challenge of the Mediterranean. Despite Hertzfeld’s warning that the 

development of the Mediterranean field of study may reinforce unnecessary stereotypes 

and dangerous essentializations (Herzfeld), Mediterranean anthropology has flourished in 

the past decade (Albera and Blok 26), and Mediterranean history has become a popular 

discipline in North American universities, although one without clear parameters (Horden 

5).  

Despite the attractive possibility of a Mediterranean way of reading narratives 

across linguistic traditions in the region, literary studies is among the fields least responsive 

to the Mediterranean call. Mallette notes how, as opposed to scholars of the Mediterranean 

in other disciplines, literary historians have been hesitant to conceptualize literary history 

in regional rather than national paradigms, challenging the “monolingualism” inherent in 

our contemporary ways of reading a linguistic and literary tradition (Mallette 254-264). 

Similarly, Kinoshita laments the “tenacity in literary studies of the nation,” with its “ideal, 

if rarely realized, presumptions about the homogeneity of language, ‘ethnicity,’ and 

religion,” as default category of analysis (Kinoshita 314). Their argument constitutes a 

point of departure for my work, in which I employ a comparative, multidisciplinary, and 

transmedia methodology to read novels and movies produced between the 1980s and the 

2000s in Arabic, French, and Italian. These contemporary narratives, I argue, “harbor” in 

themselves the “elsewhere” on the other shore of the sea. As they challenge constructions 

of otherness that materialize in present-day conflicts in the region, they resist monolingual 
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readings. The works of these novelists and filmmakers give voice to a perspective on the 

Mediterranean radically different from that upheld by the “paradigms of discord.” Whereas 

according to these paradigms there is nothing in the Mediterranean but an iron curtain, 

these works present migration and conflicts, historiography and religion, intimacy and 

translation as experiences shared across countries and societies in the region. In so doing, 

they encourage pluralistic thinking about the problems shared by contemporary 

Mediterranean societies. 

In this three-part introduction, I first explain the way in which the constructed 

notion of the Mediterranean has been presented and debated across the humanities. The 

recurrent themes and semantic acceptations related to the Mediterranean, I show, present 

an interdisciplinary and multilingual challenge to conceptions of culture, literature, and 

cinema based on a single national or linguistic paradigm. I then present the novels and 

movies included in this corpus as “harboring narratives,” that is, narratives that open routes 

of meaning across the borders between languages, cultures, and nations within the 

Mediterranean region. I conclude by presenting the works included in the corpus, 

discussing the regional relevance of the subjects treated by the writers and filmmakers. 

 

I- The Human Mediterranean  

 

A comparison between national and regional models for defining culture in a broad 

sense lies at the heart of the theoretical questions regarding the Mediterranean. Mallette 

and Kinoshita’s arguments call into question the “Herderian paradigm,” as Casanova calls 
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the association between nation, language, and ethnicity that has been dominant in European 

nation-states since the nineteenth century (Casanova 110-117). This model is both 

intellectually and politically salient, and it casts onto the past its own conception of cultural 

historical development, creating a “nationalized” outlook on other periods, such as the 

medieval, while remaining oblivious to the plurilingual nature of a given period’s literature 

(Kinoshita). The Herderian paradigm is also put into crisis by the fluid notion of the 

Mediterranean, which requires a different configuration of culture, language, and space. 

As Chambers notes, the sea’s fluidity “invites us to think at the unstable location of 

knowledge,” which “challenges the seeming solidity of the lands, languages, and lineages 

that border and extend outward from its shores” (Chambers 27). 

What exactly is denoted by the term Mediterranean? Many have felt the necessity 

of specifying, delimiting, or circumscribing the fluid space of the sea in order to better 

define its human acceptation. Some, like Braudel, have presented it as a “system of seas,” 

whereas others, like Audisio, have presented it as a “continent” in its own right. Most would 

agree that the relative clarity of the geographical notion of the Mediterranean is 

complicated when by Mediterranean one also means the lands surrounding the sea and the 

interaction between the peoples inhabiting its shores. As Henry remarks, “The 

Mediterranean is not a simple idea. It describes at once a natural and a constructed space, 

a real and an imaginary world, a horizon of belonging and an elsewhere, a shared past and 

a project, a space of solidarity and conflicts.” The coexistence, within the region, of a 

“horizon of belonging” (horizon d’appartenance) and an “elsewhere” (ailleurs) that can be 

spatial, cultural, and linguistic resumes the challenge of the human Mediterranean at 
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different levels: although the natural Mediterranean space is there in all its facticity, its 

human-constructed aspect remains problematic. Whose belonging and whose elsewhere do 

we refer to when discussing the Mediterranean? Whose culture and history and whose 

constructions of selfness and otherness do we consider?  

The advantage of categories such as the sea’s “northern” and “southern” shores, 

first employed by Gardet and appearing frequently in the scholarly literature, can help to 

clarify the key human and cultural semantics of the term Mediterranean. This advantage is 

due less to the categories’ geographical precision (the sea does not have two shores, and it 

is delimited by a continuous line interrupted by the Strait of Gibraltar and the Dardanelles) 

than to their ability to summarize the recurrent superposition of the meanings of different 

signifiers relevant to the Mediterranean region as a whole (Gardet). A number of critics 

have found between the two shores what Cassano describes as a “scission” and a “frontier,” 

terms similar to those employed by the Chicano critic Anzaldua (Cassano 51-55). The 

historian  J. L. Triaud describes it as a “fault line” (faille) “so visible that we don’t see it 

anymore” (Triaud 110).
1
 He defines it also as “an irreducible and dangerous frontier,” an 

“iron curtain,” and a “great split” (déchirure). Carpentier and Lebrun describe it in terms 

of a “great fracture,” arguing that, “dug in the 7th century,” this fracture was established by 

the tenth century and is a “durable phenomenon, still present,” dividing “a Christian 

Mediterranean world at the north and a Muslim world at the south” (Carpentier and Lebrun 

                                                 
1 Triaud points out that historiographical paradigms that see in the Islamic conquests a rupture are found not 

only in Pirenne, but also in Braudel, because in La Méditerranée, l’éspace et l’hitoire, the French historian 

associates Islam with the Orient, whereas the Byzantine and Roman cultures would be instead unrelated to 

it.  
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160). Christianity and Islam are only two of the elements informing the notion of the sea’s 

two shores. The use of two geographical categories such as “north” and “south” to 

characterize them reveals a certain superposition and interchangeability, once the 

Mediterranean is positioned at their semantic confluence, between geographical categories 

invested with cultural connotations such as those of North and South, West and East. The 

frontier dividing Christianity and Islam, positioning Christianity on the northern shore and 

Islam at the southern shore, can be seen as one between the “West” and the “East.” Said’s 

critique of the relationship between Europe and the Arab world emphasized this West-East 

axis, so that a region like the Maghreb, positioned both at the south and west of Europe’s 

geographical coordinates, could be considered part of the (European) “Orient.” In the 

historical context of the European colonization of the Arab world in the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries, the division between the Arab world and Europe, Islam and 

Christianity, East and West, and northern and southern shores has also been characterized 

and read as one between the colonizer and colonized, a dichotomy that has animated the 

postcolonial debate since the 1980s. In the decades following the Conference of Bandung 

in 1955, moreover, the difference between (Western) Europe and the Arab World has also 

been described through the frame of the difference between the First and Third World.
2
 

                                                 
2 The notion of the Third World is currently less employed than it was in past decades. It fell into disuse after 

the Berlin Wall fell, in 1989, when the Cold War ended and the Third World, inaugurated at the Conference 

of Bandung (1955)—by the Indian president Nehru and the Egyptian president Nasser, among many others—

technically ceased to exist. The Third World, what eventually came to be known as the Non-Aligned 

Countries, would be the part of the newly decolonized states that refused to belong to either of the two existing 

and conflicting blocks that emerged after the Second World War, the Atlantic alliance (NATO)―the “West” 

as a political and cultural entity and signifier―and the “Soviet block,” the second of the three worlds, a 

political entity defined at the east of Western Europe according to the logics of Yalta. From the Conference 

of Bandung to the end of the Cold War, and the consequent vanishing of the two worlds of which the Third 
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Though this last dichotomy is still currently employed, the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 

marked the disappearance of the Iron Curtain as well as the end of the Cold War between 

the First and Second World, and thus of the reasons that gave rise to the notion of the Third 

World in the mid-1950s. It also resulted in a semantic shift from the concept of the Third 

World to that of the Global South and an equivalent shift from the concept of the First 

World to that of the Global North, sanctioned by a report by the Brandt-led Independent 

Commission on International Development Issues, which drew a line between “developed” 

and “developing” countries. This sinuous line has for three decades been dividing the north 

and the south of the Mediterranean as well as the south and the north of the world, and was 

originally defined in 1980 in the following terms: 

 

The North including Eastern Europe has a quarter of the world’s population and 

four-fifths of its income; the South including China has three billion people—three 

quarters of the world’s population but living on one-fifth of the world’s income. In 

the North, the average person can expect to live for more than seventy years; he or 

she will rarely be hungry, and will be educated at least up to secondary level. In the 

countries of the South the great majority of people have a life expectancy of closer 

to fifty years; in the poorest countries one out of every four children dies before the 

age of five; one-fifth or more of all the people in the South suffer from hunger and 

malnutrition; fifty per cent have no chance to become literate. (Brandt 32) 

                                                 
would be, in fact, the third, the notion of the Third World itself seemed deprived of meaning. It retains, 

however, certain specific socioeconomic connotations, and I will employ it during the course of this 

dissertation, alternatively to the term Global South. 
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These words describe the material conditions according to which humankind, thirty 

years ago, could be divided into a developed and a developing world. Many things have 

happened in the region, and around the globe, since then, and they have rendered unstable 

this form of distinction and “distantiation” between the North and the South. In the context 

of the contemporary period, however, things change rapidly, and the categories of the 

Global North and Global South are still widely employed.  

The notions of the sea’s two shores refer to the stratification of all the dichotomies 

mentioned above. Some of them have accompanied the life of the Mediterranean from 

antiquity to the present, whereas the relevance of others is limited to the contemporary 

period; the latter constitute the major concepts employed in the field to approach and 

conceptualize the Mediterranean (Petricioli 13; Bouchard and Ferme 3-7). These binary 

oppositions do not appear only with respect to the Mediterranean, but in the Mediterranean 

they constitute a complex array of semantic contentions that has prompted authors like 

Triaud and Cassano, Carpentier and Lebrun, to think of it in terms of a “frontier.” These 

variables are inextricably tied to each other and are often interchangeable, such that it is 

not rare to find one of these terms employed in a way that assumes or implies the others as 

its corollaries. I am not implying that each of these variables, when employed, is 

understood as implying all the others simultaneously, but rather that there are continuities 

and superpositions of meaning between these terms. In referring to the Mediterranean as a 

frontier between the sea’s two shores, the literature presents the Mediterranean as a sea 

between Europe and the Arab world, North and South, West and East, First and Third 
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Worlds, former colonizers and former colonized, Christianity and Islam. Do these 

categories encompass all the human variety present in the region? They do not. A closer 

look into each of these categories reveals not one but multiple “Europes,” “Christianities,” 

“Islams,” “Norths,” and “Souths.” Rather, these categories indicate some of the major 

distinctions with which one can characterize the human diversity of the region. They do 

not say much, however, about the irreducible uniqueness of the individual experiences and 

points of view portrayed by novelists and filmmakers. In principle, the categories reveal 

no more and no less than do single national or linguistic categories: what do the categories 

of “Arab,” “French,” or “Italian” tell us about an artist? The human notion of the 

Mediterranean does not change the substance of the questions at stake regarding the 

individual expression of an artist as it relates to a group, a space, or a language.  

Set somewhere between the individual expression of the artist and the constructed 

notion of the Mediterranean, the relationship between the individual, the national, and the 

linguistic informs the notion of Mediterranean. How does it do so? How are the notions of 

language and nation affected, in their turn, by that of the Mediterranean? Once considered 

an “epistemic scission,” one that simultaneously divides and keeps together different 

“horizons of belonging” and “elsewhere,” contrasting and sometimes unreconciled 

versions of truth, readings of history, religious beliefs, languages, regions, and the 

communities associated with them, the Mediterranean has become a rich field of 

philological enquiry. Like Spivak, Chakrabarti, and Pratt’s approaches to modern and 

postcolonial encounters between peoples brought together by the colonial experience, the 

comparative study of constructions of “horizons of belonging” and “elsewhere,” sameness 
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and otherness, as they have been understood in relation to the Mediterranean, can guide us 

across a plurality of monolingual readings of cultures, nations, and literatures. Positioned 

at the intersection of the categories informing its semantics, the Mediterranean becomes 

the site for “border thinking,” as Mignolo defines the term: a thinking that is 

epistemologically and gnoseologically open to categories of thought that might be 

unfamiliar to the reader and hence in need of introduction and translation (Mignolo 41-44). 

Only a multidisciplinary approach that considers various semantic forms of the 

“elsewhere” can move beyond a monolingual approach to reading these narratives. This 

gnoseological openness involves simultaneously the literary and the linguistic, the 

geographical, the economic, the historical, and the religious. It constitutes the necessary 

condition for a positive knowledge to emerge from a comparison that, instead of being 

anchored in fixed categories and singular points of view, is open to the paradoxes and 

asymmetries of a multifocal analysis potentially leading to unexpected results. As 

Matvejevic maintains, “We do [the Mediterranean] an injustice by approaching it from a 

Eurocentric point of view, that is, as an exclusively Latin, Roman, or Romance creation, 

or from a purely pan-Hellenic, pan-Arab, or Zionist point of view, that is, on the basis of a 

particularistic criterion, be it ethnic, religious, or political” (Matvejevic 11). 

II- Harboring Narratives 

 

I define harboring narratives as novels and movies that open routes of meaning 

between different languages, cultures, and nations in the Mediterranean region. These 

narratives harbor in themselves an “elsewhere” on the “other shore” of the Mediterranean. 
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They engage with both shores in a complex process of interiorization and negotiation, 

opening between them routes of meaning that draw together the linguistic, the 

geographical, the economic, the historical, and the religious. 

 These harboring narratives express the experience of writers and filmmakers who 

have journeyed toward an elsewhere, seeking relational experiences involving a plurality 

of countries, languages, and cultures across the Mediterranean. Merzak Allouache, the 

filmmaker to whom I devote the first chapter, is at once an Algerian, “Arab,” and African, 

and his personal experience is part of the intertwined French and Algerian history following 

Algerian independence. His cinema is Algerian and Arab, but it is neither exclusively nor 

always Arabophone nor Francophone. In the second chapter, I discuss a novel by Baha’ 

Taher, an Egyptian writing in Arabic who lived for some twenty years in Geneva. In the 

third chapter, I offer a reading of a novel by Abdelwahab Meddeb, who recently died in 

France. Born in Tunisia, Meddeb moved to France as a student, residing permanently there 

while regularly visiting Tunisia and Tangiers, in Morocco. In the fifth chapter, I discuss a 

movie by Abdellatif Kechiche, born in Tunisia but raised in France. In the sixth and final 

chapter, I compare the novel of an Italian “migrant writer,” Abdelmalek Smari, born in 

Algeria and living in Italy since the 1990s, to a movie by the Italian filmmaker Vittorio de 

Seta that stages the travel of a Senegalese “migrant” to Italy. The categories employed to 

describe the biographical experiences of these writers and filmmakers demonstrate the 

critical attempt to conceptualize their works through the Herderian paradigm of sameness 

and otherness. Each of these categories—Arabic literature, Italian cinema, or Francophone 

literature, for example—tells us something about a writer’s experience but at the same time 
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reveals the limits of critical approaches based on a single language or national tradition in 

considering relational experiences involving a plurality of countries, languages, and 

cultures. 

Among the recognizable ways in which these narratives harbor an “elsewhere” is 

the presence, within them, of travel across the sea. In most cases, countries such as Algeria, 

France, Lebanon, Italy, Egypt, Israel, Tunisia, Senegal, and Spain do not appear alone in 

these narratives. Though some of the works discussed in this study witness the “season of 

migration to the north” that followed the independence of former colonial countries, not all 

of them can be considered migratory narratives. The intensified wave of migration, which 

changed the demographic makeup of Europe in recent decades by bringing in a 

considerable number of individuals from different parts of the Global South, brought about 

what has been described by critics as a “migration literature” and a “cinema of migration.” 

Appearing as migratory, or consisting of back-and-forths across the two shores, staged in 

the foreign land as exile, travel appears in a variety of ways in these works. They invite the 

reader to see the process of migration, as Bonn notes, as one in which immigration and 

emigration occur simultaneously and hence always in relation to each other (Bonn 39-40). 

Moreover, in most cases a migratory endeavor spans many years and can be subject to 

changes in both goals and destinations (Schapendonk). In discussing these narratives, I 

therefore prefer the category of travel to that of migration, pointing out those cases in which 

travel assumes the features of migration. 

Another way in which these works harbor the “elsewhere” is the presence of 

characters from the two shores and particularly the presence of go-betweens. Such 
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characters bridge the two shores, sharing and trading signifiers between languages, 

communities, and protocols of reading. These characters are slightly exceptional within the 

communities to which they belong, but not so exceptional that they seem like outsiders. 

They might be travelers, “European-looking” Arabs or vice-versa, or they might be 

bilingual characters switching uncannily between languages or dress codes in response to 

varying circumstances. They are employed by these writers and filmmakers to open routes 

of meaning, ways of understanding, and protocols of reading across audiences, to take the 

reader or the spectator out of a “monolingual” referential world. 

Through the displacement of signifiers across the shores and the employment of 

characters traveling between them and intersecting a plurality of linguistic protocols, these 

narratives open routes of meaning between languages, referential worlds, and audiences. 

They attempt to suture the open wounds of the contemporary Mediterranean by urging to 

think differently about the present-day conflicts in the region. As they subvert preconceived 

notions of selfhood and otherness, they give voice to the challenges of participating in 

multicultural societies, inviting us to question readings of history and conceptions of the 

divine based on a single language, nation, or religion. 

 

III- Corpus Presentation 

 

In the first two chapters of this dissertation, I discuss harboring narratives that 

respond to two tragic present-day cases involving all the countries and societies in the 

region. These open wounds of the contemporary Mediterranean cry out for an urgent 
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solution. The concept of the Mediterranean as frontier becomes all too evident in these 

cases; it materializes in borders and warfronts, hard to defy and difficult to trespass. These 

narratives open routes of meaning across societies in conflict, employing go-between 

characters to pierce across the porosity of borders and walls. They harbor in themselves the 

“elsewhere” rejected by the “paradigms of discord” on the other side of the frontier. 

Against these evident, human-made warfronts, these narratives stitch together the protocols 

of reading of different societies to heal the open wounds of the contemporary 

Mediterranean. 

The first narrative I discuss, Merzak Allouache’s Harragas (2009), is a movie 

devoted to the thousands of deaths of travelers trying to reach the European shores by boat 

that occurred in the last decade. In this movie, a French-Algerian production, Allouache 

addresses this urgent, present-day problem affecting nations and individuals across the 

Mediterranean and beyond. He does so by describing a group of Algerian characters 

attempting to leave Algeria in order to reach the Spanish shores. In the second chapter, 

“Voyage to a Relative North: The Crossing of Intangible Barriers in Merzak Allouache’s 

Harragas,” I investigate the director’s use of the blank style of chronicles and reports 

circulating in the media to respond to these tragic deaths. In order to understand the 

director’s poetics, and his decision to describe, through a group of Algerian characters, an 

international issue tying Algeria to the countries at both its north and south, I first describe 

the historical and social context of post-Civil War Algeria. The way in which Allouache 

presents Algeria opens the way to a study of the legal framework regulating the movement 

of individuals entering and leaving Algeria. Focusing on the laws adopted by the Algerian 
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parliament in 2008 and 2009, the year in which the movie was released, underlines the 

precise but subtle references the director makes to these laws. A further reading of the 

international context in which these laws were enforced will support my reading of 

Allouache’s treatment of the go-between character “Seasick Hassan,” the smuggler of this 

narrative, through which the director opens routes of meaning between European and 

Algerian forms of racism and discrimination. In this work, the Mediterranean is a sea 

traversed by intangible barriers these travelers try to cross. How were these barriers put 

into being? The sea, as presented by Allouache, is traversed by a series of intangible 

barriers but not of the kind that reveal an iron curtain between Mediterranean countries. 

Quite the contrary: the barriers are the result of a peaceful cooperation between them. 

 From the barriers put in place by the peaceful coalition between Mediterranean 

countries, in the third chapter, “The Weight of Blood: On the Quest for Justice in Baha’ 

Taher’s Love in Exile,” I move to a real conflict to treat the frontier as a warfront. I present 

how Taher, in al-Ḥubb fi-l Manfā, discusses the events of the summer of 1982 in Lebanon, 

when the Israeli Defense Force, with the Peace for Galilee operation, invaded the country 

afflicted by the Civil War, rapidly advancing toward Beirut and subjecting it to a siege and 

a naval block that lasted for several weeks. The novel covers the timespan of this military 

operation, intertwining the two distinct but superposed hostilities of the Lebanese Civil 

War and of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. I will present this Arabic novel as a “world 

novel” or “global novel,” because its author explicitly employs a poetics aimed at tying 

together, through this conflict dividing the consciences of Mediterranean societies and 

directly involving Christian, Jewish, and Muslim communities, characters originating from 
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all over the world. Taher employs the international setting of the protagonist’s exilic life in 

Europe to address the way international media presented the Peace for Galilee operation, 

while travelers, journalists and humanitarian personnel visited the city of “N” with news 

of this “distant” conflict. Progressively, the narrator becomes involved in the escalation of 

the hostilities, culminating with the massacre of Palestinian civilians in Sabra and Shatila, 

in early September 1982. In this novel, the author and his protagonist take sides in this 

conflict, advocating for the Palestinian cause, which he presents as exemplifying the 

struggle of all the oppressed peoples of the world. Taher employs individual characters 

from both shores of the Mediterranean, Easterners and Westerners, Europeans and Arabs, 

Muslims and Jews, to confound the possibility of casting ethical judgements upon the large 

human communities denoted by these groups. Just as it helps to clarify the poetic choices 

the author makes in portraying these diverse characters, the concept of the Mediterranean 

as a frontier also helps to clarify how the author employs its different semantic acceptations 

to dismantle it and make emerge in its stead a world populated simply by individuals. While 

pointing out through them the different “weight of blood” attributed to First and Third 

World human beings, the author portrays a love between the two protagonists that 

symbolizes a love between societies in conflict. They realize among themselves the idea 

that “love is exile” (the idea animating the author’s poetics), divesting themselves of the 

logics of their respective groups. Though Taher is pessimistic about the possibility that 

such a symbolic love between “West and East” will one day prevail over the logics of 

conflict ruling over a divided Mediterranean, and a divided world, in this narrative he opens 

the possibility that a universal justice exists beyond the divisive logics of the “masters” 
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ruling the world. Concrete because it is proven by the witnessing of real individuals, this 

justice is egalitarian and based on reciprocity, this concept of justice opens routes of 

meaning across countries and societies divided by conflict, interrogating the individual 

conscience of the reader, the sole forum in which this universal justice can hold sway. 

 In the following two chapters, I turn to two works that stage what I call a 

“performed Mediterranean”: Abdelwahab Meddeb’s Phantasia (1986) and Abdellatif 

Kechiche’s La Graine et le mulet (2006). Very different stylistically, they similarly reflect 

a relation between Tunisia and France, the Arab world and Europe, French and Arabic. By 

“performed Mediterranean,” I mean what has been defined by Khatibi and Mehrez as 

“bilingualism,” because they consciously challenge the monolingualism discussed by 

Mallette by simultaneously employing in their language different protocols of reading and 

understanding. Mehrez distinguishes bilingual works from those in which “the language of 

the Other becomes unrecognizable, or deformed.” In a bilingual narrative, “the language 

of the Other comes to encode messages which are not readily decoded by the monolingual 

reader whose referential world continues to exclude, ignore, and deny the existence of other 

referential worlds” (Mehrez 22). Both these works require what in monolingual terms could 

be described as a “decoding,” but the truth is that their bilingualism is very overt, and a 

reading of them based simply on the relationship they entertain with France or the French 

language, valid as it is, fails to notice the gestures and references they make to Arabic and 

the Arab world. As Khatibi explains in reference to Meddeb’s bilingual text, 
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The foreign language, since it is interiorized as effective writing, as word in act, 

transforms the first language, it structures it and takes it towards the untranslatable. 

I will argue that the language called foreign does not sum up to the other, nor 

operates with it by means of a pure juxtaposition: each beckons to the other, expects 

the other to remain outside: outside against outside, this strangeness: what a 

language desires (if I can express myself in this way) is to be singular, irreducible, 

rigorously other. I think that translation . . . functions according to this intractability, 

this distantiation never-endingly deferred and disruptive. In fact, all this so called 

Maghrebian literature written in French is a narrative of translation. I don’t mean 

that it is only translation, but rather that it is a narrative that speaks in languages. 

(Khatibi 185-186) 

 

In Allouache’s movie, go-between characters trade signifiers across the 

Mediterranean frontier, and bilingual characters speak French as an alternative to the 

Algerian dialect as a projection toward their European destination, whereas in Taher’s 

novel, go-between characters are recognizable as such. In these two bilingual narratives, 

by contrast, the doors between the two sides of the Mediterranean are wide open. Meddeb 

and Kechiche consciously perform a style in which there is a constant interaction between 

the two shores, between the two sides of the Mediterranean as a frontier, between French 

and Arabic. 

In the fourth chapter, “The Isthmus on a Polytheist Sea: Bilingualism and 

Historiographic Fabulation in Abdelwahab Meddeb’s Phantasia,” I discuss how Meddeb 
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sutures, in Phantasia, the two shores of the Mediterranean lived as the two sides—French 

and Arabic—of his bilingual self. Arabic and French are not the only two languages that 

appear in the novel. In the solitary Parisian walk of Meddeb’s exilic protagonist, the author 

intends to embrace the whole world, including eleven more languages, among which are 

Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Akkadian, and Egyptian Hieroglyphic, all appearing, like 

Arabic, in their original script. Meddeb’s novel is a metafictional narrative, one in which 

the author’s voice addresses the reader within the awareness of the novel’s fictionality, a 

feature that allows the novel to address two delicate matters that lie at the heart of the idea 

of the Mediterranean as a possible shared horizon of belonging. It is not enough to focus 

on the conflicts of the present while disregarding the reasons underlying their existence 

and the strong sense of communitarian belonging derived from religion and historical 

memory. In Phantasia, Meddeb undertakes the challenge of addressing these two delicate 

issues. To approach them, the author distances himself from the present as chronicle, 

creating an intemporal space by drawing inspiration from the medieval Islamic theosophy 

of Ibn Arabi and his notion of barzakh, “isthmus,” in relation to which I explain the author’s 

poetics. Meddeb assumes in turn the persona of the poet, of the minstrel, of the star-gazer, 

and of the inspired mystic in order to trace a cosmography of the Mediterranean. The 

religious questions the author addresses involve and tie together the shared, human history 

of Christianity, Islam, and Judaism, religious beliefs and communities that the author 

harbors and addresses from the perspective of intimate familiarity with the “thou.” In the 

second part of the chapter, I focus on the historiographic questions the author raises through 

the intemporal time staged by the narrator in the barzakh, living simultaneously the present 
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and the past and merging the patterns of Arabo-Islamic and European historiographies. The 

dichotomy between the medieval and the modern, in particular, is one of the complex knots 

that the notion of the Mediterranean, as seen through the filter of the author’s relationship 

with French and Arabic, calls scholars to question. 

A different perspective on the Mediterranean is offered by Abdellatif Kechiche in 

La graine et le mulet. Whereas Meddeb distances himself from the present to consider the 

broad intellectual questions haunting an historical and present conscience of a 

Mediterranean society, Kechiche zooms into the present of France’s multiethnic society to 

focus on the quotidian aspects of family, love, and intimacy. In “The French 

Inconveniences of Sunna: Abdellatif Kechiche’s Modesty in La Graine et le mulet,” I 

analyze Kechice’s stylistics as they relate to adapting to the maritime setting of a French 

port town the life of the protagonist’s family, in the moment in which he decides to remain 

there rather than returning to the bled, his Maghreb country of origin. In this film, which I 

describe as a “narrative of integration,” there is no travel. I nonetheless describe it as a 

“performed Mediterranean,” because the bilingual features described by Khatibi and 

Mehrez inform the director’s style. My study of Kechiche’s “modesty,” by which, I argue, 

the director erases the frontier between communities inhabiting the Mediterranean, leads 

to a discussion of the protagonist’s family and film’s treatment of its different characters. 

The family Kechiche portrays challenges the frequent charges of a French rhetoric that 

characterizes the Arab minority as inassimilable. By bringing to the forefront the way in 

which this community, considered “other” in French society, is in its turn challenged by 

the French society in which it lives, confusing the very possibility of tracing clear barriers 
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between them, Kechiche opens routes of meaning that challenge a monolingual French 

reading of the protagonist’s family. At the foundation of Kechiche’s bilingual stylistics lies 

a similar challenge for a monolingual Arabic reading. Through the subtle but crucial 

distinction between the “sunna” as simple practice of life and the “Sunna” as orthodoxy in 

Sunni Islam, I thus argue that Kechiche’s style operates simultaneously on two different 

protocols of reading. His modesty, I argue, makes him recur to the unfamiliar, to uncanny 

effects rather to the “rhetoric of scandal,” to point out the divergences and conflicting 

elements between the two languages, the two communities they denote, and the two 

“shores” of the Mediterranean sea. 

In the last chapter I employ the constructed notion of Mediterranean as a compass 

to guide me through a comparison between two works belonging to the genres of Italian 

“migration” literature and cinema. In “As When a Troop of Jolly Sailors Row: The Wished 

Shore in Abdelmalek Smari’s Fiamme in Paradiso and Vittorio De Seta’s Lettere dal 

Sahara,” I also take the Italian destination appearing in these two narratives as a point of 

departure for a comparison between different forms of “elsewhere” in the Mediterranean. 

Drawing from Westphal’s geocriticism, I distinguish conceptual knowledge and 

experienced knowledge for reading different departures and returns in Smari’s 

autobiographical novel Fiamme in Paradiso (1990) and De Seta’s documentary fiction 

movie Lettere dal Sahara (2006). I study Smari’s protagonist Karim in his migratory travel 

from the Algerian city of Constantine to the Italian city of Milan. I compare Smari’s printed 

novel with an original “first part” provided to me by the author, to assess the relationship 

between author and “editor” of this early “Italian migration novel.” I then read together 
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Karim’s voyage from the Algeria on the eve of the Civil War (1991-2002) to Milan, and 

the travel of De Seta’s Assane from his arrival on the Italian island of Lampedusa to Turin. 

I compare the convergence and divergence of narrative and stylistic perspectives in the two 

works, and conclude with a reading of Assane’s return to Senegal, in the last part of Lettere 

dal Sahara, supporting my reading of De Seta’s aesthetics and method with the director’s 

original script. In this chapter I argue that De Seta and Smari’s narrative are directed 

towards the same “wished shore,” and that we can rejoice to see the stability of signifiers 

between these two narratives. This land, I conclude, is not only Italy, or the genre to which 

they belong but, through Italy and its “elsewhere” it is a Mediterranean shore ahead. 

However, the “faithless waves” and “trothless sky” of this comparison shows me the 

dangers of this long journey through countries, social and geographical contexts, 

languages, and leads me to conclude that only in a dimension of “not knowing” we can 

rejoice to see ahead a common Mediterranean shore, like jolly sailors. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

VOYAGE TO A RELATIVE NORTH: THE CROSSING OF INTANGIBLE BARRIERS IN 

MERZAK ALLOUACHE’S HARRAGAS 

 

 
Eighty immigrants attempted to cross into Melilla at 

the Farhana border, crossing during dawn of New 

Year's Eve. The immigrants did not even get the 

chance to be refused entry by the Spanish Civil Guard, 

at the triple-barrier checkpoint, as the Moroccans took 

the task upon themselves by firing warning shots 

before they reached the checkpoint. One person in the 

Sub-Saharan group was wounded, during the assault, 

by the fire of the Moroccan forces, and died of his 

wounds en route to the hospital. Fourteen attackers 

were detained in the outskirts of Farhana and two 

others were captured in nearby Mount Gurugú, which 

towers over Melilla from Morocco. The rest were able 

to escape. 

 

Asociación Pro Derechos Humanos de Andalucía 

(ADHA), Derechos Humanos en la Frontera Sur 

(53) 

 

I- Introduction 

 

The epigraph reports the events that occurred on the morning of January 1, 2009, 

at the Melilla border between Morocco and Spain. The chronicle style recalls Auerbach’s 

comments, in Mimesis, on the capture and flogging of Petro Valvomeres, as recounted by 

the fourth-century Roman historian Ammianus Marcellinus in his Rerum Gestarum. Both 

the ADHA’s authors and Ammianus record a struggle between a multitude of men and the 

official force of the state: “On one side there is a pure mass of bodies, stupid and full of 

effrontery, like a crowd of juvenile delinquents,” comments Auerbach on Ammianus’ 

Roman mob, “and on the other imposing authority, fearlessness, instant decision, flogging” 
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(Auerbach 52). Auerbach describes Ammianus as “cloth[ing] the whole incident in the 

somber splendor of his rhetoric, which is as distant from popular style as possible.” The 

“human mass” reported by the ADHA report is not the untamed crowd confronted by 

Leontinus, Rome’s prefect in Ammianus’ time, but rather a group of contemporary “sub-

Saharans” trying to illegally cross the Moroccan-Spanish border. The blank style employed 

in this section of the ADHA report, in contrast to Ammianus’ style, conceals the authors’ 

stance toward the events narrated, and consequently the text resembles any other report 

that, since the 1990s, has documented the thousands of deaths occurring in the crossing of 

what eventually became the Schengen Area external borders. It is necessary to look at the 

report in its entirety to discover that its authors are a group of activists engaged in the 

humanitarian project of reporting what otherwise might go unwitnessed, and thus untold. 

Ammianus’ position, on the other hand, is  made evident by his description of how the 

“hard to frighten” Leontinus confronted the “arrogant and threatening multitude” standing 

before him, “gaz[ing] with piercing eyes into the faces of the packed crowd raging all about 

like serpents” (Auerbach 51). Although both texts report a confrontation between the force 

of the state and a “mass” of individuals of whom the reader knows little, the language 

Ammianus employs lets the reader know what to think of the confrontation. The 

unelaborate style employed by the ADHA report, by contrast, leaves the reader to 

contemplate the value as truth of the truth that is told in it. 

The context in which a given text is produced is always important, perhaps even 

more so when the style employed is blank—as in a report, a bulletin, or a chronicle in a 

newspaper. The blankness of the ADHA report might induce the reader to project his or 

her own hermeneutical paradigms into a text otherwise impartial or “objective,” which 

could lead the reader to praise the cooperation between Morocco and Spain as peaceful and 

successful instead of condemning it, or else, as too often happens, to remain indifferent. 
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Whereas in Ammianus’ text the historian judges for the reader and interprets the reality he 

describes, a reader unfamiliar with the situation addressed by the ADHA report could be 

led to question the truth that is told in it. What kind of “enemy” is held outside the triple-

fenced turnpike separating Morocco and Spain, guarded on both sides by Moroccan and 

Spanish authorities? What kind of “assailants” are those whose assault does not even reach 

the fences; what rationale did they employ in their attack, their tactics? What kind of 

“warning shot” caused the death of someone simply meant to be warned? All this goes 

untold in the section of the report quoted above. Amminaus’ prose would have made clear 

what he thought of the 206 causalities on the Moroccan-Spanish border reported by the 

ADHA. However, the blank style employed in this section of the report requires interested 

readers to study the entire text in order to reach a clearer understanding of the truth told in 

it. 

These considerations are crucial when a blank, somber style is employed in a movie 

such as in Merzak Allouache’s Harragas, released the same year the eighty Sub-Saharans 

were brutally repulsed from Melilla’s checkpoint. This movie belongs to the filmic, 

literary, and artistic production that accompanied the recent emergence of the clandestine 

South-North travel across the Mediterranean. In their attempt to travel across the border 

between Algeria and Spain and to enter the Schengen Area, the Algerian characters of this 

movie are trying to cross the threshold between the Global South and North that 

characterizes the contemporary world. This relatively new phenomenon, both a catalyst 

and effect of “globalization,” ties together individuals and sovereign states at a time when 

the movement of people and capital across the world has reached an unrivaled intensity, 

making it impossible to univocally deduce its causes or to univocally attribute the shared 

responsibility for these deaths occurring in the Mediterranean. 
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By investigating the context in which Allouache’s narrative takes place, I read 

Harragas as a work devoted to a subject inextricably tying together Europe and Africa—a 

work created by a director whose biography and work challenge current distinctions 

between Arab, Francophone, French, and Algerian cinema.3 Neither exclusively French 

nor Francophone, Allouache’s production is at once Algerian, “Arab,” and African, part of 

the intertwined French-Algerian history subsequent to Algerian independence (1962). 

Harragas belongs to the late period of Allouache’s production,4 in which the director began 

working regularly with European producers because the material conditions for 

filmmaking in Algeria had rapidly disappeared in the course of the Civil War (1991-2001). 

The director continues to complain that very few movie theaters remain in Algeria, a 

practical inconvenience that limits the degree to which his work can reach Algerian 

audiences.5 The European productions of this late phase of Allouache’s work include some 

successful comedies, such as Salut Cousin! (1997) and Chouchou (2003), in which the 

director addresses with humor issues of migration, taking into consideration French, 

Algerian, and “Franco-Algerian” sensibilities. In Chouchou, through the comical 

                                                 
3 Other categories have been proposed for describing Allouache’s biographical and artistic trajectory, among 

which is that of “émigré directors,” or special fields such as “France-Algeria” (Tarr 187) and “cinema of 

transvergence” (Higbee). 

4 Born in Algiers in 1944, Allouache studied in both Algerian and French institutions. He started working as 

a filmmaker in the early 1960s, at a time when Algerian movies, strictly controlled by state agencies, were 

celebrating the Independence War and the Agrarian Revolution (Crouzières-Ingenthron 178). Allouache’s 

first success, Omar Gatlato (1976), has been acclaimed as the first movie to run counter to the official 

aesthetics of Algerian cinema, bringing attention to the ordinary life of an Algerian man, Omar, to his 

frustrations and his difficult relationship with Selma, in a manner dissociated from the official rhetoric of 

state-oriented productions and political engagement. Working alternatively in France and Algeria, Allouache 

has directed documentaries, films, and reporting for Algerian television. Upon returning to Algeria after five 

years spent in France, he documented the 1988 riots. In Bab el-Oued (1994), the director confronted the 

Algerian Civil War. The soundtrack of this movie, which was filmed in precarious conditions in the director’s 

native neighborhood in Algiers, was recorded in Paris. The technological apparatus necessary for its 

recording was destroyed during the events of the Civil War. After Bab el-Oued , when he assumed the status 

of an émigré director, the late phase of his cinema began. Harragas can be read as belonging to this period. 

5 During the Civil War, secular writers and intellectuals, film directors, and artists were targeted by Front 

Islamique du Salut militants. Most filmmakers have been either sentenced to death by the Islamists or 

voluntarily exiled (Shafik 43). 
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feminized male role of the Algerian immigrant protagonist, Allouache addresses issues of 

travestying and gender that, as Flores-Khalil notes, would offend the standards of most 

Algerian audiences (Flores-Khalil 148). Though the case of Harragas is different, the long 

relationship between Allouache and Algerian censorship is worthy of attention, because 

during his career the ability of the state to determine what is acceptable for movie producers 

and audiences alike has had a crucial impact on Algerian filmmakers.6 Shafik and Flores-

Khalil, among others, point to the important role of self-censorship in Maghrebi film 

making, which limits the presence of overt confrontations with the state in the official 

declarations of filmmakers such as Allouache.7 In his interviews, Allouache displays not 

only an awareness of the influential power of state censorship in determining the outcome 

of his work, but also a desire to receive the government’s approval, which is a precondition 

for a good relationship with it and, to a certain extent, a contextual counterproof of his 

representativeness as an “Algerian” filmmaker. Although the director complains that his 

most recent work, al-Sutūḥ (2013), did not receive the support of the state, Harragas 

benefited from the support of the French region of Languedoc-Roussillon, the Algerian 

Centre National de Cinématographie, and the Algerian Ministry of Culture. 

                                                 
6 Algerian cinema, which has grown, like the rest of Maghrebi cinema, in pseudoartistic conditions, has been 

since its birth an easy target of state censorship. In Algeria, until 1988, film directors were in all respects 

considered state employees; since 1967 the state-funded Office National pour le Commerce et l'Industrie 

Cinéma has been almost the only producer existing in Algeria. Movies were subject to the control of a higher 

commission appointed by the Ministry of Culture and Information, charged with establishing the guidelines 

for filmmakers and with maintaining “Arab-Muslim customs” and respect for the “public order” and “good 

morals,” prohibiting “things that do not correspond to what is commonly accepted” or “embarrass the 

audience.” See Brahimi (65-67), Shafik (36), and Maherzi (68-82). 
7 Though Allouache maintains that in the post-Civil War period, the Algerian state made efforts to show its 

openness to pluralism and a more democratic attitude than during the pre-Civil War period, this position 

remains arguable. Flores-Khalil notes that “censorship was and remains unspoken, implicit and self-imposed. 

This form of repression, with no legal statutes, is perhaps more nefarious than legal censorship, operative in 

the cases of Tunisia and Morocco. In fact, there are legal censorship regulations that have been intensified in 

the past few years. On 26 June 2001 the government passed several amendments to the penal code regarding 

newspapers and other media of public speech. . . . The newly rewritten code includes prison time and fines 

for any journalist, or anyone else for that matter, found to be guilty of offending the president, the parliament, 

the army or any other public institution” (146). 
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In Harragas, Allouache documents the dramatic conditions of life leading the 

harraga to attempt the dangerous crossing of the Mediterranean. He intends to restore 

individuality to these travelers and to challenge the spectator’s conscience regarding the 

thousands of deaths that have occurred in the Mediterranean in this kind of crossing.8 The 

director provides a lucid and even openly critical portrait of Algeria, bearing witness to the 

greater freedom of expression that Algerian post-Civil War society established as the basis 

of its new social contract. However, issues of self-censorship do play a role in the director’s 

decision to employ the blank style of reports and chronicles. Thus, I focus on this movie’s 

Algerian national context in order to discuss the complex and essentially transnational 

phenomenon of migration. Following the cursive but punctual references the director 

makes to the world external to the narrative, my study situates Allouache’s migratory travel 

narrative within the wider international context. It is not enough to read this movie within 

the limited frame of the Algerian context or through the Algerian laws regulating migration 

that were approved the year the movie was released. This movie requires the spectator to 

contemplate the nature of the broader international cooperation between Algeria and its 

neighboring countries, which created the intangible obstacles these harraga attempt to 

overcome in their travel. 

 

 

 

                                                 
8 A plural noun derived from the Arabic radical kh-r-q, the term harraga literally means the “burners,” 

alluding to clandestine travelers’ burning of their documents  to avoid recognition by the authorities of the 

countries to which they intend to migrate. The term also denotes their “burning” of the past, leaving behind 

the reality of their home country. The final s of the movie’s title is creatively added by the director, probably 

in order to emphasize the plurality connoted by the term. 
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II- Leaving Mostaganem 

 

In Harragas the director stages a group of Algerian characters who attempt to leave 

Algeria clandestinely by boat from the port town of Mostaganem, on the western Algerian 

coast, to reach Almeria, on the coast of southern Spain. The opening sequence portrays the 

dangling feet of Omar, a young man who has hung himself a few days before his fourth 

attempt to reach Spain illegally. The movie begins with a grave tone, portraying the 

preparations for the trip Omar’s friends will undertake. The presence of this character, with 

whom the audience will never be acquainted, will haunt the main characters throughout the 

movie. For the audience, Omar’s death is that of a character who, like the thousands of 

persons who have appeared in the Mediterranean death chronicles of recent years, is just a 

fleeting apparition. For Rachid and Nasser, however, the two friends with whom he was 

planning to leave, and for Imane, Omar’s sister, his death is a great tragedy. The 

juxtaposition of Omar’s hanging body with Rachid’s voice-off, which narrates the story, 

introduces the two dominant motifs of the narrative: the tragic destiny of those who have 

already died crossing the sea, to whom the movie is dedicated,9 and the hardships 

experienced by those trying to reach Europe clandestinely: “a life I do not wish to anyone,” 

concludes Rachid after his own third failed attempt, of which the movie is the chronicle. 

Allouache presents Mostaghanem by following the actions of Nasser, who is going 

to buy a smuggled satellite navigator, and eventually those of Imane, a strategy that allows 

him to portray the city first through its crowded downtown streets, populated by ha’itists 

                                                 
9 At the end of the movie, a bilingual Arabic and French script informs the spectator that “between 1988 to 

February 2009 not less than 13444 migrants died on Europe’s borders, including 5182 at sea.” “In the 

Mediterranean and Atlantic Ocean, 9500 migrants lost their lives,” continues the script, “3163 in the Sicilian 

channel, between Libya, Egypt, Tunisia, Malta, and Italy,” and “125 on the new routes between Algeria and 

Sardinia,” “4399 trying to reach the shores of the Canaries, and the Gibraltar strait, between Morocco and 

Spain, of which 2322 were never found.” “This movie is dedicated to all the ‘Harragas’ lost at sea.” 
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(haitistes),10 and then through the peripheral neighborhood in which the main characters 

live. Allouache does not emphasize the positive aspects of these spaces, as he does in Bab 

el-Web’s Algiers portraits, but rather coldly presents their exteriors while following the 

preparations for the trip of a relatively homogenous group of characters, a microcosm of a 

country based on personal relationships and affective ties.11 Of the periphery, the camera 

shows the unpaved streets and the crowded houses with their countless satellite dishes, 

while Rachid’s voice describes the area as a “home for people the world forgot,” a 

“neighborhood of boredom, misery, unemployment, trafficking”—a place everybody 

wants to leave. Rachid’s voice accompanies and gives meaning to the images as they 

unfold, adding an element of authenticity and direct witnessing to the report-like realism 

of the movie, whereas the narrative style remains within the fictional register. The oral 

element Rachid’s voice contributes to the narrative creates an intimacy that brings the 

spectator closer to the life known by these characters, all of whom share the unwavering 

desire to leave the country and reach Europe. Rachid’s character and his voice constitute 

two distinct elements of a single persona: the intradiegetic character animated by the desire 

to leave Algeria and the character whose tone of voice indicates that he has already failed 

in his attempt. 

Of the ten places available in the boat that Hassan “Mal de Mer,” the narrative’s 

smuggler, is making ready, four are booked by the characters living in the neighborhood, 

informed at Omar’s funeral that their departure will take place within two days. Each has 

a personal reason for desiring to leave. Rachid, for instance, has a cousin living in France, 

who has offered him a job at a restaurant. Imane is initially portrayed as walking in her 

                                                 
10 Ha’itists, which comes from the Arabic ha’it, wall, is an Algerian slang term for the unemployed people 

standing in the street, their backs against the wall, making a living from small trades. 
11 The social and urban space of the neighborhood is central in both Bab el-Oued and Bab el-Web, both of 

which are set in the director’s popular native neighborhood of Bab el-Oued, in Algiers. 
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black hijab robe, which she promptly takes off once in a cab, heading toward a fishermen’s 

hut on the seashore where she meets Nasser, her boyfriend. She decides to take her 

brother’s place on the boat, and in response to her mother’s warning that “everyone who 

tries to leave the country goes to jail,” she answers that the country itself is a jail. The 

peculiar form of bilingualism Allouache employs in this movie emerges in the ensuing 

dialogue between Nasser and Imane. When Nasser consoles her for the death of her brother 

and tries to dissuade her from leaving by evoking the dangers awaiting women who 

undertake such trips, Imane answers him in French. Rachid’s voice-off and the dialogue 

between characters are most often in Algerian colloquial Arabic;12 Imane’s French 

response to Nasser’s colloquial Arabic evokes the main characters’ psycho-emotional 

projection beyond the borders of their country into the dream that France and Europe 

constitute for them. The ability to speak French marks the advantage that bilingual 

characters such as Imane, Nasser, and Rachid have in comparison to other characters 

embarking on the trip. Once in Spain, they might be able to communicate until they get to 

France, Rachid’s destination and perhaps also Imane and Nasser’s. Hakim, the fourth 

character from the neighborhood, does not speak a second language and is quite different 

from them. He is an “Islamist” young man who grew up with Rachid, Nasser, and Imane, 

but with whom they no longer talk. Brainwashed by the Islamist network he tries to reach 

Europe, he is somehow stubbornly isolated, in rupture with his community. Regarding 

other Islamist characters in Allouache’s movies since the 1990s, Hakim is more similar to 

L’Autre Monde’s Hakim, a problematic character suffering from his condition, than to the 

violent and ambitious character of Said in Bab el-Oued. 

                                                 
12 This colloquial Arabic is interspersed with French words but is part of the oral language of the Algerians. 

For a more detailed accounts of the use of language in Algerian cinema and in Allouache’s films, see Shafik 

(83-85) and Crouzières-Ingenthron (182). 
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When the four characters meet on the day of departure in the proximity of a wrecked 

building, Rachid’s voice ironically describes the building as one that “seems as if it had 

been at war.” This is Allouache’s way of referring from a distance to the recent history of 

Algeria, a means of leaving behind the country’s traumatic past to focus instead on its 

difficult present. Through Hakim, the director ties to the main narrative that of the Algeria 

that has emerged from civil war, whose political system is balanced delicately between the 

state and Islamism. The building he shows when the four characters meet is one of those, 

still visible in Algerian cities, whose hallowed walls were targeted by the shelling of the 

Front Islamique du Salut during the Civil War. No further comment is made on this image, 

clearly recognizable for an Algerian public, the logics of the world outside the strict frame 

of the narrative remaining at its margins. In this and other cases, the “world outside” the 

narrative remains not only exterior but also beyond reach, external to and above the 

characters. Dominant instead is the sense of powerlessness and resignation they feel in a 

world, and in a country, in which decisions are made above them: “Someone else has 

always been deciding for us,” Rachid’s voice comments in resignation at one point of the 

movie.13  

The immediate context in which the movie was released, and particularly the laws 

regulating migration that Algeria enforced in 2008 and 2009, is essential for understanding 

the movie’s poetics and Allouache’s treatment of clandestine travel across the 

Mediterranean. When Imane’s mother mentions that “everybody trying to leave [Algeria 

illegally] goes to jail,” or in Allouache’s treatment of the remaining five characters 

embarking on the trip, the director is making precise references to these laws, albeit covered 

                                                 
13 Similarly, Rachid’s voice comments that convincing Imane not to leave is as hard as it would be for “the 

UN to solve the Israeli-Palestinian question.” While Rachid prepares for the trip surrounded by his four little 

brothers on the night before his departure, the radio in the background reports Pope Benedict XVI’s 

declaration that the prevention of HIV transmission in Africa will not be achieved through the use of 

condoms, as well as US president Obama’s preoccupation with the political situation in Darfur.  
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underneath the blank style of chronicles. After hesitating for almost a decade, in fact, the 

Algerian National People’s Assembly approved, in 2008 and 2009, a series of new 

restrictive laws regulating migration, hardening the sanctions for both illegal emigration 

and illegal immigration and introducing the crime of “irregular exit” for both foreign and 

national citizens, the crime of migrant smuggling, and the crime of trafficking in persons.14 

It also created “transit centers” to accommodate, or temporarily detain, both immigrants 

directed toward Europe and those expelled from Europe (Benantar 70-71; MPC). Most 

commentators see these laws as marking Algeria’s progressive interiorization, following 

other Maghrebi countries such as Morocco, Tunisia, and Libya, of the European “juridical 

arsenal” unfavorable to migratory movements coming from the Global South. Algeria thus 

oriented its legislation toward European guidelines, whereas previously the citizens of 

supranational entities such as the UMA and CEDEAO could travel freely across its 

borders.15 Ironically, although the free circulation of people within the internal national 

borders of the European Union had become effective under the Schengen Agreement and 

the French president Sarkozy was founding the Union for the Mediterranean to revive the 

Barcelona Process, European governments were finalizing bilateral agreements with their 

                                                 
14 With the law number 09-01 of February 25, 2009, the irregular exit of any foreign resident or national 

citizen was to be punished by two to six months in prison, and migrant smuggling with three to five years in 

prison.  
15 Before these laws were approved, the transit through Algeria, which became a mandatory passage for most 

West Africans trying to reach either the Algerian or Libyan Mediterranean coasts (Brachet), was not as 

problematic. Algeria is part of the Union of the Arab Maghreb (UMA), instituted in 1989, which granted free 

circulation to its citizens (except for the Algerian-Moroccan frontier, officially closed since 1994). 

“Underneath” the UMA, another space of free circulation exists, the Communauté économique de 

développement des Etats d’Afrique de l’Ouest (CEDEAO), which includes fifteen countries whose citizens 

circulate freely within its space. Some CEDEAO countries bordering UMA countries had established 

bilateral agreements of free circulation between the two zones. Malians and Nigerians, in particular, could 

circulate freely between the UMA and CEDEAO, for a period not exceeding three months (for a more detailed 

study of these agreements, see Perrin). Benantar describes how, especially in the case of Algeria and Libya, 

these new laws restricting access to their national soil changed these two countries’ orientations toward their 

national partners in ways that contradicted the political ambitions they were proclaiming within the African 

context. 
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Maghrebi counterparts to control irregular transit and migration across the sea.16 As 

Vassallo-Paleologo puts it, 

The major European countries have rediscovered the value of international 

cooperation, not anymore as an instrument for practicing an authentic form of 

solidarity with poorer countries, as to impose to the governments of transit-

countries, particularly of North-African countries, collaboration agreements based 

on the financing of practices of arrest, detention, and expulsion, of irregular 

migrants before they can try the final jump, the crossing towards Europe. (8) 

 

The “securitarian approach” to the phenomenon of illegal migration across the 

European Union’s external borders, as a result of the “discursive association” made 

between immigration, international crime, and terrorism, has rarely been questioned in 

either the political arena or the media over the course of the 2000s. After the attacks on the 

Twin Towers in 2001 and on the Madrid metro station in 2003, this association has been 

used to normalize “the idea that police forces have a legitimate task in regulating 

                                                 
16 These agreements, established between 1998 and 2005, included the direct engagement of Maghrebi 

countries to fight irregular migration, appearing both as an object of negotiation and as a condition of 

cooperation, in exchange for an improvement of the conditions for regular migration in Europe, and for visa 

quotas assigned to the contracting countries (Perrin 134). These bilateral agreements, moreover, included in 

their clauses the Maghrebi countries’ obligation to send back to their home countries those third-country 

citizens who, reaching Europe and being denied a visa, reached Europe by leaving from their shores. This 

measure, granting the Maghrebi countries effective cooperation, not only criminalized “supposed migrants” 

on the basis of their intention, before they would have left the Maghreb, but had the effect of making the 

Maghrebi governments attempt to prevent third-country candidates for migration from leaving the borders of 

their countries, thus “jailing” them within their own borders. Whereas entry into a country is legitimately 

regulated by the state as a prerogative of its sovereignty, exit is a fundamental human right recognized by the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and by the constitutions of Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia (Perrin; 

Brachet 16). By criminalizing as “illegal immigrants” the third-country citizens illegally residing on their 

land, the measures taken in both European and Maghrebi countries not only criminalize these subjects on the 

basis of their “migratory intention,” but confront in terms of security and policing cases like theirs. As many 

observers, as well as the movie’s characters, have noticed, the security measures taken against them do not 

affect their determination to leave. 
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migration” (Bigo 72).17 By externalizing the weight of immigration to what are considered 

“transit countries,” European governments have sought to transpose the European legal 

apparatus to the Maghreb, where it has found fertile ground. The Maghrebi governments 

have employed this discursive association as a pretext not only for restricting illegal 

migration and legitimizing local antiterrorist policies, but also for tightening their control 

on civil society (Perrin; Benantar 71-72).18  

The resulting disregard for the human rights of third-country citizens has 

progressively become the rule on both sides of the Mediterranean, producing what can be 

considered a “state of exception” within the European Union’s upholding of the nomos of 

fundamental human rights. As Agamben explains in his study of the state of exception, the 

legal practice of suspending the norm in order to grant the sovereign the power to react 

against an extraordinary danger constitutes a valid option only as an exceptional measure: 

The Western political system seems to be a double machine, founded on the 

dialectic between two heterogeneous and, in some way, antithetic elements: the 

nomos and anomy, the right and pure violence, the law and the forms of life of 

which the state of exception has as a goal to grant the articulation. As far as these 

elements remain separated, their dialectic can work, but when they tend to mutual 

indeterminacy and to coincide in a unique power with two faces, when the state of 

                                                 
17 As Bigo (63) and Lutterbeck (64) note, however, the policies informed by this approach rather precede 

these. As Bigo explains, “Nobody knows exactly how they affect the crossings of persons and the millions 

of individual decisions. . . . The approaches employed to confront with the case of migration are grounded 

on opinions largely disregarding the effective capability of State actors to effectively produce the desired 

effects of a political decision such as that of ‘closing the national borders’ for illegal immigrants, let alone 

for other cases discursively related to it, such as the ‘securitarian necessities’” to “‘halt crime’, ‘declare war 

on drugs’, ‘eradicate terrorism’” (66-67). 
18 Defending the adoption of these laws, the Algerian minister of the interior, Y. Zerhouni, declared in 2008 

that “it is very pertinent, and necessary, for us, to criminalize clandestine immigration, which is an open door 

to all the possible flaws, particularly terrorism, drug trafficking, and international organized crime” (Benantar 

68-69). 
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exception becomes the rule, then the political system transforms itself into a death 

apparatus. (Agamben, 2012) 

 

 
The temporal protraction of the state of anomie into which migrants entered— 

considered human beings whose rights must be respected, but simultaneously considered 

a potential threat requiring extraordinary measures for which these rights can be subsumed 

by security imperatives—has produced the conditions for the massive expulsions of third-

country nationals organized by both European and Maghrebi countries over the course of 

the 2000s.19 The same is true for the mixed military and humanitarian interventions of 

rescue at sea put in place by the Frontex agency, which have both strengthened surveillance 

at the borders and improved the “rescuing capacity” of the European Union, which engaged 

with human smugglers in a tragic rivalry whose price is paid by these travelers. In Algeria, 

this undeclared European state of exception was able to thrive in the environment created 

by the officially declared state of exception under which Algerians lived from 1992 to 

2011. For almost twenty years, Algerian local governors had been invested with 

exceptional powers with respect to individual and collective freedoms. They could 

imprison and interrogate individuals and restrict or interdict against their circulation within 

                                                 
19 All the European and Maghrebi countries (with the exception of Libya) have subscribed to the Geneva 

Convention and to its 1963 and 1967 protocols for asylum seekers’ right of protection. The European Union 

has been criticized for delegating the humanitarian case of asylum seekers (real and potential) to Maghrebi 

countries, where human rights are only partially respected. While blatant is the case of the Italian-Libyan 

agreements, and the countless violations and abuses reported as perpetrated by Libyan police on the body of 

migrants, countless abuses perpetrated by European officials have been documented as well. My aim here is 

not to revisit the cases, which are reported in works such as those of Del Grande, Brachet, and many others. 

I think it is important to remark, however, that similar negative attitudes can be found together with positive 

ones such as the work of humanitarian associations, in all the Mediterranean countries directly involved by 

this movement of people. 
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the country, and they could close public spaces, among which were movie theaters. From 

enterprises, institutions, and associations to individuals, everything and everyone that 

would “endanger the public order, the public security, the normal functioning of 

institutions, or the superior interests of the country” could be forced to suspend or stop its 

activities. In 2008, on the twentieth anniversary of the 1988 uprising, a demonstration took 

place in the central Martyrs Square in Algiers. Although the government tolerated it, the 

demonstration was not technically allowed to take place, due to the security restrictions 

still enforced by the state of exception (Van Buu; Cesari; Bennadji). The demonstrators 

were voicing, as they did in 1988, their discontent over the penury the Algerian people had 

to confront daily, from scarcities of all sorts to unemployment, lack of freedom, and 

corruption, in a country that is one of the biggest exporters of natural gas in the world.20 

During these twenty years, however, Maghrebi countries have themselves become 

destinations for stable migratory movements, particularly from Sub-Saharan Africa; they 

are no longer just “transit countries” for migration directed toward Europe. The 

consequence of these interconnected events, tying Algeria to regions both to its north and 

south, is that Algeria and other Maghrebi countries, as Benantar underlines, are now 

“inflicting to African migrants what they have been always reproaching to Europe to inflict 

                                                 
20 In October 1988 a popular revolt erupted throughout the country, in which the people voiced their 

discontent over the failure of the agrarian reform and the corrupt political system put in place by the single-

party rule of the National Liberation Front (FLN). From the 5th to the 8th of October, five hundred Algerians 

were killed, and hundreds more were arrested and tortured by the Army (Charef). For an analysis of the 

“black decennial” that led to this uprising, which led then president Chadli Bendjedid to promise a more 

democratic form of government, dissociating the state from the FLN in the text of the Constitution, see 

Leveau and Martinez (11-37). During 2008, when the twentieth anniversary of the 2008 uprising was 

celebrated, there have been many spontaneous riots due to the county’s structural problems, which have 

remained unchanged since 1988. 
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to their own citizens.” As if obeying a “waterfall logic” that extends the rejection of the 

North to its “more southern” neighboring countries, this rejection befalls not only Maghrebi 

citizens in Europe but also Sub-Saharan Africans now residing in the Maghreb (Perrin; 

Benantar 68).  

This might help to clarify both the national and international logics that Allouache’s 

characters confront in their decision to “assault” the security system put in place for them 

and Allouache’s treatment of the other five characters traveling with Imane, Nasser, 

Rachid, and Hakim, who are Algerians like them but not from the same neighborhood. I 

will call them “Saharans,” because they remain significantly nameless or are otherwise 

called “negroes” or “wretches” (zawaliyya)21 by the movie’s two antagonists: Hassan and 

the nameless policeman discreetly observing Hassan’s movements, who enters the plot 

only on the day of departure. 

As opposed to the main characters, who live in the city where the departure takes 

place, the Saharans have already left their homes, traveling seven hundred kilometers from 

the south of the country in order to reach Mostaghanem. The Saharans are at odds with 

Hassan, the smuggler. Portrayed as unscrupulous, Hassan is a retired mariner—he has 

traveled “the entire world”—who has forced the boat maker to shorten his work from a 

week to two days, preventing him from testing the engine properly. Rachid does not regard 

him with suspicion, however. Though he knows that Hassan, with his wily manners, is not 

                                                 
21 The term zawaliyya denotes, in Algerian dialect, the wretch, the dispossessed, the lowest social class. I 

employ this term in reference to Fanon’s “wretches of the earth,” to allude to the unfulfilled promise that the 

newborn Algerian state will bring freedom and emancipation from the domination imposed by the colonial 

yoke. Seen from an internal Algerian perspective, the term zawaliyya perfectly translates “wretches” and 

“damnées,” employed by Fanon. 
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a good person, Rachid sees him simply as the man in the neighborhood who can provide 

this kind of service. Hassan is the go-between of the movie, the character who conveys a 

route of meaning, so to speak, cast onto the South of the Mediterranean from its North, 

when looked at through the relationship he entertains with the Saharans who, by contrast, 

embody a South that extends beyond the Algerian south. Hassan treats them not as Algerian 

citizens, but as foreigners illegally staying in Algeria. He has kept them hidden for ten days 

in the woods, concealing them from the enquiries of the police and feeding them poorly. It 

is only when one of them falls sick and they complain about their treatment that he decides 

to accommodate them in a shack. The camera emphasizes the hardships of their trip; it 

follows them as they climb the tortuous trail to the top of the hill where Hassan hides 

them.22 After providing them with a decent accommodation and better food, Hassan calls 

them “dirty niggers,” eventually warning them that “in Europe they don’t like jackasses 

[like them], especially if they are black.” Like the laws Algeria has made its own, Hassan’s 

attitude toward the Saharans, which gains force from his ability to manage European 

signifiers to his own advantage, embodies the rejection of the South by both European and 

Maghrebi countries.23 As opposed to the main protagonists, the Saharans are not well 

                                                 
22 A case study commissioned by the European Union on the small Algerian town of Maghnia, a few 

kilometers from the closed border between Algeria and Morocco, reports the life conditions of Sub-Saharan 

groups residing clandestinely in Algeria, as well as the practices of both Algerian and Moroccan authorities 

in relation to them (EMHRN). Similar reports concerning the south of Algeria and the small town of In 

Guezzam, as well as other regions throughout the Maghreb, can be found in Brachet and Del Grande. 
23 When, for instance, the Saharans complain about the food, he praises the “made in Normandy” quality of 

the butter he gave them. Another character nicknamed “Mal de Mer” appears in Omar Ghatlato. Like the 

character in Harragas, Omar Ghatlato’s is a smuggler who provides Omar’s friends with “Western” pictures 

of naked women, considered forbidden and valuable objects by all of Omar’s friends. 
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educated, and they have been imprisoned in what are simply called “last year’s riots.”24 

The color of their skin, as well as the treatment they receive from Hassan, alludes to the 

treatment that clandestine Sub-Saharans receive in Algeria. By giving the Saharans a dual 

role as the “wretched” both of Algeria and of a South that extends beyond its borders, 

Allouache keeps his narrative restricted to Algerian national borders but also indirectly 

alludes to Algeria’s forms of autochthonous racism while avoiding an open treatment of 

them.25 

Before turning to the voyage itself, the director focuses on the characters’ final 

preparations and on the pain of separation from their families. The camera shows the 

characters watching the horizon at the other end of the sea while, from the sea, the camera 

turns toward the coastline, populated by the chimneys of the plants in which the stocked 

gas is prepared for export to Europe. Allouache completes his presentation of the despair 

leading the protagonists to leave while reinforcing the portrayal of Algeria as a state that, 

since its independence, “would never rise to the task with which its people had entrusted 

it” (Bensmaia 26). Imane’s mother has just lost her son and must now prepare to confront 

the possibility of losing her daughter as well. She hugs her while imploring her not to leave, 

but Imane cannot reciprocate her gesture of affection, because her hands are dirty from 

preparing the same sweets she prepared for Omar on the tragic eve of his departure. 

                                                 
24 During the summer of 2008, when the frequent interruptions of electricity caused interruptions in the 

distribution of water, riots also occurred in the south of Algeria. The government has often responded to this 

tense social climate with repressive actions (Bennadji). 
25 Although the largest work-visa quota released by the Algerian government in recent years has been 

assigned to Asiatic workers, the humanitarian crisis related to migration disproportionately affects Sub-

Saharan citizens. Despite the growing visibility of the immigrant population within its own national borders, 

its presence is still taboo within Algerian public discourse (Perrin; MPC). 
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Nasser’s father, on the other hand, advises his son to call home once he arrives. The 

hopelessness preventing the characters from imagining a future in Algeria is shared 

between Nasser and his father. Not only does his father not dissuade him from leaving, but 

he even encourages him to leave by telling him that he would do the same if he was 

younger. He speaks as someone who once had hope in Algeria’s future—he himself 

migrated to France and eventually returned to Algeria: “What a fool,” he comments, 

deploring his choice. In his portrayal of Rachid’s household, however, the director also 

presents the hopes, and even the heroism, of migrants who imagine a future in the First 

World. Surrounded by his little brothers in the crowded room he shares with them, Rachid 

reads them stories in French, stirring their admiration while taping around his body the suit, 

wrapped in an impermeable plastic bag, he will wear upon arriving in Europe. To start a 

new life, and then to have all his brothers travel in the comfort of a plane to join him in 

Europe: such are the dreams of one who is soon to become a “criminal.”  

 

III- Crossing Intangible Barriers 

 

The second part of the movie is devoted to the characters’ trip toward Spain. On 

their route they will not find a fence like the one on the Melilla border between Spain and 

Morocco. This otherwise simple journey will instead be marked by a series of intangible 

lines, obstacles put in place for them by the peaceful cooperation among Mediterranean 
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countries.26 The first obstacle, that of the Algerian police on Algerian soil, is overcome 

when the policeman spying on their preparations becomes himself a migrant, and a 

deserter, killing Hassan on the day of departure and leaving with them. When he tells the 

group of travelers, “You have better get used to me,” his statement is again ironic, because 

he embodies the authoritarian ways of the military that, despite the attempt at 

democratization of the late 1980s, has never lost its grip on the country’s politics. In order 

to pass the second obstacle, the coastguard patrol in Algerian national waters, the travelers 

have to wait until nightfall, when an SMS message sent by somebody controlling the 

patrol’s movements informs them on the right moment to begin their journey. 

Other barriers await them during their trip. Some of these barriers, like those 

demarcating national waters and the search-and-rescue zone, signify a country’s 

competence in terms of patrolling and rescuing. The role of these barriers in determining 

the tactics of smugglers, whose goal lies in crossing the European waters beyond them, has 

become sadly vital for migrating travelers, the rescue procedures being themselves not 

without danger for the life of passengers (Lutterbeck 69). The creation of a joint European 

naval patrol operating across these overlapping the Algerian and Spanish search-and-

rescue zones, managed by the Frontex agency, is a response to the concern, partly security 

oriented and partly humanitarian, that the types of risk commonly encountered by 

clandestine travelers in the crossing of terrestrial borders have been transferred to the sea. 

Allouache makes reference to some of these intangible fences by portraying the characters’ 

                                                 
26 On their website, Heller and Pezzani have visually rendered the different lines encountered by travelers 

across the Mediterranean (watchthemed.net). 
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encounter with the coastguard patrol, while other lines affect the lives of the travelers. Such 

is the case of the outward reaching of mobile phone signal off the Algerian and the Spanish 

shores, mentioned by one of the Saharans, on which their chances of being rescued at sea 

depend.  

There is no smuggler accompanying Allouache’s travelers, and Nasser and Rachid 

are in charge of driving the boat to Spain. The journey of this heterogeneous group of 

harraga assumes the contours of a quest for the self when they realize, the following 

morning, that they are lost at sea. The quarrels between the straightforward Imane and the 

authoritarian policeman evoke the dangers this kind of travel presents for women, and those 

between the policeman and Hakim make the travelers realize that in leaving their country, 

they carry with them, unresolved, the troubles they wanted to leave behind. Their travel on 

the boat becomes an allegory of a nation whose various members, from the privileged to 

the poor, from the Islamist to the violent representative of a militarized state, are escaping. 

When, the following night, the boat’s engine breaks down just as the Spanish coast finally 

comes into view, a scuffle starts between the policeman and Hakim. They soon lose their 

balance, falling into the sea and disappearing under the water, in a fight that symbolizes 

the present and recent past of Algeria, a deadly confrontation in which both sides lose.27 

                                                 
27 The symbolism of this scene should not be taken too straightforwardly. Hakim’s confrontation with the 

policeman is and is not the recent past of Algeria. It is also his present, that of a country that has already 

emerged from Civil War. In Bab el-Oued Allouache presented a strong critique of Islamism; here, however, 

Hakim challenges the authoritarian manners of the policeman with the support of the entire group of travelers. 

Whereas the deserter embodies the character of a state that betrays its responsibility to renew its social 

contract with its citizens, Hakim is portrayed as the only character who dares to challenge the unjust 

authoritarianism of this state. Allouache is not only revisiting the Civil War, but also presenting a more 

human aspect of Islamism, a perspective that differs from the posture of mere condemnation often too easily 

assumed in the West. Movies like Bouzid’s Making Of (2006) and Allouache’s own L’Autre Monde and al-

Tayyeb (The Repentant, 2012) not only condemn Islamism, but also show how one is not “born” Islamist, 
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Remaining a few miles from the coast now in sight, the boat has no oars. The theme of the 

quest for an impossible dream, characteristic of Allouache’s cinema (Crouzières-

Ingenthron 178), begins to take shape when an apparitional Spanish boat passes next to 

theirs, carrying a group of partying passengers. The harraga do not even call to the 

passengers for help; Rachid sees a girl sipping her wine as an unreachable dream, not a real 

person. 

On the morning of their second day of travel, Rachid urges Nasser and Iman to 

swim with him in order to reach the coast. The protagonists realize that by leaving the boat, 

they will also abandon the Saharans, whose only hope now lies in being rescued by another 

boat, because they do not know how to swim. The dilemma now confronting Rachid, 

Nasser, and Imane is one of solidarity: whether to leave the Saharans to their fate or stay 

with them on the boat. Rachid reminds Nasser what is in store for them if they are caught: 

not only deportation, trial, and prison, but also beatings, before going back to live “a 

dumbass life in a dumbass country.” Whereas deportation, trial, and prison are intended 

results of the cooperation between Spain and Algeria, the beatings travelers could receive 

in either Spain or Algeria were unforeseen by these agreements, but they are part of a logic 

that makes of the harraga neither threats nor human beings, but mere “wretches.” When 

the Saharans are afraid of being “rescued” by a Moroccan patrol, one of them comments, 

“They beat you, they throw you in a camp, and leave you to die like dogs.” To understand 

the world known by these characters, Allouache shows, one has to understand the inhuman 

                                                 
focusing on the causes that make one such and inviting viewers to see the humanity of such characters and 

people. 
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logics at play in events like the one recounted by the 2009 ADHA report and by hundreds 

of others. 

Whereas Nasser and Imane hesitate to leave the Saharans, Rachid throws himself 

into the water and starts swimming. Through Rachid’s long swim in the sea, eventually 

followed by Nasser’s and Imane’s, who are convinced by the Saharans to leave the boat, 

Allouache revisits one of the topoi of narratives concerning the “South,” that is, the 

“extraordinary strength” displayed by the characters at a certain point of the narrative. It 

can be found in Ben Jelloun’s Lex Yeux Baissés and in Binebine’s Welcome to Paradise.28 

This trope, in narratives that show migrants or oppressed people in a context of catastrophic 

disempowerment, has the positive function of a counterpoint, a final note of hope meant to 

suggest that the characters in question do, in fact, have agency. Rachid on his own, and 

Nasser and Imane by helping each other, are then finally capable of completing their 

Mediterranean crossing. 

The movie’s ending emphasizes the lottery-like nature of the travel undertaken by 

the harraga—the protagonists, after the apparent success of their arrival, are caught by the 

coastguard despite their extensive preparation. Having arrived, Rachid disposes of his older 

clothes and puts on his suit, together with a necklace displaying a cross. While calling his 

cousin in France, urging him to prepare the beers and tell his friend Agnès that he is 

coming, he is noticed by the Spanish coastguard, who arrest him shortly thereafter. The 

                                                 
28 In the first, a group of native Moroccans in an isolated village display an extraordinary strength in digging 

out the treasure buried next to a saint's grave, in contrast with the overall impression of subjection and 

incapability suffered by characters throughout the novel. In the second, a migrating mother bites and strips 

off the leg of the hyena trying to attack her in order to protect her child.  
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failure of his dream then materializes. Along with Nasser and Imame, he is sent back to 

Algeria a couple of days later. As for the Saharans, it is to them that the movie’s open-

ended conclusion is devoted. After Nasser and Imane leave the boat, the Saharans come up 

with the idea of burning their clothes to attract the attention of boats, and their expedient 

actually works. The movie ends with a Spaniard pondering, a few meters from the 

Saharans’ boat, what to do with them. Rachid’s voice says he does not know what happened 

to them, and this inconclusive ending addresses the spectator’s conscience, raising the 

question of what he or she would do in the Spaniard’s case. 

 

IV- Conclusions 

 

In Harragas, Allouache fictionalizes the story of a group of Algerians attempting 

to reach Europe clandestinely. Using a blank style, the director infuses life into the 

chronicles reporting the thousands of deaths that have occurred in such crossings of the 

Mediterranean Sea, retrieving their human dimension with the aim of “aestheticizing,” or 

“making sensible,” through the life of these harraga, an anaesthetized audience who has 

grown accustomed to perceiving these deaths as anonymous and ordinary. Following the 

preparations and travel of this heterogeneous group, the director focuses on each 

character’s reasons for leaving clandestinely and on the obstacles each has to face, showing 

how the interconnectedness among many contexts ties together the Global North and South 

and thereby affects their lives.  

The director balances his portrayal of Algeria between a strong criticism of the still-

unkept promise of a truly democratic social contract, twenty years after the revolts of 1988, 
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and less overt but punctual references to the laws regulating illegal migration approved 

immediately before the movie was released. Inextricably tied to both Europe and Sub-

Saharan Africa, the Sarahans remind viewers that Algeria appears to occupy the “relative 

north” of the Global South. Through the portrayal of a national context ruled by a state of 

exception, and desiring to leave behind the memory of the Civil War, the director grounds 

the movie’s poetics on the line dividing the North and South. He shows how these 

characters confront the multiplicity of barriers put in place for them from the south of 

Algeria to the European coast—barriers that are the result of the peaceful coalition among 

Mediterranean countries against the “wretched of the earth.”  

Revisiting the recent history of Algeria while emphasizing his characters’ heroism 

and determination in defying the logics of the order rejecting them, the director’s stylistic 

intervention into the chronicles of similarly failed crossings calls into question the premises 

of the peaceful coalition existing above and against them. Furthermore, it challenges the 

justice of these laws, bearing witness to an interconnected Mediterranean lacking solidarity 

and awaiting better forms of international cooperation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE WEIGHT OF BLOOD: ON THE QUEST FOR JUSTICE IN BAHA’ TAHER’S LOVE IN EXILE 

 

 

 

 

 
So the Jews were almost always subjugated or slaves. 

We know how they revolted against the Romans, and 

how Titus, and Hadrian after him, sold all of them at 

the market, at the price of the animal they did not want 

to eat. 

 

Voltaire, Essay on the Customs of Nations (1756)  

I- Introduction 

 

 

 

Some Mediterranean narratives are more likely to stir the reader’s conscience than 

others, requiring patient discernment and examination in order to duly unravel them. 

Among these can be literary works in which the Mediterranean “other” is described as the 

irreducible enemy—such as the “moor” in Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso and, more generally, 

in the Matière de France—but also texts in which the mores and the histories of nations 

are discussed and presented to the reader. In the opening quotation, Voltaire summarizes 

in a few words the fate of the Jewish people across the centuries by referring to two of the 

major episodes that led to their scattering across the Mediterranean in the first and second 

century A.D. I have not been able to verify the rationale employed by the Romans in 

establishing the price at which the Jews were sold as slaves by Titus and Hadrian, but I 

suspect that Voltaire here adds to the properly historical a tassel of “truth,” establishing a 

causality and a retributive standard between the Jews’ refusal to eat pork and the price 
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assigned to them at the market. Perhaps Voltaire misremembered a passage in which 

Joseph Flavius mentioned how some Jews were sold at the price of cows after the 

destruction of the temple in Jerusalem, given the large number of Jewish slaves on the 

market at that time. This kind of imprecision, when related to nations, peoples, and 

individuals, is of a different kind than that of the medieval copyists reported in History of 

the Siege of Lisbon, authored by Saramago, who—out of respect for his auctoritas—for 

centuries repeated the Aristotelian statement that flies have eight legs. As shown by the 

number of contemporary intellectuals criticizing the statements on the “Oriental 

despotism” appearing in Hegel’s Philosophy of History, or in Montesquieu’s Sprit of the 

Laws, the problem of discerning the true and the untrue might coincide with that of 

discerning between the just and the unjust when related to the experiences and memories 

of peoples and individuals, particularly when referring to “other” peoples and “other” 

individuals. This is how Voltaire, author of the Treatise of Tolerance, could be upheld by 

the propaganda of the Vichy’s regime as a proto-Nazi intellectual for his attacks against 

fanaticism, in which he would not rarely refer to the history of the Jews (Perry and 

Schweitzer 57-64). 

This is what happens when conflicts, old and new, divide the consciences of 

individuals and societies and when enmity positions them on the two sides of a front, as is 

the case of the Israeli–Palestinian conflict, another open wound in the contemporary 

Mediterranean. In Love in Exile (al-Ḥubb fi-l Manfā), Baha Taher assigns to literature the 

eminently moral role of considering the different truths concerning this conflict and 

circulating through the international world of the media. He does so by making references 
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to the 1982 Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) military operation “Peace for Galilee,” which 

culminated in the invasion of Lebanon, the siege of Beirut, and the massacre of Palestinian 

civilians in Sabra and Shatila. In this chapter, I will follow the thread of truths that the 

author inserts in the body of the narrative to discuss this military operation, which 

superposed the Lebanese Civil War (1975-1990) with the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. 

Published in 1995, six years after the end of the civil war, Taher returns in this novel to 

1982, revisiting the major events of this military operation through articles that appeared 

in newspapers, organizations, and personal interviews. The presence in Lebanon of 

Palestinian refugees and—since 1971—the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) 

headquarters were among the domestic igniting factors of the civil war, which soon 

involved larger regional issues, such as the rivalry between Syria and Israel, both of which 

occupied its territory at one point or another during the conflict. One of the most complex 

international conflicts of the twentieth century, the Lebanese Civil War involved Christian, 

Jewish, and Muslim communities in the region and outside, leading both the Arab League 

and the United Nations, whose UNIFIL mission is still present in the country, to attempt to 

mediate between the shifting parties and alliances of the belligerents.   

In the first part of this chapter, I will focus on the geographical scales that the author 

employs to focus on the international dimension of these two intertwined conflicts and to 

place the events in Lebanon and Israel within a broader geographical and human scope, 

including Egypt and Europe and the First and the Third World. At once a stylistic choice 

and an expression of the author’s biographical experience, the protagonist’s exilic 

condition in the European city of “N” helps the narrator in bringing together distant worlds. 
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What characterizes this novel in relation to other works by the same author, which are 

mostly set in Egypt, is the international web of stories he creates between the protagonist 

and characters from different continents. This is why I will present Love in Exile as a 

“world” or a “global” novel, expressing and reflecting upon the problematic interaction 

and sense of interdependence between distant societies that emerged during the 1980s, 

societies brought closer by the diffusion of media, telecommunications, and affordable 

means of transportation.  

In the second part of the chapter, I will turn to the scales of justice to illustrate how 

the international context created by the author is employed to present oppression as a 

universal phenomenon transversal across societies and nations. I employ the term mulukiya 

to describe the protagonist’s dual position as a Third-World individual and a sovereign 

judge upholding a universal and egalitarian conception of justice. The international 

solidarity expressed for the victims of the Sabra and Shatila massacre proves to the author 

that such a justice exists and that is capable of crossing the frontiers imposed by the logics 

of conflict, when borders become fronts, and societies precipitate into conflicts. 

 

II- The Multiple Scales of a World Novel 

 

 

Love in Exile is the last novel Taher published before returning to Egypt after 

spending fifteen years in Switzerland working as a translator for the United Nations. The 

presence of a nameless protagonist in most of Taher’s novels is perhaps the most visible 
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sign of the implicit agreement between the author and his readership that what his 

protagonist narrates emerges from the author’s direct experience.29 A reader acquainted 

with Taher’s biography will soon recognize the city of Geneva behind the anonymous 

European city of N that he chose as a setting for the exile of his protagonist. Besides this 

classic concealing of the city’s name, however, there is no further attempt made by the 

author to keep secret the geographical references of the novel, which are otherwise precise 

and even detailed. The choice of the geographical setting is not the only autobiographical 

trait the author infuses into the novel. Like Taher, the protagonist is born in Southern Egypt, 

and like the author, he has been working in the world of journalism and media before 

deciding to leave for the city of N—and both are fervent Nasserists ostracized by the purges 

of the newly elected president Sadat.30 

At the beginning of the novel, there is a double wall between the protagonist and 

the European country in which he lives his exile. “What is the importance of my saying 

                                                 
29 Playfully, in Taher’s most recent novel, Sunset Oasis, the protagonist receives the family name of “ʿAbd 

el-Ḍhāhir” in reference to this direct relationship between author and protagonist: the character’s name 

graphically alludes to the author’s and differs from it by a simple dot on the initial letter ṭa. 
30 Born in Karnak (Luksor) in 1934, the author moved to Giza (Cairo) with his family during his childhood. 

His father was an Azharite Shaikh and died during the author’s youth. Taher graduated from the faculty of 

history at Cairo University during the troubled years of the 1952 revolution, an experience that deeply marked 

his literary production (Aunt Safiyyah…: 15-7). He worked for the second cultural channel of Radio Cairo 

during the years of Nasser’s rising power. After Nasser’s death, during the cultural “purges” of the new 

president Sadat, Taher was expelled from his post by the newly appointed Minister of Culture Youssef al-

Sibaʿi with the accusation of being a “leftist,” and he was forbidden to publish. His first novel, West of the 

Palm Trees, written in the late seventies was not published in Egypt until 1983 (for a personal account of the 

author on these events of this life, see Hussayn 82-85; Jacquemond 15-33; Meisami and Starkey 717-718). 

After some erratic years spent working as a freelance translator, in 1981, Taher settled in Geneva, where he 

matured his writing career. Most of his novels and short stories were published in this period. In 1995, he 

returned to Egypt, where he currently resides. Taher is a representative of what in Egyptian literature is called 

the “Generation of the 60s,” the generation of writers that came to maturity in post-independence Egypt and 

who have recounted with disillusionment the decades following the struggle for liberation and the 1952 

revolution (Kilpatrick 258-269; Ramadan; Hafez 74-77). The author is known both as a writer of short stories 

and as a novelist. This chapter is devoted to his novelistic production. 
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anything in this foreign city?” the narrator asks himself, thinking of Europe as a humanly 

cold place and feeling for the city of N a sense a total otherness, which strengthened by his 

use of the adjective “gharībah”.31 The choice of a journalistic environment as a setting, 

combined with the protagonist’s exilic condition, contributes in producing a direct tie 

between the destiny of nations and that of individuals and causes the protagonist to mix 

personal and social failures. The sense of futility regarding his job as a correspondent in 

Europe, his nostalgia for his former career in Egypt, and the memories of his past marriage 

to Manār are merged with the national disillusionment over the Egyptian post-

independence dreams, the failure of Nasser’s Pan-Arab and Third-World projects, and the 

frustration felt by Arab intellectuals in the aftermath of the 1967 Arab–Israeli War. 

Nicknamed “Nasser’s widow” in his conversations with Ibrahim Mellawi, an old Egyptian 

colleague visiting the city of N, he presents Nasser as “one of us, the poor” and explains 

the reasons for his attachment to him: 

 

“I told him that people would not forget it was he who built the medical center in a 

village half of whose inhabitants died of malaria in one day, a village that had 

known only a visiting doctor who went there once a month. They would not forget 

                                                 
31 On the theme of Europe as described by modern Arab authors, see Abu Lughod and, more recently El-

Enany, El-Ariss, and Casini. In approaching this subject, Taher is critically aware of the tradition in which 

he inserts his treatment of the “West” and of the love relationship he stages between the protagonist and 

Brigitte. Love in Exile is not the only narrative in which he discusses this relationship: in short stories such 

as I, the King Have Come and the popular Yesterday I dreamt of You, as well in the later Sunset Oasis, the 

author also approaches this “classical” modern subject. He has devoted critical essays to classic authors such 

as Rifaa Tahtawi, Taha Hussein, Yahia Haqqi, and Tawfiq al-Hakim in The Children of Rifaʿa (1990) but 

also to more recent treatments of the subject, such as Hanan el-Shaikh’s Mishq al-Ghazāl (trans. Women of 

Sand and Myrrh) in In Praise of the Novel (2006). 
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that he built two schools and distributed land to the poor and that he employed the 

sons of those poor in the factories that he built.” (108; 118)32 

 

The protagonist’s nostalgia for Gamal Abd El-Nasser, proponent of a modern and 

secular state, one of the major signatories of the Conference of Bandung (1955), and the 

president of the confrontation with the West during the Suez Crisis (1956) and the Six-Day 

War against Israel (1967), assumes a central role in the novel, particularly in contrast with 

Anwar Sadat. Sadat’s presidency marks the passage from a socialist-inspired political 

economy into a liberal one, which paved the way for foreign—mostly Western—direct 

investments in Egypt and Egypt’s re-alignment with the Western axis of the Cold War. Co-

signatory of the Camp David Accords (1978), which was considered in many Arab 

countries as a betrayal of the Arab cause (Egypt was suspended from the Arab League for 

ten years), Sadat is also the president who attempted a “reconciliation” with fundamentalist 

religious leaders banished from the country during the Nasserist period.33 The narrator’s 

feeling of impotence, however, is not confined within the limits of Egyptian or Arab 

societies. The loss of coordinates in the waning bipolar logic of the Cold War causes him 

                                                 
32 In this mention of the Egyptian countryside, the protagonist revisits an autobiographical aspect of the 

author’s life, the death of part of his family from malaria during his boyhood (Hussayn 29). In quoting from 

the primary sources (Love in Exile and As Doha Said) I will cite first the page(s) of the English translation 

followed by the page(s) of the original. 
33 Taher uses more reconciling tones towards Sadat in his essays than he does in the novel. However, even 

in his most recent publications, following the 2011 revolution, he reminds how it is with Sadat that the 

Egyptian society gradually shifted from the “earthly city” proposed by Nasser’s secular orientation toward 

the present-day “godly city,” where Islamist ideology and the display of public piety are integral parts of 

public discourse. See The Children of Rifaʿa (139-155). The author repeats this argument after the 2011 

revolution in Days of Hope and Bewilderment (123-129). 
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to suffer from the lack of international solidarity that, he remembers, existed in the previous 

decades. His internal debate at the beginning of the novel on whether he should attend a 

human rights conference on the torture and murder of dissidents in Pinochet’s Chile, 

organized by a small organization of doctors in the city of N reflects the international frame 

of his thoughts on solidarity:  

 

Who cares now, here or anywhere else? Who cares about a conference held by a 

committee named The International Doctors Committee for Human Rights about 

human rights violations in Chile? […] [A]s a young man I read Neruda’s poems in 

our daily newspapers, even in the evening newspapers. Back in the days when the 

papers said that a people’s victory in any country meant freedom for us; the days 

when we cried over Kwame Nkrumah and Patrice Lumumba; the days when Radio 

Cairo sang for Port Said, Algeria, Malaya […] I remember back then a friend whose 

eyes would well up with tears when he read for us the poem, “Children in my 

country starve to death and the fish in the sea drink coffee.” 

Nowadays no one cried over that. No one cried because the masters of our world 

dump coffee beans into the sea or bulldoze mountains of eggs. (11; 13-14)34 

 

                                                 
34 Noticeable in this passage and throughout the novel is the role Taher assigns to literature as capable of 

bringing together people across cultures. Quotations from or mentions to literary works from ancient to 

contemporary Arabic poetry—references to Lorca, Neruda, Shakespeare, Tolstoj, and Achebe—are 

interspersed in the body of the text. An opposed role assumes instead the world of the media, expression of 

powerful private interests contributing in keeping societies apart. 
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At the conference, the protagonist will have the two fortuitous encounters through 

which the plot will develop: one with Brigitte, the young Austrian improvised interpreter, 

and one with Ibrahim himself, a committed journalist and handsome man with whom 

Brigitte becomes briefly infatuated. The narrator’s relationship with Ibrahim is one of 

reconciliation over past divergences, friendship, and rivalry in love, reminding that 

between the protagonist and Hatim appearing in As Doha Said. Their conversations in the 

first part of the novel contribute to producing a complex articulation of Egypt, and the irony 

they employ in the use of words such as “democracy,” “development” and “progress” 

somehow mitigates the somber tones of the narration. Through these two characters, the 

author stages two converging results of post-revolutionary Egypt: One a socialist, the other 

a communist. And while the protagonist goes back in his memories to his poor childhood 

and his dreaming of paradise as a place full of food, recalling the humiliations he endured 

from being the son of the school’s custodian, Ibrahim belongs instead to a wealthy family 

of landowners. The Egypt they discuss together, however, contrasts the countryside of their 

childhood with the world of intellectuals working in Cairo during the post-revolutionary 

period—a society of journalists and administrators that does not anchor Egypt to a mere 

representation of a poor, Third-World country. 

Ibrahim is one of the travelers of this novel, a positive go-between whose 

“European look” will save his life at one point of the narrative. He is the character who, 

through his travels across the Mediterranean, ties the city of N to the Lebanon scourged by 

the Civil War and brings the narrative to the heart of the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. He is 

visiting the city in order to publish materials for the Palestinian Resistance Organization, 
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for whom he now works in Lebanon. While in Europe, Ibrahim’s movements will be 

monitored by government spies: “You come here as a reporter from a Palestinian 

newspaper and a leftist one to boot and expect Democracy to let you hide from its eyes” 

(39; 44), the narrator comments ironically. It is to help Ibrahim that the protagonist is 

progressively taken out of his initial isolation, and the two spend a few days together before 

Ibrahim returns to Beirut. During his stay, the protagonist introduces Ibrahim to Bernard, 

a colleague working for a small leftist newspaper, Le Progrés (al-taqaddum), and they 

come to better know Mr. Muller, the conference organizer, and Brigitte. 

As the dialogues and interactions between the protagonist and Ibrahim confuse a 

fixed representation of broad socio-spatial categories, such as “Egypt,” “Arab World,” and 

“Third World, their conversations with Dr. Muller, Bernard, and Brigitte continue this 

process by widening the frame to the categories of “Europe” and “First World.” Through 

these characters, Taher seeks a truth beyond the complexity of a world whose signifiers are 

traded by the media across continents and communities, weighing right and wrong on 

scales whose fulcrum is the divide between the West and the East, Europe and the Arab 

World, the First and the Third World. Looking back with nostalgia at the decades in which 

ideals were capable of uniting peoples, the author and his protagonist sieve through the 

fragmented and contrasting truths brought forth by these characters in their conversations, 

looking for a way out of the post-modern impasse over the fall of “grand narratives.” There 

is a logic of superposition at work in the narrative texture of the novel, by which oppression, 

as well as solidarity with the oppressed, is presented as transversal between the human 

communities denoted by the large geo-cultural categories. These characters are not 
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deprived of the semantic value they assume as “Arab” or “European.” In his study of Arab 

authors describing the cultural encounter between East and West in modern Arabic 

literature (mustaghrabīn), El-Enany remarks that Taher “individualizes his cultural 

exponents and presents his readers with a broader vision devoid of the dichotomy familiar 

in earlier treatments of the subject.” While authors such as Yahia Haqqi and Tawfiq al-

Hakim staged “West–East encounters” between “cultural type[s], embodiments of their 

respective cultures,” Taher individualizes his characters and makes of their encounter “a 

meeting of minds and bodies, not between abstract sets of values” (El-Enany 135-140). 

The logics of conflict to which the author responds through these characters progressively 

becoming a community sharing solidarity for the oppressed require them to remain 

identifiable and, although marginal to their societies, fully representative of their respective 

cultures or nations.35 As El-Ariss points out, in the post-nahda and post-1967 Arabic 

narratives staging the East–West encounter, the traumatic consequences of this encounter 

for the protagonist are not the result of the simple encounter the West but are brought by 

the awareness of the simultaneity of interactions between and across West and East (El-

Ariss 110-112). These characters “who want to change the world” (Hussayn 123-124), as 

the author describes them in an interview, will progressively reveal themselves as a 

minority that is transversal across nations. The “leftism” they share, more than being a 

political statement within the logics of the Cold War, expresses an ideal of equality and 

                                                 
35 Significant in this sense is the narrator’s identification, one sleepless night, with the outcast poets of the 

pre-Islamic Arab tradition. A comparison he makes between himself and the “mangy camel” of Tarafa ibn 

al-Abd’s muʿallaqa, “until the clan shunned me, all of it, and I was isolated like a mangy camel” (75; 84), 

exemplifies the protagonist’s isolation from the “tribe,” as well as that of the group of characters surrounding 

him. 
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justice that the author pursues beyond the divisions and the imbalances of the contemporary 

world.36 These characters are, on an international scale, not unlike other characters the 

author creates in novels set in the Egyptian society: characters of “protest and resistance” 

(Aunt Safiyyah 28) that make Taher’s poetics one of resistance, assigning to the literary the 

role of denouncing past and present forms of oppression and domination (Harlow XIV-

XX). 

The factual solidarity among nations that these characters realize, amidst the 

escalation of the Lebanese Civil War, is characterized by disagreements and divergences 

of opinion that are essential for the author’s stylistics. Through them, Taher emphasizes 

how not only direct hostility but even indifference can resonate across countries and 

communities, digging into the open wounds of the contemporary world in order to present 

injustice and oppression as universal, similarly appearing between individuals and across 

nations. Upon Muller’s explanation of how he lost interest in politics after the 1968 Soviet 

invasion of Czechoslovakia, for instance, the exchange between Ibrahim and the 

protagonist is revealing of how the protagonist conceives the vertical relation between the 

First and the Third World through the example of the different value assigned to the blood 

of First- and Third-World individuals: 

 

                                                 
36 The accusation of being “leftist,” which affected the author’s life (see note n.2) occurs in Taher’s novels, 

being almost comic in As Doha Said, when Said is accused of being a leftist but does not even know what 

the word means (As Doha Said, 139). 
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“These Europeans comrades are really sensitive! How many died in that invasion? 

One? Ten?” […] I said without emotion, “You see? The blood of poor nations is 

not important even if it is the blood of millions, but Czechoslovakia, really!” (56; 

64) 

 

The protagonist’s disbelief regarding a possible solidarity between the First and the 

Third World is, however, contradicted by Ibrahim’s belief that there is still hope for real 

“humanness” in Europe, as he sees expressed by the European nurses volunteering in the 

Palestinian refugee camps of Beirut. Their devotion, which is both gratuitous and without 

secondary ends, to the cause of the “other” makes them the real heroes of this novel. This 

is how the author obliquely sutures the divide between the First and the Third World: via 

the continual displacement of causes and effects from one side of the world to the other, 

divided by the logics of conflict. There is no possible generalization in Taher’s imaginative 

and ethic world; there are only individuals who are each given his or her own individual 

standpoint on the true and the just.  

The case of the relationship between Europe and the Arab World is perhaps the 

most emblematic site from which to examine this “global” sensibility that the author 

transmits as a common, shared humanity expressed across nations and cultures. Through 

the witnessing of Marianne Eriksonn, a Norwegian nurse repatriated from Lebanon in the 

early stages of the Israeli invasion, Taher introduces another element of reality in the 

fictional body of the text. In her account of the Israeli Army’s shelling of the Palestinian 
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refugee camp of Ain al-Helweh, on the outskirts of Sidon,37 she describes the massacre of 

civilians, buried in the underground refuges that they repaired from the shots of heavy 

artillery. From his exile in the West, the protagonist recounts that, in those days, “in the 

morning, the news would report hundreds of dead and wounded every day in the city under 

siege, but in the evening the television would carry a somber ceremony full of religious 

rites and tears and anger for the burial of four Israeli soldiers” (232; 254). Marianne’s 

account contrasts the discursive reality mediated by television and newspapers in the West. 

Urged by the imperative to tell a truth that she knows will not be transmitted by the media 

in its fullness, on the one hand, she describes the logics of war and hatred at work, reporting 

the insults she and her colleagues received from the Israeli soldiers. On the other, the truth 

she tells carries with it the enigmatic nature of the real tout court with all its complexities. 

Critical of the Arab World as much as of the West, Taher does not seek to simplify the sum 

of truths converging on the Lebanese Civil War. Marianne’s account of the Arab doctor 

who refused to assist the wounded of the massacre, too dirty for his “respectable” private 

clinic, introduces discrepancies between the individual and the collective, disclosing a 

world that makes it impossible to establish a univocal moral judgment along the lines 

established by communal categories. As the narrator attempts to enquire into Marianne’s 

political sympathies or affiliations, asking her the reasons that brought her to volunteer 

there, she reconfirms what the protagonist previously said about the blood of poor nations 

but also refuses to take a side within the binary logics of conflict: 

                                                 
37 In the first days of the “Peace for Galilee” campaign. 
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“Are you, for instance…” 

“No, I am not, for instance. I am not anything, for instance. I am not a communist, 

I am not a leftist. I am not a member of the Baader Meinhoff nor the Red Army as 

the Israelis would call us by way of insult. I am not a member of any party or 

organization of any kind.” […] I will admit that after I went there like any ordinary 

nurse the first time, I went afterwards because I could not believe what I saw. I 

could not believe that a whole people is subject to being killed at will and to having 

such cheap blood. I still do not believe that all those thousands are dying because 

one individual was shot by an unknown person in London.” (144; 156-157)38 

 

The imbalance between the weights of the two peoples’ blood is shocking to 

Marianne, and it reflects the distance between the value attributed to Third-World peoples, 

not only as reflected by the Israeli government’s standards according to the logics of war, 

but also as reflected by the coverage of the war in Western media. In an outburst of rage, a 

few days after the massacre of Ain al-Helweh and during the Israeli siege and naval block 

to the city of Beirut, in the summer of 1982, Bernard refuses to call this conflict a war. 

                                                 
38 In this passage, Marianne mentions the incident leading to the Israeli invasion of Lebanon: the 

assassination of Shlomo Argov, the Israeli ambassador in the United Kingdom, on June 3, 1982. On June 6, 

the IDF entered Southern Lebanon. The official goal of the mission, named “Peace for Galilee,” was 

removing the threat of attack by the PLO against the Israeli settlements along the Israeli–Lebanese border. 

The second and third goals of the operation, i.e., the complete uprooting of the PLO base in Western Beirut 

and the stabilization of the country through the election of a pro-Israeli president, however, became clear to 

the public only with the beginning of the siege and naval block of Beirut and were strongly criticized in Israel 

(Cleveland and Bunton 382-392). 
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These two comments made by Western characters exemplify the nature of Taher’s oblique 

structuring and, through his minoritarian characters, the relationships between the First and 

the Third World and Europe and the Arab World:  

 

“Don’t you see that we are doing fantastic things? We severely attack racism in 

South Africa and we passionately defend women’s rights all over the world and we 

write articles overflowing with kindness towards Third World countries. And we 

are indeed progressive, but try once to write a real article about our own role in the 

crisis of this world over which we shed tears! Try to give what’s happening in 

Lebanon the name it deserves! Ask how this daily massacre can be a war, as if it is 

possible to have a real war between a massive army that has the most modern planes 

and drops the most deadly bombs from the air and from the sea on a city to which 

it lays siege, which does not have a single plane, an army, or a navy? Ask how can 

it be a war, when a few hundred or a few thousand men defend this city with rifles 

and machine guns or even with artillery and tanks? Where is the war in this daily 

massacre? Ask!” (224-225) 

 

The love between the protagonist and Brigitte, emerging in these circumstances, 

completes the protagonist’s progressive movement from his isolation in the city of N to 

becoming part of an international community of people “in resistance.” Arriving 

unexpectedly, this love is not entirely symbolic, yet a semantic value as an embodiment of 

a love between the East and the West cannot be disregarded as being deprived of what is, 
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in fact, the poetic value as one between characters coming from “distant worlds,” realizing 

among themselves the ideal equality that the author pursues in this novel. This love 

constitutes that single moment of bliss, and it stands out because of its ephemeral, 

exceptional quality as a fragile and precarious possibility that is easily destroyed by the 

forces of reality. 

In the regular dramaturgy of the novel, the two stories of the love between the 

protagonist and Brigitte, and that of the Lebanese Civil War develop concomitantly, both 

contributing to the bitter ending that is characteristic of Taher’s novelistic production. 

Toward the middle of the novel, soon after Ibrahim leaves for Lebanon, the love between 

the protagonist and Brigitte blooms under the fragile conditions of their exile, and this 

fragile bond is eventually crushed under the weight of the events of Sabra and Shatila. 

The exilic condition of both characters underscores their singularity in relation to 

their respective societies. In a novel in which characters share the pain of their failed 

romantic relationships, Brigitte lives with the trauma of her previous marriage to Albert, 

an Equatorial Guinean dissenter to the dictatorship of Francisco Macias and a student in 

the Austrian town where she grew up. The author employs the tragic ending of their story 

as victims of European racism to further articulate the vertical relationships between 

worlds, as much as her love with the protagonist emphasizes the horizontal ties he weaves 

across the lines separating them: while paralleling his condition to Albert’s, the protagonist 

asks himself, “What do I have over Albert? Am I not like him a man of color, a foreigner 

and an exile?” (133; 144). In the episodes between Brigitte and the protagonist, however, 

as well as in those in which Brigitte recounts to him of her love for Albert, appears that 
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intimate side of the ideal of equality between human beings pursued by and negotiated 

between the characters of the novel. This equality goes beyond the barriers imposed by 

communitarian, racial, and historical logics. Here, for instance, Brigitte tells the protagonist 

about her previous relationship with Albert: 

 

“We talked about Lorca and about Schiller, and about African authors that I had 

never heard of but whom he made me read and like: Achebe, Sembene Ousmane, 

Soyinka, and others. These are the ones I still remember. With him I discovered not 

only new writings but also a whole other world that enchanted me. And when I read 

a work I didn’t like, he would get mad and tell me that I was like other whites, that 

I looked down upon others from above, even though I tried to hide it… I asked him, 

perplexed, how he expected me to understand in that poem those rituals and myths 

about which I know nothing? And he answered, ‘And do I, the African, know your 

European myths? How do I know Oedipus and Faust? A person learns if he wants 

to understand.” (120; 130) 

 

The precondition for the love between the protagonist and Brigitte is the isolation 

from the world outside and its logics. The protagonist progressively detaches himself from 

his tormenting self-questioning, and from his frustrating job, until the Israeli invasion of 

Lebanon forces the couple to face its overwhelming evidence. When the invasion begins, 

Brigitte again refuses to get involved, as she did with Albert, with a “world [she does not] 

want to know and that [she does] not understand”: “It was not we who shed this blood nor 
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we can stop it,” she argues (134; 146). Her renewed care for this world toward the end of 

the novel matches the narrator’s progressive exit from his initial isolation in a shared space 

of mutual care. In this novel’s poetics, love is exile, the going out of the self as established 

by the logics of society, of the group, of the tribe, in order to expose oneself to the “other.” 

The possible, simple affection enacted by the two lovers, outside the divisive logics on 

which the world attributes different values to individuals, crowns what is already taking 

shape around them. The community of characters coalescing against the injustice of the 

world embodies the simple message the author wants to convey to the reader, beyond the 

ethical complexities discussed in the novel and despite the disheartening episodes 

appearing in its second part. 

 

III- Mulukiya, or the Weight or Blood 

 

In The Point of Light, the witty character of the protagonist’s grandfather, the 

bāshkātib—one of the author’s “organic intellectuals”—is introduced by a series of 

proverbs he says, amongst which includes “food of the kings, oh mulukiya” (Ṭʿām al-mulūk 

ya mulūkiya) (The Point of Light 14). The humorous aspect of this saying consists of 

associating the word mulukhiya, a popular Egyptian yuta soup, with the word mulukiya, a 

neologism derived from “king” (malik) and close to “malakiya” (“kingship”), according to 

the tradition in ancient Egypt that mulukhiya was the soup of the kings. The double 

ambiguity on which its humor lays is in the double reading that the words mulukhiya and 
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mulukiya can take in the saying: According to the first, the Egyptian people, like the ancient 

kings, eat mulukhiya. According to the second, more philosophical reading, kingship is the 

food of the kings, i.e., their authority lays in their “kingship.” I use this humorous anecdote 

to introduce some aspects of Taher’s style—his particular way of approaching the elevated 

and the universal in his works through the simple, the popular, and even the lowly. It is 

with some license that I employ the term mulukiya as a synonym of malakiya to denote a 

certain “kingship,” the author’s way of looking at things from a distance and, as the author 

conceives the role of the intellectual in relation to society, “from an elevated position” (The 

Children of Rifaʿa 61).39 This tie between the simple and the sovereign appears as a stylistic 

trait in more than one of Taher’s novels and operates in the text in a variety of ways. The 

first feature characterizing mulukiya is the distance from which the protagonist looks at the 

events occurring around him. In this novel, this distance is reinforced by the old age of the 

protagonist, who is feeling like a “ghost of the past” in the contemporary world, and by his 

exilic condition, because of which he looks from a distance to both the country he left and 

to the one in which he lives.40 From this distance, the protagonist interrogates the 

interrelation and the imbalances of the contemporary world, and only gradually will he 

become involved in the plot by the action of more active characters, such as Ibrahim. His 

                                                 
39 The best expression of the author’s mulukiya is perhaps the “Alexander the Great” chapter in Sunset Oasis, 

in which the soul of Alexander, somehow awakened by the protagonist in his tomb in the Siwa oasis, recounts 

his life and his dream to bring peace to the world.  
40 In novels such as The Point of Light and Aunt Safiyya and the Monastery, this distance is created by the 

choice of a protagonist-narrator in his boyhood. In others, such as East of the Palm Trees and As Doha Said, 

distance is created by, similar to this novel, the protagonist’s disillusionment. In Taher’s last novel, Sunset 

Oasis, a similar distance is created by the setting of the oasis of Siwa, which, although located in Egypt, is 

portrayed as a place other than that of the nation. In this last novel, the “unveiling” (kashf) that al-Ariss finds 

in Arabic narratives as characterizing the travel to Europe is rather turned onto the Arab World itself through 

the isolated community of the oasis. 
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resolving to stand for a “right cause” gives to his choice that quality as a matter of principle, 

while doomed to fail, through which the author articulates a broader reflection on justice.41 

The second trait of mulukiya consists in the peculiar way Taher questions the 

universal through the treatment of simple, individual cases. The complex reflection on 

causes and effects and on individual and collective responsibilities leading to injustice, 

oppression, and corruption—framed in the context of Egyptian society in other novels and 

formulated on a “global” setting in Love in Exile—ultimately finds a response in the 

protagonist’s choice to stand for the right cause. This second aspect is closely related to the 

protagonist’s distancing as it transfers his questioning and self-questioning to the simple 

level of his individual praxis. While revisiting in his memories the daily fights he had with 

Manār before their divorce,42 or when reflecting on how he too has been causing his 

children to suffer, the protagonist’s thought turns to judge himself, his own responsibilities 

and faults. At one point, for instance, he turns to question his personal reasons for 

supporting Nasser and questions the nature of his attachment back in the years of his 

fortunate career as a journalist: 

 

                                                 
41 In East of the Palm Trees, the young student is led to act by both a friend and a lover, in The Point of Light 

by way of his young lover, and in As Doha Said by his friend Ḥātim. All these novels revolve around the 

question of social justice, the first two discussing student demonstrations and freedom of expression, the last 

concerning the moral and factual corruption of the Egyptian state. In Love in Exile, what is emblematic of 

this is the painting of an allegory of justice in the café where Bernard and the protagonist meet. 
42 The articulation of failures in romantic relationships constitutes a sort of sub-plot in the novel. The former 

arguments with Manār, in relation to mulukiya, have the relevant aspect of finding contradiction in the 

protagonist’s conduct during his years of success. The theme of the impossible love and incommunicability 

between two individuals separated by social barriers is another major theme in Taher’s novels, appearing in 

As Doha Said, The Point of Light, and Sunset Oasis, as well as in many short stories. 
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Did we also, despite the principles and the slogans, worship success and “arriving” 

like all others with us in the paper and outside the paper? […] I realize now, with 

perfect clarity, that my clinging to Abd el-Nasser’s dream at that time was not just 

faith in the principle of which I was totally convinced all my days, but it was 

clinging to my personal dream, to my days of success and glory and arriving. (28-

29; 32).  

 

The narrator is simultaneously a questioning subject and an object among others on 

which his questioning befalls. Thus, the author-narrator not only exposes himself to the 

reader’s judgment for what he thinks, but also for the way in which he judges things. These 

two distinct stances assume a crucial importance in reference to the Israeli–Palestinian 

conflict, as the author exposes himself to the reader in two radically different ways: the 

first as an advocate of the Palestinian cause and the second as a judge of the Israeli–

Palestinian case. This aspect is essential in understanding his treatment of the Israeli–

Palestinian conflict, because the first stance superposes with and is part of the second. 

While the first qualifies his position as a victim of injustice, a Third-World subject doomed 

to fail in his defense of the rights of the oppressed, the second instead exposes to the reader, 

through the auto-criticism of the narrator, the author’s way of weighing right and wrong 

on the scales of justice. The stance as a judge explains and clarifies the first position as an 

advocate of a cause and best expresses the author’s mulukiya. It articulates the author’s 

conception of equality, outlining the sovereign that resides in every human being, in every 

conscience, despite and beyond the comparative value that humans attribute to themselves, 
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whether in peace or in conflict, whether as First- or Third-World individuals. This second 

side of the protagonist’s questioning not only disentangles him from the subject role as a 

Third-World individual, but it even reverses it by elevating him to the role of judge, fully 

affirming his and every human being’s sovereignty and moral responsibility through the 

awareness and capability of inflicting pain and suffering on others. This sovereign look is 

at work within the interior forum of the narrator’s conscience, and it transforms his 

questioning of the narrated events into a broader questioning of the reasons why pain and 

injustice are inflicted upon human beings, a central theme in Taher’s novelistic production 

(Hussayn; Anis). This is why Taher’s realist characters are surrounded by a halo of 

unresolved symbolism: they never fully answer to the problem of truth, an enigma destined 

to remain the sole ground on which the ethical choice of the protagonist is taken. The 

treatment of the Israeli–Palestinian conflict in Taher’s work is the denunciation of the state 

of abjection to which the Israeli people reduced the Palestinian people, and it is part of a 

struggle against injustice and oppression as universal human forces similarly appearing in 

the relationships between individuals and across human societies and that only materializes 

as such in this specific conflict. The elevated, sovereign look that the author casts on the 

world thus tests the distance between the real and the ideal, the historical and the fictional, 

questioning the very possibility of real historical progress, a possibility put in crisis by the 

“evidence” that he judges. The author’s irony with regard to concepts such as “democracy” 

and “progress” throughout the novel is not derived from a lack of belief in these positive 

values. Rather, it results from their loss of substance when confronted with evidence of 

corruption, violence, and subjugation, which appear instead as fatal and supra-historical 
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agents of human history: “I thought we made some progress since Genghis Khan” (142; 

154), comments Ibrahim upon hearing Marianne’s account of the Ain al-Helweh massacre. 

The protagonist judges and subjects himself to the reader’s judgment. 

The third and final aspect characterizing the author’s mulukiya, and through which 

the previous two are given full expression in the novel’s plot, is the presence of a “pure” 

character close to the protagonist, who relies on him, and whose fight against corruption 

turns him into a victim of the evil he tried to fight.43 In Love in Exile, this character is 

Youssef, a young Egyptian who, like the protagonist, is forced to leave Egypt and lives in 

the city of N working as a cook in the café where the protagonist meets with Bernard. 

Married to the older Eliane, the café’s owner, this second relationship between Egypt and 

Europe “compensates” in the narrative for that between the older protagonist and Brigitte. 

Youssef’s biographical path parallels that of the protagonist because he also tried to change 

Egyptian society, growing up during the years of Sadat’s presidency and leaving when his 

condition there became unbearable. Unhappy in his exile in the city of N, Youssef proposes 

to the protagonist meeting with an Arab prince from an unspecified country in the Persian 

Gulf. Prince Hamid, Youssef explains, is a progressive, nationalist prince; he is rich and 

interested in publishing a newspaper in Europe in support of the Arab cause. The narrator 

                                                 
43 In As Doha Said—the novel that most resembles Love in Exile,—the character of the “pure,” Saīd al-

Qanawī, is paired with that of the “corrupted”, ʿAbd al-Majīd. The first fights against corruption with 

indefatigable and Parcivalesque spirit, whereas the second is a young man who comes from the narrator’s 

own village in the south and who initially displays respect and admiration for him, marries his sister, and 

eventually turns against him and causes his ruin after being corrupted by the malefic influence of the minister. 

In Love in Exile, Youssef assumes both roles, although relevant is also the character of Pedro, inserted at the 

beginning of the novel. Victim of a real case of torture and murder in Pinochet’s Chile, Pedro reaches the 

city of N and let his traces be lost; he is another young character who, like Youssef and Albert, who will turn 

to support Macias dictatorship, is cornered by fate, and makes desperate choices.  
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initially rejects Youssef’s invitation, suspicious of any prince coming from the 

conservative Arab monarchies of the Gulf, but the ongoing events in Lebanon and his 

inability to publish the truth about its events,44 the indifference of the Arab nations on the 

eve of the Israeli invasion,45 and Bernard and Brigitte’s encouragement finally make the 

narrator resolve to meet him. An international businessman, well-educated, and with a 

refined taste, Prince Hamid is another go-between, Ibrahim’s opposite and in some way his 

nemesis. He is first presented as enigmatic, escaping easy definitions and reversing the 

association made throughout the novel between the Arab and the Third World, scandalizing 

Brigitte with his luxurious villa: 

 

“Imagine this whole palace, this whole entourage to serve one human being. Why? 

And those Arabs whose pictures in the refugee camps they publish, why doesn’t he 

live in a smaller house and give them the difference?” 

I sighed saying, “The time for this kind of talk is long gone, Brigitte, very long 

gone!” (215; 237-238) 

 

                                                 
44 Tragicomic is the series of possibilities the author explores in order to insert the content of what Marianne 

witnessed in an article for the Egyptian newspaper at which he works as a reporter. His job consists, he 

explains, of reporting silly news from Europe. In the novel—as in the author’s first published short story, 

The Betrothed (1972)—media entertains and distracts people. 
45 An Arab multinational force was sent in Lebanon, in 1976. In 1978, the UN peacekeeping mission UNIFIL 

was sent there. The Arab countries are presented as litigious and indifferent throughout the novel. In the 

episode of the siege of Beirut, on hearing of the suicide of Lebanese poet Khalil Hawi, the author has a heart 

attack and finds himself lacking of “real blood,” as are the Arab nations for not reacting: “Don’t be afraid. 

You won’t die. Your stone heart will survive the story of Ain al-Helweh and the strong coffee and the death 

of the poet. Have no fear. If your heart were pumping real blood you would have been there now, next to 

him, dead, to his right. Have no fear. Nothing will happen to you” (148; 162). 
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There is something untranslatable about this prince wearing western clothes, 

speaking several languages and ready to buy Youssef and the protagonist’s affection. The 

protagonist addresses him in the most ceremonious manner while discussing the newspaper 

project, and an initial agreement seems to be soon on its way. Upon doing research on the 

prince’s business, however, the protagonist finds a concealed side of his wealth. His 

partnership with Ishaq Davidian, a wealthy businessman who politically and financially 

supports the Israeli Army’s invasion of Lebanon, proves to the protagonist that his real 

intentions are other than the ones he disclosed to them. Later in the novel, when the 

chronicle of the siege of Beirut leads Bernard’s newspaper to begin a campaign against 

Israel’s violations of international war laws and its use of forbidden weapons such as 

phosphorous bombs, fuel air explosives, and bombs disguised as dolls, the protagonist finds 

in the “readers’ letters” section of the newspaper a letter signed by Davidian himself: 

 

I also read the angry letters of protest sent by pro-Israel readers. The most virulent 

letter I read was signed by “I. F. Davidian, Businessman,” who wrote saying that 

the newspaper was sliding down a slippery slope and that it was disseminating the 

various lies broadcast by the PLO. He said the war in Lebanon was simply to expel 

the saboteurs who were killing Israel’s women and children in Galilee. He reminded 

the paper that millions of Jewish women and children had died in the camps of the 

criminal Nazis in Auschwitz and Buchenwald and the other camps. “Do you want 

the Jews to go on paying this tax forever? The Jewish people do not need lessons 

in morality or humanitarianism from anybody.” 
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After I read the letter I said to myself that whoever read that letter would think that 

you too had paid the tax in Auschwitz, when most likely in those days you were in 

a big palace in the Zahir neighborhood in Cairo or in Stanley Beach in Alexandria 

living the life of a millionaire, thinking of banquets and deals rather than Nazi 

crimes. […] The death of one child is a death to the whole world of course. And no 

one will ask you how many children died in Galilee—five or ten? And how many 

thousands of children did Israel exterminate in Lebanon and before that in 

Palestine? (231; 253-254)46 

 

Davidian’s letter explains the declared military objectives of the operation Peace 

for Galilee: expelling the members of the PLO from Lebanon, who are described as 

“saboteurs.” The question of truth for the assessment of justice is of cardinal importance 

when reading Davidian’s letter and the logics of conflict it expresses within the narrative. 

What is otherwise known by the reader through the direct witnessing of Marianne and 

Ibrahim is in Davidian’s letter altogether dismissed as “lies propagated by the PLO.” There 

is no space in the letter for an ethical reflection beyond the concerns of a people Davidian 

claims to speak for. In the Israeli region of Galilee, there is space only for the mourning of 

the death of Israel’s women and children. The weight of the Holocaust’s victims, on the 

scales of Davidian’s judgment, constitutes the reason for rejecting any moral criticism on 

the reasons and objectives of this war. Through his letter appears, even more tragically, the 

                                                 
46 Davidian is said to have left Egypt in 1956. 
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Zionist ideal of ending the Jewish diaspora through the foundation of the state of Israel, in 

which Israel and the Jews constitute, in Davidian’s thought, an undivided whole. The 

dispossessed Palestinians, or a mention of the victims of the Palestinian diaspora that 

Israel’s foundation caused, are entirely excluded from his judgment, the goal of which is 

not to ascertain the truth but rather to create consent for the military campaign. Davidian 

is, for the protagonist, someone whose way of weighting the scales is dictated by his own 

personal interests, for whom “necessity knows no laws,” as Youssef puts it after becoming 

one of prince Hamid’s pawns. He is, together with Prince Hamid, the embodiment of those 

“masters of the world” (sʿādat al-ʿālam) constituting that powerful, transversal category of 

individuals to whom the protagonist and his community attempt to resist. 

The third element of mulukiya, the corruption of the “pure,” begins to take shape in 

this novel when Youssef, informed by the protagonist of his discoveries about Prince 

Hamid’s account, finds all his hopes at a dead end: 

  

He let out a short laugh, more like a moan, “I demonstrated against Sadat and was 

sentenced to jail and I ran away from my country and from my family because I 

thought he was endangering the future of the country. And I, the poor one, lost my 

future for my principles while the rich and powerful… Hello, principles!” (192; 

210) 

 

Unlike the protagonist, however, who distances himself from the prince and 

Davidian’s projects, warning Youssef not to tell the prince what he discovered about him, 
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Youssef begins a gradual, desperate process of transformation, which the protagonist, 

Bernard, and Eliane witness impotently. Youssef’s fate—the transformation he undergoes 

by getting closer and closer to the prince—indirectly reveals the prince’s “Islamist” agenda 

behind his “nationalist” façade and is another victory for those profiting from the walls 

they build among individuals and nations. This covered “Islamist” agenda, however, is 

itself a trap in which Youssef falls, because what really matters to the prince, Taher shows, 

is his own personal interests. Toward the end of the novel, after a radicalization that leads 

Youssef to no longer shave, performing the pious rhetoric of Islamist discourse, Youssef’s 

fate as the “pure” victim of the overwhelming forces of corruption comes to an end and 

tramples the protagonist himself, along with his romantic relationship with Brigitte. 

Youssef’s new way of thinking about Eliane is also emblematic of this transformation; she 

he becomes for him a depersonalized, distant object, “one of the people of the book,” with 

whom he intends to stay married in order to obtain the citizenship of the country and “serve 

the cause” (249; 272).  

Youssef’s process of corruption parallels the escalation of the Lebanese Civil War, 

and the two narratives reach their apex toward the end of the novel through the final and 

cruelest events of the Sabra and Shatila massacre, catastrophe and real shipwreck of the 

human. On a Saturday morning, the protagonist receives a phone call from Lebanon. 

Ibrahim, in a state of commotion, has just been in the refugee camp, and the urge to tell to 

the world what he has just seen leads him to call the protagonist. He has a hard time 

describing the piles of corpses, the blood on the streets, and the clouds of flies; he struggles 

to provide a description of the barbarous fury of this slaughter, as he says, by all sorts of 
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weapons: “machine guns; rifles; knives; axes; swords; daggers; bulldozers that leveled 

houses on their inhabitants, living and dead; and Israel’s tanks that blasted the refugee 

camps the whole time to open the way for the butchers.”47  

The morning Taher describes is that of Saturday, September 18, 1982, when 

journalists were able to enter the Palestinian refugee camp of Sabra and the neighborhood 

of Shatila, which had been kept sealed by the Israeli Army for three days. The massacre 

began on Thursday evening, when units of the Christian militias of the Phalange close to 

Saad Haddad entered the Palestinian refugee camp, backed by the Israeli Army, and 

slaughtered some 1500 defenseless civilians in two days in retaliation for the assassination 

of the newly elected president Bashier Gamaliel. At the beginning of September, after three 

months of intense air, sea, and land bombardments on West Beirut, the PLO members 

chased by the IDF were given exit from the city in exchange for the cessation of hostilities 

and guarantees for the safety of the Palestinian civilians who would be left behind. The 

multinational force supervising the evacuation of the PLO fighters, headed by France and 

the United States, withdrew on September 1 after the completion of the PLO fighters’ 

evacuation, leaving Palestinian civilians in Sabra and Shatila defenseless in a city under 

Israeli Army’s control. Taher wants to prove, through the novel, Israel’s direct 

responsibility for the slaughter of Palestinian civilians, which was carried out by units of 

the Phalange acting “in coordination with and at the request of” the Israeli Army, while the 

IDF was bound, by international humanitarian war obligations, to protect them (Zisser 935; 

                                                 
47 A meticulous reconstruction of these events, of the history of the camp and of its inhabitants, inclusive of 

the names of the victims, can be found in Hut (46-163). 
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Cleveland 338). It is difficult to read Ibrahim’s description of the camps on Saturday 

morning without feeling a deep sense of revulsion. Indeed, the protagonist vomits after 

having hearing Ibrahim’s description of the fate of a family he personally knew, and yet it 

becomes imperative to the author that the reader witness the inhuman cruelty of this 

massacre: 

 

“Then write this: At the entrance of the camp is the house of an old gas station 

owner whom I know. His name is Miqdad. They slaughtered him and all his family: 

his children and grandchildren and his sons-in-law. They slit all their throats. I 

myself counted forty corpses in Miqdad’s house. They butchered them and 

mutilated them and raped all the women and the girls and left them naked.” 

Ibrahim’s voice rose. He was no longer calm as he said, “I saw Zainab Miqdad. She 

was in her last month of pregnancy. They slashed her abdomen, took out the fetus, 

cut off its limbs and placed its legs and arms and body in a circle on its mother’s 

chest after cutting off her breasts. They placed the fetus’ head in the middle of the 

circle. The blood had clotted and maggots and flies were eating at the severed 

head.” (238; 262) 

 

The massacre of Sabra and Shatila was not the only one that occurred during the 

Lebanese Civil War, but its magnitude and its modalities made it among the few capable 

of reaching the international audience and of raising an international wave of indignation, 
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including in Israel.48 The protagonist describes how journalists, including himself, 

overcame their rivalries in those days and began publishing all the truths they could find 

about this massacre. In one article, a few days prior to the massacre, Bernard defends a 

journalist’s right to tell the truth about the Israeli invasion of Lebanon, rejecting the 

accusation of being anti-Semitic and arguing that “there are not bad atrocities or good 

atrocities” (233; 255). Extracted from a real article that appeared in a newspaper, Bernard’s 

argument goes to the center of Taher’s conception of justice: a justice that is either 

universal or else it is not just. The real massacre becomes an example of every massacre; 

the evil falling on the Palestinians is an evil to be fought as a matter of principle because 

there cannot be an evil that is good for someone and bad for someone else. The simplicity 

of Taher’s mulukiya, combining the particular to the universal and making this atrocity an 

example of every atrocity, is clearly formulated in the letter the protagonist sends to his 

son Khaled who, like Youssef, takes part in the wave of Islamization that has been 

progressively spreading in Egyptian society since 1980. The letter the father-protagonist 

writes revisits the days in which they used to go to see Macbeth at the theatre, before the 

father left Cairo, before Khaled started reading Islamist books “confirming that he is right”: 

 

Beware Khalid! Beware because all the evils that I have known in this world came 

out from that dark cave. It begins with an idea and ends up an evil: I am right and 

                                                 
48 After the protests and demonstrations in Israel, the Israeli government appointed a commission of enquiry 

under Supreme Court Justice Yitzhak Kahan. In 1983, the Kahan Commission concluded that “Israel bore 

indirect responsibility for the massacre at Sabra and Shatila, inasmuch as the Phalange entered the refugee 

camps with the knowledge of the government and with the encouragement of the army” (Shlaim 416-417). 
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my opinion is better. I am better, therefore others are wrong. I am better because I 

am God’s chosen people and the others are goyim. I am better because I am one of 

the Lord’s children whose sins are forgiven and the others are heretics. Better 

because I am a Shiite and the others are Sunnis or because I am a Sunni and the 

others are Shiites. Better because I am white and the others are colored or because 

I am progressive and the others are reactionary and so on ad infinitum. (209-210; 

230-231) 

 

There is a need for a justice that is universal, Antigone’s justice, to be simple, 

accessible to everyone, and shared even across conflicting groups. The narrator’s quest 

cannot go unanswered if this sense of justice resides in every human being and, like the 

mulukiya, is at the same time sovereign and popular. The demonstration organized in the 

city of N in solidarity with the victims of the massacre, the final Taherian motif appearing 

in the novel, is the proof that such a justice exists.49 From the ruins of the defeated 

humanness, the solidarity expressed by journalists, students, and common people alike 

emerges spontaneously to reclaim the world and its logics and is again transversal among 

human communities, a last poetic gesture to show the solidarity expressed across borders, 

but it also an act of recognition toward all the people fighting for justice across the world. 

Because of this, the novel does not conclude with a positive tone of hope. The rules of a 

world divided by conflict will continue, unchanged, because alongside this solemn 

                                                 
49 At once a source of attraction, of fulfillment, and of easy seductions, demonstrations are for Taher an 

object of inspiration recurrent in all his novels. They also are source of doubt and uncertainty, as in East of 

the Palm Trees and The Point of Light, and disillusionment, as in As Doha Said. 
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demonstration is a small counter-demonstration organized by a group of pro-Israeli 

supporters holding posters saying “Arabs kill Arabs and accuse Israel,” denying Israel’s 

involvement in the massacre.50 

During the demonstration, Ralph, a Jewish-American journalist who the first to 

enter the refugee camps after the massacre, speaks. As the author explains in the endnote, 

the name of this journalist is real, and the events that the author describes at the 

demonstration are real. It is to Ralph who is given the role complete the author’s periplus 

around a world of individuals, confirming that this universal justice exists. During his 

speech, Ralph demonstrates the Israeli Army’s direct responsibility for the perpetration of 

the massacre, responding to accusations of being a traitor shouted at him by the nearby pro-

Israeli demonstrators with:  

 

“You are not a traitor when you tell the truth, you are a traitor when you don’t […] 

I’ll tell the person who called me a traitor because I am a Jew and because I am 

telling the truth about the massacre that Israel organized. I’ll tell him that my own 

father was killed by Hitler in Auschwitz, but when I saw what happened in Sabra 

and Shatila I knew that he had died twice. Because those massacres in Sabra and 

Shatila are also six million.” (259; 284-285) 

 

                                                 
50 The Israeli president Begin, still uninformed about the details of the massacre, stated something similar: 

“goyim kill goyim and accuse Israel,” which also appears in the novel. 
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Ralph, a son of a holocaust victim, cuts the Gordian knot of a truth made complex 

by the divisive logics of conflict, but remaining simple for those animated by the search of 

truth rather than of personal or sectarian biases. Ralph evens the weight of blood between 

the Jews and the Palestinians and proves that there can be and there is solidarity among 

peoples divided by conflict. 

During the demonstration, Youssef creates trouble, shouting “Death to Israel! 

Dawn with America!” but he is soon silenced by other participants. His fate expresses a 

certain pessimism of the author, who is more interested in proving that truth and justice 

exist rather than in showing that this justice will one day prevail. After the demonstration, 

at the end of the novel, the prince uses his power to strike the protagonist and Brigitte’s 

lives out of N, while unknown foreigners approach Bernard’s son when he is leaving 

school. Both living in exile, Brigitte and the protagonist lose their jobs soon after the 

demonstration and are forced to leave the country. Before leaving, the protagonist tries to 

reach Prince Hamid at his villa, climbing the mountain near the city of N in order find him, 

but he is received only by barking dogs. In the unjust court of the “masters of the world,” 

there is no possibility of appeal. 

 

IV- Conclusions 

 

 In Love in Exile, the relationship between the Egyptian protagonist and his Austrian 

lover, Brigitte, evolves together with the 1982 Israeli “Peace for Galilee” military operation 

in Lebanon. Through the cosmopolitan community surrounding the protagonists, both 
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“exiles” in the European city of N, the author sets the novel within the world of the media 

and journalism to tie the destiny of nations to that of individual characters. Journalists and 

businessmen, aid workers, “masters of the world,” and victims of totalitarian regimes travel 

across the interconnected world presented by the author, bringing together societies made 

distant by injustice and the divisive logics of conflict. Taher employs the discussions and 

the stories of this diverse group of characters to superpose the national Egyptian with the 

international Arab and European contexts and to present the “Peace for Galilee” operation 

as emblematic of the imbalance of power between the First and the Third World.  

The escalation of violence in this military operation, culminating in the novel with 

the siege of Beirut and the massacre of Palestinian civilians in Sabra and Shatila, brings 

together in one single narrative the tragic histories of Lebanon and Israel at the turn of the 

1980s. The narrator intersperses the narrative with elements of truth that assign to the 

literary the role of resisting the versions of truth circulated by the international media, 

providing the direct witnessing of journalists and humanitarian personnel to question the 

order of the contemporary world. Transversal across the divide between the First and the 

Third World, Europe and the Arab World, the community surrounding the protagonist 

weighs right and wrong across the divide between these worlds and reflects a global 

sensibility that frames the Israeli–Palestinian conflict within a universal struggle for justice 

involving all nations and all individuals. 

The poetics of love Taher expresses in the novel, as embodied by the love between 

the protagonist and Brigitte, assumes symbolic value as one between East and West, but 

the author dissociates these two characters from their respective groups by making them 
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both exiled characters. Theirs is a relationship between simple individuals from distant 

worlds, and their love is one that challenges the logics of their respective groups, their tribe, 

and their nation. Their relationship, as much as the interactions within the community 

crafted by the author around them, presents a minority of individuals that is transversal 

among nations and confirms that true love between societies divided by conflict is possible. 

The demonstration organized in the city of N in solidarity for the Palestinian victims of the 

massacre of Sabra and Shatila also presents a solidarity existing across human communities 

and conflicting nations and confirms that a universal justice exists. 

Making the “Peace for Galilee” operation a particular case through which to discuss 

injustice and oppression as universal across countries and societies, the narrator views this 

case with the eye of the judge and not only with that of the advocate. Through what I 

described as the author’s mulukiya, Taher brings forth an egalitarian conception of human 

dignity and moral responsibility that reverses the protagonist’s own position as a mere 

Third-World individual and victim of someone else’s oppression. In presenting his 

protagonist through both his roles as judge and advocate, Taher thus elects the interior 

forum of the reader’s conscience as the only tribunal in which a universal justice can be 

decided upon. He does so by discussing a Mediterranean conflict that involves the 

intertwined histories of the whole world. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE ISTHMUS ON A POLYTHEIST SEA: BILINGUALISM AND HISTORIOGRAPHIC 

FABULATION IN ABDELWAHAB MEDDEB’S PHANTASIA 

 
 

This is the house of Fantasy, full of silent murmuring, 

of tacit clamor, of movement in repose, of chaotic 

order, of a norm with neither rules nor art. All over the 

place phantasms flutter, and there are dreams of a daft 

spirit, thoughts stirred by no reason, anxiety hurting 

the head, implausible concerns and diverse forms, 

aspects and images of the mind. It is called the Cage 

of Fools. Everyone here pecks at his own brain and 

fishes for flies in the air. 

 

 

Teofilo Folengo, Baldus, XXIV (476-484) 

 

 

I- Introduction 

 

Teofilo Folengo’s description of the “house of fantasy,” in the concluding part of 

his macaronic epic Baldus (1517), provides a nocturnal portrayal of fantasy, whose “house” 

the hero and his companions visit after a long journey into the underworld. Suddenly 

suspended in the void, Baldus and his companions are carried by a slight breeze into a cave, 

where they confront the phantasms of imagination, the categories of grammarians and 

pedagogues, the arguments employed in the intellectual controversies of the time. During 

this passage into the “house of fantasy,” a clown appears and leads the group into a giant 

pumpkin “whose size surpassed mount Olympus.” This pumpkin is described by the 

narrator as “his own country” (zucca patria mihi est), “the abode of poets, minstrels and 

astrologers who invent, sing and interpret people’s dreams.” In this pumpkin three 
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thousand “barbers” remove from the mouths of “poets, minstrels and star-gazers” one tooth 

for each lie they have told. Baldus’ narration must stop at this point, because the author 

(but not the hero) has arrived at the end of his journey. The similarities between Folengo’s 

representation of fantasy in Baldus and Abdelwahab Meddeb’s in Phantasia (1986) are not 

limited to their nocturnal conception of the genre, which they portray as a site of 

questioning, a space populated by specters, a realm of paradoxical unions between 

opposites (silent murmuring, movement in repose, chaotic order, etc.). Both texts feature a 

tension between a plurality of languages: Folengo’s “macaronic Latin” is a Latin whose 

grammar is deformed by the insertion of vernacular and dialectal Italian words, and 

Meddeb’s language is born from the “double genealogy” of Arabic and French. As opposed 

to Folengo’s Baldus, however, and in line with the style of his previous novel Talismano 

(1979), Meddeb’s Phantasia does not deform the French language through Arabic, but tries 

to unify them in a single narrative language. There is another similarity between Folengo 

and Meddeb’s narratives: the presence, within the fictional text, of gnoseological concerns 

that go beyond the purpose of entertainment. By associating himself with “poets, minstrels, 

and star-gazers,” Folengo presents his linguistic exploration as grounded on a quest for 

truth troubled by the problematic distinction between the fantastic, the possible, and the 

real. As opposed to Folengo’s gloomy ending, in Phantasia Meddeb adds to the three 

figures of “poets, minstrels, and star-gazers” the persona of an inspired mystic, the novel’s 

narrating “I” presenting himself as having access to a form of knowledge sanctioned by the 

divine, a truth invested with all the authority of the sacred. It is perhaps not by chance that 

Folengo’s medieval fantasy shares more than one similarity with Meddeb’s contemporary 
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one. Perhaps more akin to his father that he would have liked to admit, Meddeb has been 

in a way a man preserving “medieval sciences in the century of technique” (Ph. 104).  

In this chapter I analyze some aspects of Meddeb’s articulation of bilingualism, 

arguing that by unifying Arabic and French, the Sufi mystic persona assumed by the 

narrative’s narrating “I” celebrates the unity of the Mediterranean. Meddeb’s prose can be 

considered “Mediterranean,” I maintain, because it addresses the contemporary 

understanding of the relationship between Arabic and French or, metonymically, the 

relationship between the northern and southern shores of the sea. In the first part of this 

chapter, I analyze how the author conceives his work of art as one “between languages.” 

Drawing from the hermetic knowledge popular among Italian humanists during the 

Renaissance, which Meddeb accesses through the medieval theosophy of Ibn Arabi, I argue 

that his understanding of fantasy reflects a response to his contemporary and 

autobiographical experience of exile. Outlining how Meddeb conceives his exilic condition 

between the two shores of the Mediterranean Sea as one on the barzakh, the isthmus of the 

medieval mystics, I describe how the author’s fictional text, shuttling between 

contemporary and medieval references, traces a cosmography of the Mediterranean on the 

basis of the Parisian errantries of the protagonist. Through the imaginal space of the 

isthmus, I argue, the author brings the two shores of the sea into spatial and temporal 

simultaneity, a technique that is integral to his mystical “union of opposites.” Result of a 

distancing the author takes from the “present as chronicle,” in the second part of the 

chapter, I analyze how, through the isthmic condition of the narrating “I”, the author 

structures a bilingual, and bichronic, reading of history through the employment of 
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anachronism. By superposing the medieval and the contemporary, I argue, the narrator 

enacts a reversal of latitudinal hierarchies that, partly nostalgic, leads to the celebration of 

the Mediterranean as an undivided entity.     

An intellectual presence in contemporary France,51 Meddeb has, in his own words, 

contributed to “tak[ing] the Arabic and Islamic reference out of the Orientalist cabinet” 

through his participation in the current French, European, and Arab intellectual debate 

about Islam and Arabic literature in the last thirty years. Born to a pious family in Tunis in 

1946, at the historical threshold between colonial and independent Tunisia, Meddeb was 

sent by his father, a teacher at the university-mosque of Zaituna, to attend the Franco-Arab 

school of Tunis. From 1967 until his recent death, he resided in France. As a result of this 

biographical adventure, Meddeb is counted among the ranks of Francophone authors from 

the Maghreb. These authors inhabit the intermediate region between France and its former 

colonies. 

Responding to similar questions in different ways, Talismano and Phantasia can 

be considered a diptych of the two shores of the sea. In both novels the space of the city, 

Tunis in Talismano and Paris in Phantasia, becomes the site from which a narrating “I” 

                                                 
51 Meddeb has published two novels, Talismano and Phantasia, both by the Sindbad press; three collections 

of poetry, Tombeau d’Ibn Arabi (1987), Les 99 stations de Yale (1995), and Matière des oiseaux (2001); and 

a theatrical play, La gazelle et l’enfant (1992). Parallel with his artistic writing, Meddeb has published several 

essays, such as Blanches traversées du passé (1997), La maladie de l’islam (2002), Face à l’islam (2004), 

L’exil occidental (2005), and Sortir de la malédiction (2008). From the seventies through the eighties, 

Meddeb has worked as a consultant and editor for the Sindbad press house, whose series “Bibliothèque 

Arabe” was a “first push,” in the 1970s, for translations of Arabic literature into French (Varlet 5). He 

cotranslated into French Tayeb Saleh’s Season of Migration to the North and contributed to the Petit Robert 

des noms propres. After serving as advisor and codirector of the academic review Cahier Intersignes from 

1991 to 1994, in 1995 Meddeb founded and directed the review Dedale en Méditerranée. Since 1997 he has 

conducted a weekly radio program on Radio France, Cultures d’islam (Meddeb 7; Rahma 33; Tissières 144). 
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takes the reader into the labyrinthine world of the author’s imagination. In Talismano 

Meddeb re-creates around the polarity between Paris and Tunis the fictional and 

autobiographical experiences of a narrating “I” in Tunis and North Africa; in Phantasia it 

is Paris that serves as the point of departure for the narrator’s displacements through time, 

space, and languages.  

Stylistically alike, Talismano and Phantasia are significantly different in the tone 

employed by their narrators. Between the two novels, published in 1979 and 1986 

respectively, Meddeb shifts from a Third Worldist poetics marked by the urgency of 

“decolonizing the self” to a poetics that celebrates, in the twilight of the Cold War, the 

auroral moment of globalization. In Talismano Meddeb portrays the making of an idol by 

the people of Tunis, a monstrous fetish assembled into a single body by pieces of corpses, 

mummified and adorned with jewels, with a third eye drawn on its forehead. The idol is 

eventually paraded by the people of the medina of Tunis in a symbolic reappropriation of 

the city and its spaces, the narrating “I” actively participating in this collective act of revolt. 

The oppressive forces of the state and of institutional religion are associated with the 

colonial powers of the past in the grand finale of the novel, making of Talismano an 

“écriture de colère” (Gontard 30), in which the necessity of “close combat” with the former 

colonial power remains a physical and urgent necessity, and continuing the inspirational 

train of Yacine’s Nedjma (Arnaud 43; Fanon). Talismano’s writing reflects some major 

cultural and political themes dominant in the seventies and the eighties, the people’s revolt 

staging the resurgence of Nietzsche’s Dyonisian spirit, a positive affirmation of life 

merging the exuberant dépense of energies of an untamed crowd with the carnivalesque 
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spirit Bakhtin finds in Rabelais. The novel is sacrilegious, grotesque, and interspersed with 

scatological humor, and its North African setting seems to suggest a correspondence 

between the “low material” of its grotesque scenes and the latitudinal south (Bakhtin). 

Talismano’s central narrative is a choral, Third World act of political affirmation. The 

pagan idol and the people’s collective mobilization are a literary call to arms led by Fatima, 

the sorcerer, who reclaims the premodern and its superstitious beliefs against the 

imposition of a doctrinal and dogmatic Islam.52 Nor is the European reader spared 

Meddeb’s “bilingual suffering” (Khatibi, Maghreb 57, 192-193). The urban structure of 

the medina, with its irregular alleys, sudden encounters, and unexpected turns, is 

instrumental for creating opacity of meaning, for placing the European reader in a maze of 

Arabic words, references, and allusions: 

Writing in French “surrenders” us to the other, but we will defend ourselves with 

the arabesque, the subversion, the maze, the labyrinth, the incessant decentering of 

the sentence and of language so that the other will get lost just as in the narrow 

streets of the casbah. (Meddeb, 1986b)53 

 

                                                 
52 The positive affirmation of paganism in the novel is tied to the upholding of popular Sufism, encompassing 

a variety of practices ranging from magic to the cult of saints, considered unorthodox beliefs by supporters 

of Sunni orthodoxy. Like Khatibi (La Mémoire tatouée; Maghreb Pluriel) as well as Pasolini and De Seta, 

in Talismano Meddeb confronts through this theme the erasure of premodern practices and beliefs by the 

ongoing modernization of the country—what Pasolini defined as “anthropological genocide,” to which 

Meddeb makes reference in his more recent interventions (Pasolini; Meddeb, L’Exil). 
53 The historical center of North African cities, usually of medieval formation. In Western representations, 

its Daedalic shape has recurrently appeared as peculiar to the Orient, as a symbol of mystery and adventure 

but also of resistance to the colonizer. 
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In writing Phantasia seven years later, Meddeb has abandoned the intention of 

“making something happen” to French (Derrida 84). The gradual ending of the Cold War 

and the beginning of globalization, the different setting of the novel, and the “separation 

from the native” experienced by the author in those years (Meddeb 15) all contributed to a 

shift away from the openly subversive, defiant tone of Talismano. This change in tone 

arises from the linguistic choices made by the author: whereas in Talismano the French 

text is interspersed with Arabic words—most of them untranslated, dialectal Arabic—in 

Phantasia the insertion of dialectal words almost disappears. Instead, classical Arabic 

words appear in their original script together with those of eleven more languages, 

including Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Akkadian, and Egyptian Hieroglyphic, producing at 

once a choral and graphic effect.54 

In Phantasia, the narrating “I” tries to reconcile the different sides of a “self split 

at its origins” (Khatibi, Maghreb 183). This novel witnesses the “separation from the 

native” experienced by the narrator in France, that is, an experience of detachment from 

the native Tunisia that stirs the author’s contemplation of his exilic condition. From this 

experience emerge the narrative elements of the novel, which stages the first-person-

narrated walk of the author’s double through the streets of Paris, intent on “uniting the 

opposites” of a divided sea. The “separation from the native” of which Phantasia is the 

                                                 
54 The confrontation between Arabic and French, in Talismano, is marked by the employment of colloquial 

and classical Arabic words brought into the French text: 141 words, in al-Alami’s meticulous study, some 85 

occurrences in classical Arabic and 50 in vernacular, of which only 31 were accompanied by a translation or 

a complete explication (El-Alami 41-48). In Phantasia, al-Alami explains, there are forty words in classical 

Arabic, and only one in the vernacular: klim, the pen. At the same time, the “linguistic diversity is neatly 

larger, as the corpus [of foreign words] is divided in twelve languages . . . , the seven contained in Talismano, 

and six more” (El-Alami 42). 
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chronicle has been described by the author as the experience of an existential crisis, a “great 

disaster” that, in a comparison with the medieval mystical tradition characteristic of his 

writing, he likens to the crisis of the main character of al-Ghurba al-Gharbīya (The 

Western Exile), a medieval tale by the Persian mystic Suhrawardi (1154-1191). The title of 

this tale brings together different meanings of the Arabic radical gh-r-b, which appears in 

the word ghurba, exile, separation from the tribe, alienation in a foreign land, and in the 

adjective gharbiyya, an adjectival form denoting the West, the land of sunset and darkness, 

as opposed to the East, the land of sunrise. Suhrawardi’s tale recounts the experiences of 

an “Oriental” protagonist exiled in the Tunisian city of Kairaouan, in the western lands of 

the medieval Islamic world. Summoned by the father to Mount Sinai, the protagonist 

endures terrible hardships in order to reach him, traveling from west to east and losing his 

son, his wife, and his nurse along the way. Upon his return to the Orient, however, the 

father sends him back into exile in Kairaouan, as a precondition for his purification and 

final acceptance into the house of the father (Meddeb, L’Exil 57-85). Through the analogy 

between his own condition and that of the protagonist of Suhrawardi’s tale, Meddeb reads 

his exile in France and his separation from Tunisia as an initiatory experience in which the 

trial of otherness, through the experience of exile, becomes integral to the self’s 

purification: 

Exile is not a punishment, but a quest. It is an experience which does not ignore 

ordeals. From the pain transiting through the body, shines the truth. Stranger stirring 

the estrangement perturbing the group, troubles its evidence, brings doubt, repulses. 

Stranger wandering among you with the strength given to him by the knowledge he 
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has of you, you who ignore so much of him. Stranger setting free from values, 

stealing to truths their stupid certainty . . . exile establishes sanctity on a rootless 

condition, futureless. (Ph. 51) 

 

 

Meddeb’s Mediterranean is a space of crossing and interaction, the site of a “cosmic 

bath” the narrator takes at the end of Phantasia (213-214). His exile is not that of those 

“prevented, against their own commitment and desire, from living in the country of their 

birth by the authority of the state . . . or by fear of annihilation” (Aijaz), nor is it the 

continual struggle against overwhelming and hostile forces, as is the exile described by 

Taher or Mounif. It is rather the exile of an individual “magnetically attracted” (aimanté) 

(Meddeb, L’Exil) by the “metropolis of the north.” The circular experience of back-and-

forth travel across the Mediterranean performed in Phantasia can be compared to that of 

many individuals circulating today between the two shores of the sea. As in Shahravardi’s 

tale, the Mediterranean is lived in Phantasia as a space of crossing in which the experience 

of exile may eventuate in a return: 

A similar trajectory would at least have offered [to Suhrawardi’s character] the 

chance of circulating freely between the native country and the place of exile. 

Expatriation does not imply a departure without return; it does not conclude by a 

definitive return. (Meddeb, L’Exil 76) 

 

 

As the author declares in an interview, “The contemporary ‘I’ of Talismano was in 

the sense of what distinguishes and generates conflict. The ‘I’ who wrote Phantasia has 

done the opposite by privileging the identical” (Meddeb, Cahiers 16). As if Meddeb has 
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attuned his style to the latitudinal north of Phantasia’s Parisian setting, the dark ambiences  

no longer express rage over a “tormenting,” “evident wound which continues” (Meddeb, 

57-58), but are rather an attempt to suture this wound, to reconcile the different sides of a 

split self. The walking “I” of Phantasia reveals the tensions of an effort to interiorize the 

positive influence the Western, French, and European Other can have on the Tunisian and 

Arab self.  

This work can also be described as a “Méditerranée sans midi,” one in which the 

narrative setting is primarily external to the Mediterranean region. The spatio-semantic 

“North” embodied by the Parisian “empire of the night” (Ph. 169) is both physical and 

represented according to its modern cartographic coordinates. Its modernity stirs the 

narrator’s reflection in his walk—in his imagination, he ties Paris to the southern shore of 

the Mediterranean. Phantasia can also be called a “performed Mediterranean,” similar to 

J. C. Izzo’s Marins Perdus and Wu Ming 1’s Altai, in that the author consciously introduces 

a plurality of contrasting elements representing different Mediterranean identities, as in a 

mosaic where the conflicting views, affinities, and interactions of a multiplicity of 

perspectives are articulated and assembled into a single narrative. Stylistically very 

different, these novels share the desire to encompass and overcome the complexities of a 

“Mediterranean” society by tying together its disparate elements. 

 In Phantasia, Meddeb’s bilingualism brings together Arabic and French, 

articulating a form of bichronia in which the present and medieval are merged, according 

to a postmodern sensibility in which irony, the “distancing from the present as chronicle,” 

the disruption of syntax, and the narrative structure are constituent elements of an écriture 
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located on the isthmus between languages. The suturing of the bilingual wound, felt as the 

individual necessity of a subject positioned at the crossroads between multiple identities, 

is performed as the attempt of a “man used to bringing together the opposites” (Ph. 24), a 

mystical and alchemical theme the author develops through the narrative. Turning the 

painful experience of exile into a privileged condition, Meddeb revives the centuries-long 

dialogue between Europe and Islam, finding in the medieval past a source of inspiration 

for confronting the present. Through the channel of medieval knowledge, the author 

revisits the Islamic mystical tradition, enacting a ritual parricide that mirrors the secular 

Islamic relation between Sunna and Sufism. Addressing an educated and multilingual 

audience as if addressing an elective symposium, through his meditative prose the author 

revives the Arabic tradition of the mujālāsah, presenting the Mediterranean as a privileged 

site of knowledge according to a hermetic style inspired by the twelfth-century mystic Ibn 

al-Arabi. The spatial and temporal displacement of the narrating “I” within the novel 

corresponds to the poetics of historical and spatial simultaneity the narrator employs in 

order to guide the reader through the harmonious and dissonant elements of a cosmology 

centered on the Mediterranean. Through the narrator’s walk, the author’s engagement with 

Sufism matures. He interprets the intermediary nature of his own autobiographical 

experience as a condition of the isthmus, the barzakh of the Islamic Sufi tradition, as 

expressed in the works of “the greatest sheikh,” Ibn Arabi. 
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II- The Isthmus on the Sea 

 

Phantasia opens with a series of visions that flow quickly before the reader, a 

sequence resembling the succession of images in a dream or an exercise in automatic 

writing. Through this fluid, cinematic progression, Meddeb attunes the reader to the special 

code of his prose. Rhythmical, in continual motion, his style alternates between moments 

of delirious inebriation, in which the text proceeds like a whirlpool of often fragmented 

images and actions, and moments of lucidity where the author assumes an essayistic tone, 

linear prose momentarily interrupting the fast pace of the narrative. Phantasia stages the 

flânerie of a narrating “I” through the streets of Paris. Its different episodes are to be read 

as different movements of a polyphonic composition rather than the deployment of a linear 

narrative. The narrator’s walk takes place over the course of a week in late January. In the 

tenth and final chapter, the novel’s setting changes, and the narrating “I” visits his native 

Tunis.  

As Bensmaïa points out, in Meddeb’s écriture the city becomes an “operator of 

analysis” for the narrator, “not so much a storyteller as a thinker or even a character whom 

the writer creates . . . in order to be able to think” (Bensmaïa 33-34). The narrator visits a 

variety of spaces within the city and does so without the intermission of other voices. The 

only other character given a voice is Aya, the narrator’s beloved, who speaks with her own 

voice toward the end of the ninth chapter. The metro and central and peripheral quarters, 

streets, gardens, museums, churches, and cemeteries are presented and read with respect to 

their interconnection with other loci in other cities, in other periods of time. It is through 
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the filter of the narrator, his memories and travels, that the reader sees Paris tied to the 

Mediterranean by a narrative style superposing different spatial, linguistic, and temporal 

elements: 

My writing is marked [scandée] by the walk. When I write, I feel my hand guided 

by the rhythm of the walk within the labyrinth. In this way the text is always as in 

expansion. . . . It is a radical present assimilating the present of the walk with the 

memory of other walks and the unreeling of the walker’s mental images. These 

diverse materials create a composition in expansion. A sign attracting the attention 

in the present recalls another sign resembling to it, seen in another instant, another 

city, evoking another civilization, suggesting another code, another language, 

another representation. The text thus covers a polyphonic trajectory. (Meddeb, 

Cahiers 16) 

 
 

  

Meddeb’s writing is attuned to what Casanova describes as the “Greenwich 

meridian” of literature, the tempo regulating literary modernity in the “world republic of 

letters” (Casanova 88). The narrative techniques the author employs in the novel, such as 

a fragmented storyline, cinematographic sequences and montage, and insertion of pastiches 

of other works, reflect the formal innovations of the novel in the twentieth century, echoing 

the lesson of Joyce and Céline, the adventures of the nouveau roman. Meddeb’s closest 

stylistic referent may perhaps be Ollier and his Marrakch Medine (1979).   

The writing style Meddeb performs in the novel can be described as metafictional, 

one in which the author’s voice addresses the reader within an awareness of the novel’s 
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fictionality (Hutcheon 40). The author’s ironic distance with respect to the narration is a 

constituent element of a style that fictionalizes the adventures of discourse and language 

itself. This first-person-narrated novel, which the author positions in continuity with 

Montaigne’s Essays and Rousseau’s Promenades (Ph. 43-44), alternates between lyrical 

and essayistic tones, conveying Bakhtin’s “plurilinguism” through the different voices 

assumed by the narrating “I” in the course of the walk instead of through the presence of a 

multiplicity of characters (Bakhtin 96, 119). The author’s irony clearly appears when the 

authorial voice dissociates from that of the narrating “I,” as well as when it addresses a 

“you”—both singular and plural, toi and vous—which can be read as either a reference to 

the narrator himself or a direct engagement with the reader. In the following passage, for 

instance, the author shares with the reader his decision to have his “I” encounter Aya: 

Why my character, who, you know, is my double, does not meet Aya at this point 

of the fiction? He might not have seen her since two days. In order to this meeting 

not to be fortuitous, let’s suppose that Aya lives in these whereabouts. (Ph. 167) 

 

The postmodernity of Phantasia can be found in many of its stylistic traits, among 

the most notable of which is the interplay between the modern and the medieval enacted 

through the recurrent references to Ibn Arabi and Dante and informed by a “theoretical 

self-awareness of history and fiction as human constructs” (Hutcheon 5). In the second part 

of this chapter, I turn to the historiographic fabulation enacted by Meddeb through 

anachronism. Before turning to this element, it is important to remark that it is not enough 

to position the author’s writing within French, Western, or European contemporary 
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literature. Meddeb’s metafiction puts into dialogue the European and Arabic literary 

canons, languages, and intellectual coordinates of thought. The multilingual audience he 

addresses through the narrator’s flânerie is such that this dialogue is expressed through a 

variety of stylistic features, occurring simultaneously at linguistic, narrative, and 

intellectual levels: 

A multitude of methods are used, in rupture with an illusory and totalizing 

perception, voices which talk to each other by the use of polyphony, of juxtaposing 

languages and writings, of intertwined themes reflecting a vagabond condition of 

thought: transaesthetic references trespassing the frontiers of language in search of 

a inenarrable essence. (Tissières 172) 

 

In order to outline Meddeb’s articulation of the Parisian space, the spatial and 

temporal “poetics of simultaneity” he enacts between Paris and the Mediterranean as a 

dialogue between Europe and Islam, one has to consider the role medieval elements play 

in Meddeb’s style.55 The author nods to this heritage in the novel’s title. The word 

phantasia transliterates into French the Greek term for “fantasy,” φαντασία, whose original 

meaning of “imagination,” “apparition,” or “phantasm” is alluded to in a variety of ways. 

The great importance the author attributes to images and visual elements is evident in the 

interspersed references to the European pictorial tradition,56 the pervasive criticism of the 

                                                 
55 In the years of Phantasia’s composition, the author considered his writing style to belong to “classical” 

rather than contemporary literature. In an interview with the daily newspaper Libération, he humorously 

claimed to be the reincarnation of a medieval scribe whose hand was amputated by the jealous vizier for 

whom he wrote (Mehrez 124; Sharfman 85). 
56 From the Quattrocento to abstract painting, the author takes the reader into a gallery of pictorial references. 

The names of Cavallini, Pontormo, Primatice, Van Gogh, Kandinsky, and Rothko appear over the course of 
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Islamic and Jewish interdiction against images, the revisiting of the Turkish tradition of 

manuscript illumination,57 the use of the cinematic term sequences to refer to the 

narrative’s episodes, and the description of a Maghrebi fantasia on TV. In the following 

pages I outline the role played by Ibn Arabi’s concept of the isthmus (barzakh) in Meddeb’s 

conception of phantasia as khayāl (imagination). Through this notion, I argue, Meddeb 

conceives his exilic condition as an initiatory experience for suturing the wound between 

the two shores of the Mediterranean. 

 A few years before publishing Phantasia, Meddeb offered a reconstruction of the 

word’s passage from Aristotle to al-Kindi, Avicenna, and al-Farabi, pointing out the 

convergence between Dante’s notion of alta fantasia (high fantasy) as he employed it in 

the Divine Comedy and Ibn Arabi’s notion of khayāl munfaṣil (separate imagination), both 

of which denote a form of imagination unrelated to the senses, a divine gift, a vision “which 

exceeds the word, which writing cannot express” (Meddeb, 133). A theosopher, mystic, 

and polymath, Ibn Arabi is a central figure in Phantasia, the author’s main point of 

reference for staging Sufi motifs and spirituality. Whereas in Talismano the author 

defended the premodern, unorthodox beliefs of popular Sufism, in Phantasia Meddeb takes 

the most accomplished formulation of learned Sufism as a source of inspiration. 

Particularly in his two masterpieces, al-Futuḥātal-Makkiya (The Meccan Revelations) and 

Fuṣuṣ al-Hikām (The Wisdom of the Prophets), the Andalusian polymath syncretized the 

                                                 
the novel, and their paintings are discussed. For an accurate description of the role of the image in the novel, 

see Tissières. 
57 In chapter 3, the author is taken away into a dream by hairy jinn describing those of M. Siyah Qalem. The 

angels the narrator sees from the airplane window upon his return from Mecca, in chapter 2, recall those of 

the Miraj Nameh. See also Meddeb, “Abdelwahab Meddeb.” 
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knowledge available in the twelfth-century Islamic world. Identifying the various cultural 

influences informing Ibn Arabi’s thought, Sells mentions “pre-Islamic and post-Islamic 

poetic themes, folk Islam, Islamic and Greek metaphysics, scholastic theology (kalām), 

Hellenistic and post-Hellenistic Hermetic sciences (astrology, alchemy, and magic), 

Gnosticism, Shi'ism, Islamic law, and of course Sufi thought” (289). To these elements, 

Meddeb remarks, are to be added Buddhist, Tantric, and Taoist ones (Meddeb, 

“Abdelwahab Meddeb”), making of Ibn Arabi an exemplary intellectual figure of the 

Islamic Middle Ages, one who for centuries has attracted the interest and veneration of 

many Muslims, as well as the suspicion, if not the open criticism, of the upholders of 

orthodoxy.58 In Phantasia Meddeb takes Ibn Arabi as an exemplar, just as Dante takes 

Virgil as a guide in the Divine Comedy. The character of Aya, whose name means “sign” 

and is usually employed in reference to the verses of the Qur’an, is explicitly characterized 

by the author according to the donna angelica ideal, exemplified by Dante’s Beatrice and 

Ibn Arabi’s Niḍhām, inspirer of the Futuḥāt, whose name denotes the harmony of the 

cosmos (Ph. 56). The author devotes many an homage to Ibn Arabi throughout the novel: 

“In Ibn Arabi I navigate. I jubilate in reading him. I repudiate reason at the crossroad of 

correspondences between wisdoms, prophets, planets” (Ph. 40). 

In Ibn Arabi’s thought, imagination (khayāl) receives an articulate treatment and 

constitutes one of the three ways in which knowledge can be attained. As opposed to the 

                                                 
58 While a scientific edition of Ibn-Arabi’s monumental Futuhāt was being edited by the Syrian scholar 

Osman Yahia in the eighties, his works became an object of a controversy in Egypt as the result of an attempt 

made by the conservative fringes of the Egyptian government to ban them (Homerin; Meddeb, Ph., 258).  
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other two, reports (khabar), in the sense of transmitted knowledge, and reason (ʿaql), 

imagination gives access to the hidden divine truth of things by a process of “unveiling” 

(kashf) accessible to the “friends of God”: prophets, mystics, those who have undertaken 

the path of gnosis (Chittick, Self-Disclosure xxii-xxiii, 4). The Sufi mystic persona 

assumed by the narrating “I” is among the dominant roles played by the “I” in the course 

of the narrative. In the second and fourth chapters, Meddeb’s “I” ascends to the heavens 

above the Beaubourg Museum in the company of a skeptical and unnamed companion 

embodying rational knowledge. In this ascension, which is a pastiche of an episode from 

Ibn Arabi’s Fuṣuṣ al-Hikām—itself inspired by the prophet Mohammed’s nocturnal 

voyage to heaven above the Dome of the Rock (’Isrā’ and Mi‘rāj)—the two characters 

visit the different skies of medieval cosmography, each ruled by a planet and presided over 

by a prophet, according to the Islamic custom. The companion of the narrating “I” is 

gradually persuaded, by the beauty of the visions witnessed by the narrator in this ascent, 

of the superiority of imaginative to rational knowledge, and asks the protagonist to be 

initiated into the mysteries of gnosis: 

None of these visions is granted [accordée] to my double. When he sees me 

transfigured, he regrets to have been doubting. Don’t resist, I tell him, don’t reject, 

accept, shine into the yes, be receptacle and start the voyage again. (Ph. 94) 

 

In Ibn Arabi’s cosmology, separate imagination constitutes an intermediary world 

between the world of the spirits and that of tangible, spatially extended bodies. As opposed 

to contiguous imagination (khayāl muttaṣil), which is “bound” to the perceptive faculties 
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of the body, separate imagination is “an autonomous presence, constantly receptive 

towards meanings and spirits” (Chittick, Sufi Path 117; Ibn Arabi II, 311.19).59 As an 

intermediary world, imagination is a barzakh, an isthmus between tangible and intangible 

reality. The term barzakh, which Ibn Arabi formulates on the basis of the Qur’anic text, is 

mentioned three times in the Qur’an, primarily in reference to the grave, the intermediary 

state between death and resurrection (Bashier 8-21; El-Ḥakīm 191-196). Between these 

two states, figured as two seas, God is said in sura 55 to have “put a barzakh, which they 

[the souls] will not trespass.” Following the Qur’anic acceptation of the term, Ibn Arabi 

employs it to distinguish between the luminous world of spirits and the dark corporeal 

world of extended matter, making it synonymous with the world of imagination. 

Technically, everything that lies between two things becomes a barzakh in Ibn Arabi’s 

thought: 

People employ the term broadly, but it is not as they suppose. It is only as God has 

instructed us in His Book, with His words concerning the two seas [that meet 

together], between them a barzakh they do not overpass [55:19]. So the reality of 

the barzakh is that within it there be no barzakh. It is that which meets what is 

between the two by its very essence. If it were to meet one of the two with a face 

that is other than the face with which it meets the other, then there would have to 

be within itself, between its two faces, a barzakh that differentiates between the two 

faces so that the two do not meet together. If there is not such barzakh, then the 

face with which it meets one of the two affairs between which it stands is identical 

                                                 
59 For most quotes from the Futuḥāt, I will employ Chittick’s valuable translation. The citations of Chittick’s 

works are followed by corresponding citations to Ibn Arabi’s original text. In all other cases the translations 

are mine. 
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with the face with which it meets the other. This is the true barzakh. It is, through 

its own essence, identical with everything that it meets. Hence the separation 

between the things and the separating factor become manifest as one in entity. Once 

you come to know this, you have come to know what the barzakh is. (Chittick, Self-

Disclosure 334-335; Ibn Arabi III, 247.13) 

 

Ibn Arabi interprets the Qur’anic passages related to the barzakh as investing the 

word isthmus with the logical function of distinguishing between different things while 

meeting them with an equal face, thus sharing an essence with both. The barzakh has a 

fundamental role in Ibn Arabi’s cosmology by virtue of its property of tying, in the polarity 

between being (wujūd) and nothingness (ʿadam), each being into the ontological hierarchy 

on which the cosmos is structured. At once a concept, a logical operator, a space, and a 

state of being, the barzakh is the isthmus dividing “the known from the unknown, the 

existent from the non-existent, the negated from the affirmed, the intelligible from the 

unintelligible” (Ibn Arabi I, 304). As an isthmic world (barzakhī), the world of imagination 

lies between the two worlds of spirits and bodies, sharing with both something they do not 

mutually share, mediating between them “with one face” even while separating them. 

Closer to the divine—understood as the only, absolute reality—than is the tangible world, 

the imaginal world (ʿalam al-khiālī) is even more real than the tangible world, though not 

accessible by the senses (Corbin, Face de Dieu 26; Ibn Arabi III, 361). Closer to the 

tangible world than is the spiritual world, the imaginal world occupies an intermediate 

position between the spiritual and the perceptible. By analogy with the state of the grave, 

the intermediary state between life and afterlife, the intermediary realm of the imaginal 
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world is associated with other intermediary states, first of all that of dreams. Just as the 

body enters the barzakh in death, the soul enters it when the body is sleeping: “In [death] 

the spirits inhabit barzakhī, imaginal, corporeous bodies, like what they inhabit in sleep” 

(Chittick, Self-Disclosure 351; Ibn Arabi III, 247.13). It is in the barzakh that the mystics 

meet the spirits of the prophets of the past, who guide them along their initiatory path, 

showing to them previously unseen connections among things. It is here that things become 

visible in their true aspect and reveal to the gnostic their identity with their opposites. In 

contrast to rationality and sense perception, only imagination is capable of “bringing 

together the opposites,” a mystical and alchemical notion according to which a thing can 

be seen as equal to its opposite: “It is impossible for sense perception or the rational faculty 

to bring together opposites, but it is not impossible for imagination” (Chittick, Sufi Path 

115; Ibn Arabi IV, 325.2). 

It is on this understanding of phantasia as khayāl that Meddeb grounds his attempt 

to unify the opposed sides of a split self. The notion of barzakh is also important for 

understanding Meddeb’s formulation of Paris, because it is through this state of 

“irreducible” intermediariness that the author conceives his exile through the voice of the 

narrating “I.” He walks through the city as a “man used to uniting the opposites,” capable 

of “meeting with one face” the different worlds the author visits in his circulations across 

the Mediterranean: “In my backs and forth across the two shores of the intermediary sea, I 

understand the worlds better” (Ph. 31). 

In order to emphasize this state of intermediariness, the narrator appears in liminal 

states such as dreams, confusion, headaches, insomnia, and hallucinations, describing 
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himself as a “specter with multiple faces” (Ph. 139). In the space of the city of Paris, as 

well as in that of Tunis, he interacts with a world populated by the ghosts of the past, as 

when he crosses the Pantheon or, in the final sequence of the book, invites the “revenants” 

to a dinner in a cemetery on the Tunisian shores. On the novel’s first page the “I” is 

introduced in a state of drowsiness, passively experiencing a series of visions and voices 

chasing one another in rapid sequence. Some of these images are recognizable to the 

narrator, but others gaze at him enigmatically, existing independently from his will. The 

narrator’s passive position is soon reversed by a change of roles in which the initial chaos 

is brought to order by the active will of the “I”: 

And my head raises, mastering the disorder procured by the vision of a thousand 

concurring orders. Many worlds crowd, in me they disperse. I love to see myself 

lost in the chaos of concurring orders, proclaiming the imperative of being: be, and 

the thing prostrates before me, perfect in its revealed orders, then fleeting, it 

vanishes. (Ph. 12-13)60 

 

Phantasia’s narrative alternates imperceptibly between moments of passivity and 

activity, wakefulness and dream, obscurity and clarity, chaos and order. This constant 

oscillation gives the prose an uncertain gait, where the real and the imaginary are 

superposed and indistinguishable. Hence the narrator’s walk through the city can include 

wondrous ascensions to heavens, as when the narrator passes next to the Beaubourg 

                                                 
60 This passage is also inspired by the Fuṣuṣ al-Hikām, namely by the narrator’s passage through the sky of 

Venus, presided over by Joseph. The “prostrating things” evoke the bowing of the bundles of grain in the 

biblical narrative.   
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Museum, or when, in a dream, he is brought by a jinni to a bacchanal. A trip in the metro 

to the Barrière d’Enfer occasions a Dantesque descent into the underworld, concluding 

with a Cold War apocalyptic scene in which Paris is destroyed by a nuclear explosion, only 

to be found intact in the following chapter. The cemetery of Montparnasse is associated 

with that of Mogador, in Morocco. Through these episodes, which populate a prose marked 

by narrative ellipses and sudden displacements in space, language, and time, the real and 

the imaginary are superposed and alternate with each other with equal plausibility. These 

effects reflect the author’s isthmic condition and are instrumental for expressing a reality 

simultaneously perceived from a multiplicity of linguistic, religious, and historiographic 

perspectives. Chapter 2, for instance, begins in Paris, in a place that could be the narrator’s 

house or a library. Opening the Qur’an, and reading the first letters of the sura of the Cow, 

ālif, lām, mīm, the narrator is brought to reflect on the function of these “mysterious letters” 

opening each Qur’anic sura and on the relation between the Bible and the Qur’an, Arabic 

and Hebrew. Exalted by calligraphy, the scripts of these languages are eventually inserted 

into the chapter, together with those of Akkadian, linguistic ancestor of both languages, 

and Chinese. From this initial scene, the narrator begins a reflection on the historical origins 

of Arabic and Hebrew, finding their common ancestor in Akkadian and praising Sumer: 

“Claimed by nobody, Sumer is the heritage of all” (Ph. 26). Denying to both the Arabic 

and Hebrew languages the divine origins that Islam and Judaism assign to them, the author 

celebrates the Absent through the words of Rabiaʿ Basrī, the eighth-century mystic 

introduced as one “whose sanctity proffers the blaspheme”: “Kaba, idol adored on earth, 

never He entered in it and nonetheless never He left it” (Ph. 28). By a sudden displacement, 
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the narrator is now turning around the Kaʿba in the course of a pilgrimage to Mecca. While 

crossing the Kaʿba, he stumbles on a Byzantine icon whose image of the Virgin Mary turns 

into a winged horse and carries him to heaven. On a plane, now returning to Paris, the 

narrator then crosses the Mediterranean sitting next to Aya, while “an angel with a Mogul 

face sticks at [his] window” (Ph. 30). Being in the isthmic space between the sky and the 

earth, in the dim of the twilight the narrator begins to interact with Aya: “Who will prevent 

me from loving you between the sky and the earth, in the spectacle of the agonizing sun?” 

(Ph. 30). A dream occasions a reflection on the divine and the human through the 

incarnation of God in Jesus, taking the author’s vision to Pontormo’s Deposition in the 

Florentine church of Santa Felicità and to the streets of twelfth-century Andalusia, where 

he follows the traces of Ibn Arabi’s own travel across the sea and across religions, which 

will continue in the following chapter. In flying over North Africa, the narrator feels his 

blood running faster: “When I fly over the northward extremity of Africa, blood irrigates 

my body faster. Sadness holds my heart. The words hammer my brain. I am absent from 

myself. The plane cuts the blue of a sky turning black” (Ph. 31). 

 The topoi of Meddeb’s writing, the references and gestures he makes, line after 

line, to religions and beliefs, history and the arts, address the interpretative tools of a 

multilingual and cosmopolitan public. In this sequence, which spans some ten pages, 

underneath the apparently disconnected flow of images the author begins to tackle one of 

the main themes of the novel: the significance of the image in the Christian, Islamic, and 

Judaic traditions. In his walk from one scene to another, one image to another, Meddeb 

tries to explain to himself and to his reader the Mosaic interdiction against making “carved 
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figures” as it appears in the Bible, reasoning that “Muslims of literal obedience” find it 

difficult to understand the difference between icons and idols and explaining the use of 

images in Christianity, their function within the space of the cathedral, as well as how the 

synagogue is represented in medieval churches as a bound girl, blind to the revelation of 

God in Christ (Ph. 60). In this sequence, the first step the author takes into the Islamic 

tradition is a reference to the mysticism of letters, whose role in the Kabbalah has for 

centuries fascinated learned Europeans. The icon inside the Kaʿba gestures to the little 

known tradition according to which Mohammed, upon returning to Mecca victorious over 

the idolatrous practices of his tribe, entered the Kaʿba in order to destroy the idols there 

contained but spared the Byzantine icons representing the Virgin Mary and Jesus (E.I.: 

“Kaʿba”). The subsequent transformation of the icon into a winged horse alludes to the 

“flying steed of the prophets,” Boraq, which carried Mohammed to the Miraj, through 

which Meddeb describes the Miraj portrayed in Miraj Nameh, as suggested by the Mogul 

aspect of the angel. Eventually the narrator returns to France, landing at the airport of Orly. 

As the narration proceeds in its tortuous trajectory, each image, each scene, is invested with 

an iconic role, charged with an enigmatic meaning. Taken mostly from the Arabo-Islamic, 

Judaic, or Christian cultural, historical, and artistic traditions, the references constellating 

Meddeb’s prose take Arabic knowledge out of the “Orientalist cabinet” and represent a 

search for an equilibrium between known and rare images, adapting the Baroque taste for 

the precious image to the modern taste for assonance and metonymy.61 The author’s pursuit 

                                                 
61 Khatibi has characterized the author’s prose as Baroque (Khatibi, Maghreb 197). Employing this term, I 

have in mind Wollflin’s study of the curve as a distinctive architectural element of the Baroque, which the 

author privileges, and whose taste for it “seals [his] incompatibility as a stranger” in France in one passage 
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of this equilibrium employs clichés as the solid ground on which the author can address a 

multilingual public, harmonizing the various elements of Arabic and European tradition 

that circulate through the text. In a sense, as opposed to Talismano, Phantasia represents 

Meddeb’s desire to become “classic”; centering on a “mystical” isthmus between the 

languages, he gestures to the loci he visits in course of the novel. The pleasure of reading 

this highly stylized prose lies in the musicality of the language and the beauty of the images 

it describes, but also in the harmony and contrast created between these images, the quest 

to acheive a balance between obscure and clear references and between the tastes of a 

multilingual audience. In contrast to Talismano, in which the figure of a talisman is 

transgressive in relation to the Islamic interdiction against portraying images, in Phantasia 

there is no drawing per se, though the mentions of “imagic traditions” (European paintings, 

Islamic manuscript illumination, images taken from the works of Dante and Ibn Arabi, 

cinema, television) are countless. 

 The individual segments of Phantasia’s fragmented narrative can be taken as 

visions or icons. More specifically, they function as loci in the hermetic tradition of the art 

of memory (Yates), elements of a theatrum memoriae the author displays for the reader, 

making them resonate in a plurality of languages as he imperceptibly shifts perspectives, 

addressing at times one audience, at times another: 

                                                 
of the novel (Ph. 206). I also have in mind the poetry of Quevedo and Donne, because in Meddeb’s prose the 

beauty of a scene, as in their poetry, is made to emerge from darkness as a luminous moment. The sought-

after “sophistication” of this effect appears, for instance, when in one passage of the ascent to heaven the 

narrator remarks that “our European companions [i.e., readers] will not retain of this scene but the luxury” 

(Ph. 86). 
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To give to Islam a high-risk mobility: for Meddeb, the problem is not to laicize it, 

nor to reactualize it—but rather make it circulate and, by this very action, give free 

movement [circulation] to the cultures of the two shores, sick and strangled by the 

repression they impose to themselves and to other cultures. Neither transplantation 

nor hybrid, but connections where every literature knows and whispers something 

of the secret imposed to the other as enigma and as mutism, where every culture 

figures something of the interdiction imposed to the other as amputation and 

disfiguration. (Raybaud 101-104) 

 

The hermetic knowledge of which the reading of Phantasia is an initiatory 

experience is the knowledge acquired by the author through his encounter with a 

multiplicity of identities, memories, languages, and religions in his travel across the 

Mediterranean: his mysticism is an attempt to bring them to unity in a cosmography 

informed by the harmonious and dissonant loci populating a cosmos created by a 

multiplicity of worldviews. As a condition of intermediariness, the barzakh makes the “I” 

staged by Meddeb one that belongs exclusively to none of these languages, but rather to all 

of them simultaneously. It makes of this “I” a “cosmic ‘I’,” one existing in an intemporal 

and unlimited space, connected not only with the city, the former colony, and the 

Mediterranean, but also with the whole cosmos and, beyond it, with the mystery of the 

divine. Meddeb reads the Sufi mystic tradition in its most positive, ecumenical aspects. As 

the sixteenth-century traveler H. al-Wazzān explained to his Italian audience, Sufism 

embodies the belief that “the spheres and the firmament, and the elements, and the planets, 

and the stars, are God. And believe that no faith nor [religious] law is in error because 
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everyone, in his soul and intention, tries to adore what deserves to be adored” (al-Wazzān 

ff.123). Similar to the pantheism of Spinoza, Ibn Arabi’s conception of the divine 

theophany through the cosmos affirms the recognition of the validity of all beliefs, the 

quintessence of Meddeb’s cosmopolitanism heritage, which he employs in homage to the 

incoming age of globalization. Through the intermediary, isthmic nature of imagination, 

the exile of the narrating “I” becomes not only Meddeb’s exile, but that of Abraham, 

Ishmael, Mohammed, Dante, Ibn Arabi. In his walk, the narrator revives their experiences 

as if they were parts of the same undivided unity and belonged to the same tradition, and 

as if they were contained by the narrator’s self. The author’s northward experience of travel 

to contemporary France is superposed, in the single instant of the march, on the medieval 

travels of both Sohravardi and Ibn Arabi to the east: 

And the voyage of Ibn Arabi, leaving from Murcia, could have continued beyond 

Isphahan, in Agra, Tachkent, Herat, Asians steps, borders of China, heart of India 

where would have been confirmed, within the law of hospitality, the principle 

which invites you [vous] to be of hyle so that in you might take shape all the beliefs, 

 and which was revealed to him the third term, analogy ;كن هيولي في نفسك لصور جميع المعقدات

between the barzakh, isthmus, entre-deux, and emptiness, which ties/separates the 

yin/yang, line of sharing, bar, hyphen, interval, intermediary, silence and pause, ☯. 

(Ph. 56) 

 

In order to accomplish his act of suture, the author makes of himself hylē, an 

Aristotelian term identified by the Neoplatonic tradition with Plato’s chora or “receptacle 

material,” the prime matter of which the universe is made (Woodruff 408). From this 
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position the narrator’s passage through the “stations” of his walk, its different loci, traces 

a cosmography of the linguistic dimensions coexisting in the Mediterranean, revisiting the 

cultural, religious, and historiographic traditions associated with them while introducing 

them to each other. The author’s position on the isthmus grants him an ideal equidistance 

from these languages, paradoxically allowing him to “share in essence” with all, a position 

by virtue of which he assumes the role of a mediator: 

The experience of exile brings you to these glorious surroundings. One, the essence 

wears multiple parures. To adhere to one or the other dogma gives you a fragile 

belief, soon contradicted by the concurring verb. You find difficult to make a 

hierarchy. While identity is dilapidated. It does not haunt as a question anymore. It 

dissolves following the natural course of the language which lends it its words. . . . 

You don’t have to be proud of your anteriority, nor to feel humbled because you 

have borrowed. Languages lay in a memory which exceeds them. (Ph. 57) 

 

Phantasia can be described as a novel of initiation. The reader follows the quest of 

the main character toward a form of enlightenment, as in Apuleius’ The Golden Ass, with 

which Phantasia shares a tension between darkness and light, obscurity and clarity, the 

bringing of chaos into order through the transformative experience of the quest. However, 

whereas in Apuleius’ fabula the protagonist’s progress is linear and his final initiation into 

the mysteries of Isis conclusive, in Phantasia the moments of enlightenment, marked 

primarily by the narrator’s erotic encounters with Aya, are occasional, partial, and never 

conclusive. The return to Tunisia, in the final chapter, would conventionally be devoted to 
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the main character’s transformation after the trials of the quest. Instead, the novel’s ending 

is sublime but offers no resolution, reflecting an open condition, an inconclusive search: 

The moon loses some of its golden copper as it climbs the steps. Already high, it 

crosses Venus and projects a silver ray on the living tides of the sea. The tombs of 

this maritime cemetery whiten and stand as immaculate beds, installed for a banquet 

to which would gather the revenants for imprinting in their oblivious memory the 

remembrance of nights exhaling opiate perfumes, translating the colors of the 

season in which the flora explodes. And tomorrow, blossomed by the cosmic 

immersion whose lack lessens me in the northern metropolis, I will say, evoking 

the entrance to the country by the pagan door, as to rally the gods: e già iernotte fu 

la luna tonda. (Ph. 213-214) 

 

The “cosmic bath” taken by the author at the end of the novel, emblematic of the 

importance of the Mediterranean as an “intermediary sea” (mutawassiṭ), is accompanied 

by a concluding quotation from canto 20 of Dante’s Inferno, in which Dante and Virgil 

visit the circle where diviners and sorcerers are punished by having to walk with their heads 

turned backward. It is an open ending, in which the author seems to associate himself with 

“those who wanted to look too much ahead” (Inf. 20.38). The knowledge the author 

proposes does not provide a solid harbor, a comforting destination. The novel’s images can 

be interpreted as “descending” from the divine, as a divinely inspired form of knowledge 

superior to the rational, or they can be interpreted as products of the mind: perhaps 

fallacious, illusions, phantasms of the imagination. The mystical knowledge that Meddeb’s 

ecstatic moments convey celebrates this indeterminateness, a condition of errantry to which 
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there is no conclusive answer. The narrator exists in this intermediary state, a constant 

aller-retour that subverts the notion of belonging by confusing those of “departure” and 

“return,” undermining the very possibility of a final revelation, or the Suhrawardi’s “return 

to east”: the narrator belongs to the intermediate space, to its open questioning. Walking in 

Paris at the beginning of the novel, the narrator presents himself as already caught in this 

circular movement: “I am not from here, I come from somewhere else, I already lived in 

this world. I left it, I came back” (Ph. 60). When he returns to Tunisia, he does so as a “man 

of the north”: “As a man of the North descending to the midi for recovering, at the end of 

a malady, his convalescent body, I walk on the native soil which I measure with the lucidity 

of a foreigner” (Ph. 208). 

In the barzakh between belief and unbelief, creed and skepticism, the lesson 

Meddeb has to offer his readers does not provide a solution. Instead, in the author’s passage 

through Christianity, Judaism, and Islam, and through the ways these traditions conceive 

themselves and each other, his dialogue with the Sufi tradition gives to his hieratic tone a 

Zarathustrian hue. Religions, and the languages that convey them, relativize each other and 

are in turn relativized by the other languages and creeds to which the author refers. In the 

extreme Orient “vanish the dogmas of the Mediterranean area, fictions which appear as 

embarrassing” (Ph. 68). 
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III- Historiographic Fabulation 

 

The interplay between medieval and contemporary references in Phantasia 

produces a form of anachronism by which Meddeb merges the present and the past over 

the course of a single walk. This technique is an aspect of a poetics of simultaneity by 

which the Mediterranean space and the Parisian space, as well as the historiographical 

narratives of the two shores of the Mediterranean, converge. Meddeb employs this 

narrative technique to confront one of the difficult knots of the Mediterranean as a 

discursive practice: that of the historical reading of a past where partisan perspectives are 

structured on a timing marked by conflicts in which the Mediterranean Other is the 

privileged antagonist. The intemporality of the intermediary space of the imaginal isthmus 

provides Meddeb’s narrating “I” with the distance necessary to consider the present from 

a detached perspective, to see through the filter of imagination the “present as chronicle” 

and the contemporary hierarchy of power inherited from colonialism: 

I take wings and escape the chronicle. I make figures, and exile them from the 

events of which they are the cause [mobile]. And I put them on stage by capacity 

of sign. I subvert history as narrative and propose vision [voyance]. . . . Past and 

future are converted into the present. (Ph. 27) 

  

 As with space, the temporal simultaneity of the novel is conveyed through the 

narrator’s reading of the city as a book of signs, his sudden displacements from age to age, 

the reactualization of Ibn Arabi and Suhrawardi’s travels, and the many references to the 

works of Ibn Arabi and Dante. Here the narrator is passing by the Pantheon: 
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I march in the shadow of stones charged with history. Specters agitate in the 

distance under the Pantheon’s pediment, in front of the Sorbonne, in Cluny’s 

garden. The echoes of scholastic debates knock on the crumbled walls of the 

refectory. I hear Abelard praising Arabic, learned and European language, in front 

of a circle of graduates in Art. (Ph. 43) 

 
 

 

Meddeb’s plurilingual reading of history articulates a polysemic knot around the 

notion of Middle Ages, tying together the opposite meanings through which this period is 

understood as a signifier in both Europe and the Arab world. The meditative walk of the 

spectral “I” “returning to this world after having left it” is instrumental to the tying together 

of the contemporary crossings of the author between the two sides of the Mediterranean 

and Ibn Arabi’s own medieval crossings. In this way, the postcolonial exile shared by the 

author with the Arab community now living in Europe is superposed on the memory of the 

presence, and expulsion, of Arabs in Europe at the end of the Middle Ages. As the author 

contemplates the “European destiny of Islam,” he reflects the anxieties of the present, 

nourished by the Jewish memory of the Holocaust (Ph. 129), in the mirror of the past, that 

is, in the year 1609, when “it was decided to extirpate the Islamic grain which had so much 

fecundated the Andalusian land” and “the Mohammedan presence was decreed as 

intolerable” (Ph. 120), creating a series of associations that superpose, dissociate, 

reformulate, and reunite the different historical narratives of the divided Mediterranean. 

 The author’s articulation of the dialectic between different perceptions of time is 

not reducible to those forms of postmodernism advocating that truth is a purely “discursive 
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practice” (Said 9), nor does the author’s distancing from the present avoid the crossing of 

tragic loci of the contemporary world. The visionary horrors the narrator describes during 

the infernal trip to the metro, in chapters 5 and 6, are not limited to the nuclear bombing of 

Paris or to an evocation of Cold War fears of the uncontrolled power of technology. The 

chronicle of the present as lived in the Mediterranean south brings into the text the images 

of the 1979 Iranian Revolution, the 1980 assassination of the Egyptian president Sadat, the 

1982 bombing of Beirut by the Israeli Army, and the Israeli-Palestinian question. The same 

is true for the difficult conditions of life in France for North African immigrants, central in 

some of the masterpieces of Francophone literature from the Maghreb: 

 

I cross two oasians, exiles of the old days. The two hold an impenetrable solitude. 

Sickness emanates from their faces. They evoke memories of school in laughter 

and alcohol. The intimate circle encloses their Saharan halo. Imagination helps to 

live when small rectifications and subtle slidings make seem better a lot which is, 

in truth, hurting. (Ph. 51) 

  

 

The two “oasians”—inhabitants of the desert oasis—the narrator encounters in 

chapter 7 receive a sympathetic portrayal reminiscent of those of Mammeri’s villagers in 

La Colline Oubliée, whereas other mentions of North Africans in Paris, Kabyle culture, 

and the Parisian suburbs, or of the narrator’s own being discriminated against by a 

barkeeper, are brought into the text but denied the same centrality that informed Chraibb’s 

Les Boucs twenty years before, the more recent works of T. Ben Jalloun, and beur writing. 
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Meddeb’s writing works against the grain of the tropes of this literary tradition (Memmi 

213), and Phantasia is a text in which the author seeks and celebrates what unites rather 

than denouncing the injustices the narrator visits through his walk. The distance the 

narrator assumes through the view from the isthmus decenters his position from the 

coordinates of thought animating the polemics of the present, disentangling the narrative 

from the European public debate on Islam and the debate on the former colonists and their 

hegemony in the Arab world. 

This distance allows him to assume the posture of a “modernizer” in the tradition 

of Arab thinkers like Taha Hussein (1889-1973), to whom he pays homage with a portrait 

at the end of Talismano. Since the nineteenth century and the Arab Renaissance (Nahda), 

such modernizers have pursued a complex relationship with the West, consisting of 

exchange, questioning, and the tensions involved in both adopting some of its techniques 

and cultural values and rejecting others (Abu-Lughod; el-Enany 2). The author’s 

“unliterary” reflections on modernity are interspersed throughout the novel and appear 

when the author assumes an essayistic tone. The different tenor the narrator’s voice 

assumes in these sequences has the same fragmentary traits that characterize the openly 

fictional parts of the novel. Adopting a plurality of perspectives, Meddeb’s fabulation of 

history passes through fragmented images and both obscure and well-known tropes of the 

Arab and European intellectual conscience. This is, for instance, how Meddeb describes 

the attempted assassination of John Paul II in 1981: 

Young Turk illuminated aiming the holy target, the hand trembles, the body 

collapses, this recalls the two old actors of a divided sea, secular enmities, crusades, 
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privateering and captures, Lepanto, Andrea Doria, Sinan Pasha, of which this would 

be the tangled story from which are controlled, behind the scenes, the strings, 

Bulgarian connection, they say, secret, of a war cold or weary. (Ph. 114) 

  

Here Meddeb follows the trace of the contemporary event, letting its echo resound 

in the European and Arabo-Islamic historical memory, superposing the twentieth- and 

sixteenth-century conflicts in a logic that exceeds the specific concerns of the present.  

The notion of the Middle Ages plays a key role in the “logics” of Meddeb’s 

superposition of tropes and historical readings, because it is by revisiting this age that the 

author finds a way to reverse the terms of the contemporary relationship between Europe 

and Islam. Derived from a European historiographic term, the notion of the Middle Ages 

is employed by contemporary Arab intellectuals to denote the medieval period or certain 

traits shared by the European and Arabic worlds of the time. Can a similar historiographic 

“age” be superposed unproblematically on the European Middle Ages? In a way it does, 

as its timeframe intersects with some of the internal logics of Arab historiography, 

superposed on the chronology of the hijra much like modern European historiography is 

superposed on the Christian historiographic salvational model.62 This timeframe 

                                                 
62 In technical terms, the Middle Ages is the period from the end of the Western Roman Empire (456 AD) to 

the beginning of the Renaissance, or of modernity tout court, which is commonly dated through either 1453, 

date of the fall of Constantinople marking the end of Byzantium, or, more commonly, 1492, the year of 

Columbus’ discovery of America and the fall of Granada, ending the Spanish Reconquista and the medieval 

Muslim rule in the Iberian peninsula. The notion started to be employed by Italian humanists during the 

Renaissance to denote the thousand years separating the classic, Greco-Roman period from their own age, 

considered the “rebirth” of classical culture (Breisach 159-160). In the context of Arab historiography, the 

thousand years of the Middle Ages (al-qurūn al-wusṭa) cover the period from the beginning of the Hijrah 

calendar (622) to the Turkish conquest of Egypt and the Levant (1517), which inaugurated the Turkish rule 

over the Arab world and the transferring of the caliphal seat from Cairo to Istanbul. 
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superposes the Arab and European “historiographic calendars” but can diverge in its 

semantics, particularly in reference to the Early and High Middle Ages. Whereas in the 

European imaginary these centuries are seen as the “dark ages,” what Vico referred to as 

the “returned barbarism,” these centuries evoke in the Arab world the idea of the classical 

period par excellence between 622 and 1258, at the end of which Baghdad fell to the 

Mongols.63 “Tropes” such as that of Baghdad under the Umayyad caliphs, or of medieval 

Andalusia and its culture, are known well beyond specialist circles. They constitute the 

cultural and historical heritage of an age for which a feeling of nostalgia is not uncommon 

in the Arab world—a nostalgia that corresponds to that which informed, during the 

Renaissance, Europeans’ attitude toward their own classical age, which in fact led to the 

notion of the “middle” ages as a period of barbarism. 

Meddeb’s revisiting of the Arabo-Islamic Middle Ages undoubtedly foregrounds a 

form of nostalgia that characterizes both Arabic literature and Francophone literature from 

the Maghreb. If contemporary globalization can be considered “a consequence of the 

expansion of European culture across the planet via settlement, colonization and cultural 

mimesis” since the early modern era (Waters 3), Meddeb’s return to and from the medieval 

era is informed by the nostalgia for and revival of a cultural high point in the Islamic world. 

Implicit in the narrator’s revisiting and reviving of the works and travels of medieval 

mystics is a comparison between their eastward travels and the author’s contemporary 

travel to the north. Just as Ibn Battuta, Marco Polo, and Ibn Jubayr traveled to a 

                                                 
63 Kilito, among others, has remarked that his thinking about Arabic literature before the nineteenth century 

Nahda is mainly circumscribed by the first five centuries of the Hijrah. After the nineteenth century, Arabic 

literature would be reborn in a “European chronology” (Kilito 8).  
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magnetically attracting east, the author follows his attraction to the north. Through the 

experience of exile, Meddeb reads in contemporary Paris the signs of modernity, and the 

traces left by Louis XIV evoke in him the memory of the “bygone grandeur of Islam” (Ph. 

130) and prompt a reading of the present state of the Arabo-Islamic world as a “darkened 

age” similar to the European “dark” centuries. It is through allusions to this “darkening” 

that the author criticizes, as he did in Talismano, the modern Arab state and the collusion 

between authoritarian military power and coercive religious orthodoxy, the spread of the 

political religiosity embodied by the Salafist ideology, and the religious turn taken by the 

Iranian Revolution in those years. Here the narrator reaches Porte Saint-Denis, next to the 

triumphal arch commemorating the victories of Louis XIV:  

In the name of a belief rooted in the masses, the modern State ruins what remains 

of the Islamic city. I see the horizon darkened [bouché] by a perspective of 

guillotines spotted by blood, hands cut. Be exiled among the exiled. In my Western 

exile, I remember arak whose effluves assault me. I return to my prison, nostalgic, 

I hear the voice saying: Islam was born in exile, it will end in exile. In the death of 

grand things, the promise of return shows its face bare. Mourning, I continue my 

exilic path in its contemporary truth, through vertical route and deviation, crossing 

the stormy sea, docking on the northern lands, carrying in my heart the traces of 

Ibn Arabi, Shoravardi, vestige of the imperial era, now in Paris, under the arch of 

the Porte Saint-Denis, Ludovico Magno. (Ph. 71-72)64 

 

                                                 
64 The sentence Islam was born in exile, it will end in exile reports in French a prophetic hadīh, a “saying 

of the prophet,” that is, Mohammed (Ibn Manẓūr 10). 
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Meddeb’s nostalgia is not an escapist withdrawal from the present. The narrator’s 

anachronistic superposing, in the imaginal world, of the medieval and the contemporary 

into a single isthmic space is also anachronistic with respect to the Salafist ideology’s ideal 

of “reced[ing]” in time to the age of the prophet and his companions. Against this 

withdrawal into a “monumentalized” tradition (turāth) (Khatibi, Maghreb 62), through the 

walk in Paris and through Ibn Arabi’s works, Meddeb revisits the trope of the Middle Ages 

as one of Islam’s most luminous periods, while presenting the contemporary reality of the 

Arab world as a dark age, explicitly attributing responsibility for this darkening to the 

political project of Islamism: “The fanatics [excités] dropping the anchor of barbarism in 

the Qur’anic harbor obscure the gift of the clear [franche] light brightening their climate” 

(Ph. 118). 

The “parricide” that takes place in a Place de l’Opéra “flooded by sun” (Ph. 102), 

in a passage in which the narrating “I” coincides with the author, symbolizes Meddeb’s 

reading of contemporary Islam and his elaboration of Sufism as a response to the 

“anachronistic” orientations of fundamentalist ideologies. Interrupting the familial chain 

of Sufi masters, Meddeb’s father rejected mysticism in the 1950s and turned to Salafism 

as a response to the state of decadence of the Islamic world. Meddeb’s defense of Sufism, 

in its popular and intellectual forms, challenges the rhetoric of radical orthodoxy on 

religious grounds. In Phantasia Meddeb presents Sufism as a worldly practice celebrating 

the divine through “exuberance, exaltation, enthusiasm” (Meddeb, “Abdelwahab Meddeb” 

17), and this theme reaches its peak in chapter 9 in the erotic sequence with Aya, which is 

“dedicated to Ibn Arabi, for whom coitus is a spiritual realization embodying the most 
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accomplished of the prophets, Mohammed, whose wisdom is expressed in the love for 

women, exalted between perfume and prayer” (Ph. 181). It is through this form of earthly 

spirituality that Meddeb introduces Bakhtinian and Nietzschean themes, harmonizing 

medieval mysticism with the age of the “death of god” in a paradoxical mixture of opposite 

sensibilities between which the novel’s narrator oscillates:  

Even though it does not seem, I am of Muslim descent. And you [vous]? I am not 

into belief. What are the contemporary vocations if not convulsions of the dying? 

Religions agonize. And my Islamic origin does not leave me. I keep its trace trough 

some rites and a culture whose change I nurse. (Ph. 195) 

 

The renewal the author seeks for the Arab world passes through the initiatory 

experience of the Western exile, the formation of an isthmic cosmopolitan identity capable 

of confronting “with one face” the two shores of the sea. Rather than opposing the cultural, 

religious, and postcolonial Other, the formulation of this identity is oriented toward 

encountering it, just as Ibn Arabi in his eastward travel sought out encounters with other 

religious and cultural traditions. This attitude is imagined not as a form of cultural 

dependence but rather as a step forward into a globalized world. Looking eastward, 

Meddeb finds in the postwar technical advancements of China and India proof that the 

stagnation and anti-Westernism of the Arab world’s elites betray their inability to cut 

postcolonial ties: 

Those having the fatuity of adapting tradition to the age, ruin both. They miss the 

spirit of the time of which they think to be freely breathing the air. Losing every 
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match, buriers of the tradition they believe to be defending, victims of the Europe 

they believe to be rejecting, those triumph at this time in the Islamic countries. (Ph. 

131) 

 

Those in Europe who create “falsifying representations” have an easy time 

combining “the image of the stern and millenarist ecclesiast” with that of the “disarticulated 

caporal in his mediocre dictatorship. They rejoice in reporting his murdering whims and 

grotesque outings,” thus “confounding the substance and the essence” (Ph. 116-117). In 

his reading of the present through the images of Beirut’s bombing by the Israeli Army, the 

author ventures through the Scylla and Charybdis of the Palestinian question, which he 

considers from a distance, revisiting the history of the Jews, people living on the isthmus 

“between languages, to the margin, on the frontier, intermediaries, smugglers, transmitters, 

voyaging from shore to shore” (Ph. 127). In numerous passages, the author presents and 

debates the history of the Jews, condemning the injustice of Israel, praising the diasporic 

Jew, and describing the medieval synagogue of Toledo, now a church that harmonizes the 

necessities of Jewish rite and Islamic architecture: “Refusing to submit to the diktat of my 

epoch, swimming against the current, I celebrate this vestige as the emblem of the Arab-

Jewish coexistence” (Ph., 126). 
 

The Arab-Israeli relationship is among the best loci from which to observe the 

workings of Meddeb’s art—made of gestures, homages, subtle distinctions—and the 

intention inspiring the writing of Phantasia. With respect to the tension between the 

“accident” and the “substance," the exterior and the interior, the bāṭin (substance) and 

ḍhāhir (appearance) of things, groups, identities, and religions, the interplay between the 

contemporary and the medieval serves to subvert the latitudinal hierarchies of the present. 
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The Middle Ages Meddeb imagines is neither the “dark ages” longed for by contemporary 

Arab elites nor the European Middle Ages. As for the Syrian poet Adonis, the exilic 

experience invests Meddeb’s return to the medieval with the value of a “return to the 

modern,” according to a trajectory of thought that sees, in both historical and literary terms, 

the contemporary modernity of the Western world as coinciding with the modernity known 

by the Arab world in the Middle Ages: 

I myself did not discover, I avow, Arab modernity starting from the Arabic cultural 

system and its categories. It is the reading of Baudelaire which made me discover 

Abu Nawas. It is the reading of Mallarmé who unveiled to me the poetic language 

of Abu Tammam. Rimbaud, Nerval, and Surrealism made me grasp the poetry of 

the mystic experience. . . . I think that many Arabs, poets and critics, have passed 

through a similar path. It is the Western modernity which has made us discover our 

own modernity, more ancient. (Adonis 108) 

 

The extended comparison between the Spaniards’ transformation of the mosque of 

Cordoba at the end of the Middle Ages and the Turks’ transformation of the basilica of St. 

Sophia in Istanbul into a mosque during the same period serves to mark the contrast 

between Europe’s Middle Ages and that of the Islamic world, in the century in which the 

balance between the two worlds, then “measuring each other with equal strength,” starts to 

tilt in favor of Europe and to validate the equation between Europe and modernity: 

For thinking Europe, Islam will have to appreciate its relationship with Christianity 

at the twilight of modern times. At the end of the fifteenth century, and in the 

Mediterranean, the adversaries were measuring each other with equal strength. As 
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to comply to the principle of communicating vases, to the conquest of 

Constantinople answered the fall of Grenada. (Ph. 119) 

 

 Although the author concedes that it would be “shameless” to generalize on the 

basis of this comparison, the now mosque of Hagia Sophia received only minor variations, 

and only in relation to the cult, whereas the new cathedral of Cordoba had to carry the 

burden of Catholic backwardness: 

The Catholic transformations brought to the forest of columns explore the shame 

spread by disrespect. Only hatred allows to mistreat such a perfect work. Who 

wouldn’t share Rilke’s indignation to this attempted murder? One is as stabbed in 

the back when the Gothic forms, tardive and provincial, break the columns’ 

precarious dance. (Ph. 119)  

 

The darkness of the European Middle Ages and that of the present Arab world are 

superposed in chapter 6, where medieval Spain at the end of the Reconquista is compared 

to the Arab world at the end of the contemporary struggle for independence. The chasing 

of the stranger is, in both cases, considered integral to the sublimation of the national 

identity through the expulsion of the Other (Ph. 119). In these passages the historical durée 

is employed to disconnect the historical contingency of the present from conclusions. 

Witnessing opposite historiographies based on religion, or nationalism, one made at the 

expense of the other, built on categories that from the ancient still act and superpose 

themselves onto the present, Meddeb elaborates a reading of the twentieth century in which 

the knot he wants to tie around the wound of the present mirrors its inverse of the end of 
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the Middle Ages. The inversion of latitudinal hierarchies, integral to dissociating Europe 

and modernity, is not the only technique Meddeb uses to perform this suture, which is a 

sign of the difference between the sensibility informing Phantasia’s poetics and the Third 

Worldist reaction animating Talismano. The dialogue enacted in the novel between Ibn 

Arabi and Dante makes no reference to the inflammatory medievalist debates on the 

Islamic references informing Dante’s Divine Comedy, part of the “medieval front” on 

which the relationship between Europe and Islam is debated. Whereas in his essays 

Meddeb returns to this relationship, which has informed the way history has been read in 

Europe from the Middle Ages to the present,65 in the novel, Dante and Ibn Arabi are 

brought together as the two equal faces the author on the isthmus employs to intersperse 

the narration with references familiar to the public of the sea’s two shores. It is the isthmic 

author who sees their similarities, inviting the reader to follow his path. The endless 

disputes occurring on one side of the Mediterranean, in literature as well as in history, about 

who borrowed what and when, and who first did what and when—that “pride of nations” 

(insuperbire) Farinelli invited littérateurs to contest in the early 1930s—is silenced by the 

author’s oscillation between multiple values (Farinelli). His celebration of Paris as an 

“effervescent city” (Ph. 162), a modern place resting on unstable ground, the 

“heterogeneous fermentation” (Ph. 67) brought by the presence of the stranger, is not the 

                                                 
65 The studies of Miguel Asin Palacios paved the way for the study of the Divine Comedy’s Arabic influences. 

In 1987, a year after the publication of Phantasia, Maria Menocal called for a more systematic comparative 

study of the relationship between Arab-Andalusian and Romance literatures, reconstructing after Said (Said, 

1978) the genealogy of a historical and literary rejection, in European academia, of the “vivifying” 

relationship and exchange between Andalusia and Europe during the tenth and eleventh centuries (Menocal 

8-15).  
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glorification of a postcolonial subject redeemed by the former colonial power, but rather 

the celebration of a modernity that, from shore to shore, from century to century, has been 

appearing in different cultures “with one face.” 

 

IV- Conclusions 

 

In Bakhtin’s classification of literary genres, poetry and the novel represent 

opposed linguistic tendencies. Poetry is a “centripetal” literary form, one in which the 

intrinsic plurilinguism of the national language is brought to unity by the lyrical utterance 

of the poet. The novel, on the contrary, is “centrifugal” with respect to the ideologically 

centered forces of language: through a multiplicity of characters, it gives voice to the 

various and contradictory socio-ideological tendencies inherent in language, engendering 

a “dialogic plurilinguism” that the poetic form, as an individual expression, lacks (Bakhtin 

96, 119). The absence of voices other than that of a narrating “I” makes of Phantasia a 

lyrical text. Merging the lyricism of poetry with the narrative fabulation of the novel, 

alternating between fictional and autobiographical elements and interspersed with 

essayistic prose, Meddeb’s language is consciously “centripetal.” The hieratic voice of the 

narrator’s self, his assumption of the role of a mystic leading the reader on an initiatory 

path, reinforces the lyric character of the novel. Meddeb’s “I,” however, is a persona “split 

at its origins,” inhabiting a plurality of languages and cultures between which is an isthmus. 

His language is centripetal with respect neither to French nor to Arabic, but rather to the 
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liminal zone between them, the isthmic site from which the author reads his experience of 

exile and addresses his audience. 

Déjeux has described Meddeb’s writing as an “extreme point in the research on 

writing, though legible only by a small public.” As a result of the “relative hermetism” of 

his écriture, its “necessary luxury,” Déjeux argues, its reading is “restricted to a cenacle 

who knows how to play with texts” (Déjeux, Dictionnaire 310). Who partakes in Meddeb’s 

“cenacle”? Whom does Meddeb address in Phantasia? For whom has this novel been 

written? In one passage of the novel, the narrating “I” advises the reader to “read the book 

aloud,” to “retrieve its oral genesis” (Ph. 16). Meddeb’s highly stylized prose is distant 

from the canon of orality, yet its alternation between intricate passages and ecstatic 

moments, the hieratic tone of the narrator’s voice, suits the slow-paced reading of an 

imaginary cenacle. In his study of the mujālasāh during the classical Arabic period, Ali 

describes these salons as convivial gatherings in which literature in its widest sense (adab) 

was shared, debated, and transmitted through oral performance. As opposed to religious 

and courtly venues, these gatherings were held in a friendly, intimate, and egalitarian 

community brought together by affinity, allowing unprecedented forms of interaction 

across religions and ethnicities (Ali 16-17). Through the continual displacement of the 

narrator’s position in space, time, and perspective, the author addresses a multilingual, 

diverse audience, to whom he promises access to a form of knowledge whose keys he has 

acquired through his travels across the sea. Sharing in essence with each member of this 

elective cenacle, the author addresses each intimately, as if belonging to his or her 

linguistic, cultural, or religious group. Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Arabic, and French: 
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elements of all of these converse within the novel. When the narrating “I” addresses the 

individual members of this imaginary cenacle, he employs the categories with which they 

understand themselves and those with which they make sense of other members and 

communities. But he also addresses them using the categories employed by other members 

to think about them. By intimately addressing each member of this diverse community as 

a man used to bringing together the opposites, “sharing in essence” with each member by 

privilege of his position on the barzakh, Meddeb places truths in circulation between the 

shores of the Mediterranean, reviving in contemporary French the Arabic tradition of the 

mujālasāh. It is “with one face” that the author performs his fragmented identity in front 

of this cenacle. The pleasure that such writing produces takes various forms: Phantasia’s 

text can be enjoyed for the musicality of its language or for the images conveyed through 

the different loci of Meddeb’s mundus imaginalis. It can also be enjoyed for the weaving 

of the author’s narrative across different sensibilities, the way in which he harmonizes a 

Mediterranean assumed by the “uninitiated” to be divided by different languages, opposed 

religions, and irreconcilable historiographies. 

The author’s exilic experience in France, conceived as a mystical quest, is 

employed by the narrator to expose the “monolingual” reader to languages, religions, and 

historiographic patterns that are discovered to be, after all, neither distant nor 

incomprehensible. It is only through the initiatory experience of reading the novel, of 

following the author through his isthmic world, that the reader can appreciate the quality 

and intention of an art that seeks to address, or even to create, a Mediterranean audience. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE FRENCH INCONVENIENCES OF SUNNA: ABDELLATIF KECHICHE’S MODESTY IN LA 

GRAINE ET LE MULET 

 

 

 
Rhetoric is, in sum, one of the greatest inanities having 

abused mankind. It is something as stupid as the 

farthingale, the ruff, the crinoline. It is time for style to 

rejoice in modeling thought strictly, in the same way 

in which the most charming feminine dresses are those 

radiant in displaying female beauty, of which they are 

nothing more than the modesty. Style is the modesty 

of thought. 

 

  Remy de Gourmont, La Rhétorique 

 

 

I- Introduction 

 

I translate with “modesty” the French word pudeur, which Littré defined as an 

“honest shame caused by apprehension for that which can hurt decency.” Originally a Latin 

word, pudeur can also denote the chastity of women, or “a sort of discretion, of reserve 

[retenue], of modesty which does not allow to say, understand [entendre], or make certain 

things without embarrassment.” The corresponding English words, pudor and pudeur, are 

less commonly used, and are defined by the Oxford English Dictionary in similar terms, as 

“a due sense of shame or decency; bashfulness, modesty.” Defender of Symbolism at the 

end of the nineteenth century during the great years of the Mercure de France directed by 

Alfred Villette, Gourmont in La Rhétorique was writing in defense of art against the rules 

and prescriptions of rhetoric. At the dawn of the twentieth century, horrified by mass 
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society and the “damages” of a state education built on standardized school curricula and 

teaching methods,66 Gourmont contrasted art and rhetoric to defend art’s right to escape 

easy definitions. Rhetoric would be embodied by Albalat’s recent manual for “writing 

without talent,” which for Gourmont brought to mind all “the artifices imagined by 

mankind in order to escape its own nature”: “to tiaras, the feathers of Incas, the Australian 

tattoos, to powder, beauty spots, to Louis XIV’s wig, to the tail of Manchu, the corset-

cuirasse, the heels of Louis XV” (Gourmont 231). The work of art and that of rhetoric are 

both tied to their social and artistic circumstances of production, and they employ language 

equally. Whereas the first gives shape to an idea, however, which constitutes for Gourmont 

the precondition of a truly original style, the second simply conforms to public taste: “A 

treatise of rhetoric, this resembles ‘the tailors’ magazine’ or ‘the illustrated fashion’: here 

is what is worn, says Mr. Albalat, the Chauteaubriand is highly on demand. But we also 

have the Flaubert, which derives from it, and the Maupassant, forthcoming. Do you want 

to please everybody? To someone? To women? To the church? Come on in, I have for all 

tastes.” A predictable blend of clichés and commonplaces, rhetoric has a perfectly clear 

and crystalline outcome: as opposed to the kingdom of art, that of clichés is almost 

universal in its reach. In comparison to rhetoric, Gourmont argues, art seems like the tiny 

Republic of Andorra, a notion echoed some decades later by Deleuze (Deleuze 212-213). 

How then to distinguish between the work of rhetoric and that of art?  

                                                 
66 Gourmont used the term rhetoric to refer mainly to the academic discipline concerned with the “good 

precepts of writing,” which was then being erased from the French universities of the Third Republic, a few 

years after primary education had been made “universal and mandatory” by the Bizot law in 1883. 
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The beauty of the dress tailored by the artist’s style on the body of thought, as 

opposed to that manufactured by the precepts of rhetoric, results from the employment of 

a different process: “Art requires a return of thought on itself, which must fold back to the 

measure of nature, and become again a particular thing,” Gourmont argues. There is an 

“effort of torsion” the author must make in folding the idea back to the real, which few 

works can “endure without tearing.” The result is clear, because this effort manifests itself 

concretely in the way characters appear and act in the narrative. “A worker, a bourgeois, a 

priest, a man in the army” has thousands of different meanings, but the reader, much like 

hunters and farmers, knows the difference between “partridge and partridge,” “ox and ox.” 

The singularity of the artist’s work, different in conception from that of the rhetorician, 

consists in making characters that are at once true and meaningful, a principle Gourmont 

summarizes in an ending quotation from Stendhal: “It is not enough to make nice sentences. 

One must also have something to put in them.” 

In this chapter I discuss the way in which Abdellatif Kechiche portrays, in La 

Graine et le mulet (2007), a reality tailored on a bilingual thought between French and 

Arabic. Expressing, like Meddeb, a “performed Mediterranean,” the director’s realism 

focuses on the ordinary life of the protagonist and his family, employing a maritime setting 

for a story tying French society to the southern shore of the Mediterranean. Kechiche’s 

cinema emerged from that nebulous group of writers and filmmakers from Arab families 

who were born or raised in France, described since the 1980s with epithets such as “youth 

of the second generation, young immigrants, Beurs, French Arabs, French Maghrebins, 

young coming from migration, youth of the suburbs [jeunes des quartiers]” (Durmelat 
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27).67 In this study I consider Kechiche’s movie as a recent development of beur or 

banlieue cinema. Although Kechiche has taken his place among major French filmmakers 

in recent years and can no longer be considered a “minor” director in French cinema, I 

employ these categories in recognition both of the director’s “generation” and of the role 

given to the space of the periphery in works such as La Faute à Voltaire (2000), L’Esquive 

(2004), and La Graine et le mulet.68 

Despite occasional successes such as Begag’s Le Gone du Chaâba (1986) and 

Kassovitz’ La Haine (1995), beur and banlieue narratives have remained at the margins of 

French mainstream culture for about three decades. Through their cinema, directors like 

Charef, Dridi, Ghorab-Volta, and Kechiche have contested the French public debate made 

upon them, agitated by the “media hysteria” over issues such as the affaire du foulard 

(2003).69 They have also aimed to produce a “normalizing” effect regarding the presence 

of an Arab community in France’s multiethnic society, recurrently alarmed by upheavals 

                                                 
67 Born in Tunis in 1960, Kechiche moved with his family to Nice, in southern France, when he was six years 

old. He grew up in Nice and studied theater at the city’s conservatory, training as a theater actor before acting 

in cinema. Before turning to filmmaking, Kechiche performed in several movies, including Téchiné’s Les 

Innocents (1987) and Bahloul’s Un Vampire au Paradis (1992), and played the protagonist role in Bahloul’s 

Le Thé à la Menthe (1984) and Bouzid’s Bezness (1991). 
68 Critics have soon payed instead attention to this “field” of study, as it articulates, together with the coming 

of age of this generation, issues of identity and belonging by which to test the effectiveness of the French 

Republic’s egalitarian ideals. The criticism in this field has interpreted these works mainly in relation to 

France and French society. Scholars have been cautious about the use of categories such as beur and banlieue, 

aware that they run the risk of excluding directors like Charef, Dridi, Ghorab-Volta, and Kechiche from 

consideration simply as French filmmakers and hence of reproducing those patterns of differentiation that 

these directors try to fight. On the other hand, critics have also been aware that, if these directors were to be 

considered simply French, the social relevance of the specific themes they address in their works would go 

undiscussed (Hargreaves; Tarr). 
69 This 2003 “media hysteria” over headscarves in schools and public places has precedents in recent 

French history, going back to an older 1989 headscarf affair in which a nationwide furor was sparked by 

the refusal of three Muslim girls to remove their headscarves during school classes. For a brief account of 

this controversy in the French public sphere, see Hargreaves (31). 
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such as the 2005 révolte des banlieues,70 by tragic episodes such as the Toulouse and 

Montauban shootings (2012), and by the recent Islamist attacks on Charlie Hebdo (2015). 

L’Esquive and La Graine et le mulet have been enthusiastically received by critics and the 

public alike, each winning four César awards, another indication that the issues Kechiche 

addresses in these films, after decades of misrecognition, have become central in French 

society and public discourse.71 In L’Esquive Kechiche focuses on the space of the school 

as it relates to the affaire of the foulard (Trévinian 187); similarly, in La Graine et le mulet 

the director responds to the révolte des banlieues to create a “normalizing” effect that 

counters the “rhetoric of scandal” employed by the media and in the public debate about 

the youth of French suburbs. As Tarr remarks, a common trait of beur or banlieue cinema 

is to demonstrate the basic humanity of the characters it portrays, “placing them at the 

center of the diegesis, privileging points of view which make them subjects rather than the 

objects of the gaze, and constructing them as complex individuals whose feelings and 

emotions are likely to elicit sympathy” (Tarr 210–211; Esposito 223). On the other hand, 

Hargreaves shows that this cinema, in its portrayals of a specific environment—that is, the 

French suburbs, the HLM, the “cité”72—has always been concerned with issues connected 

                                                 
70 For three weeks in autumn 2005, the youth of the French banlieues revolted in all French cities following 

the accidental death of three young men escaping the police. In the course of these three weeks, some nine 

thousand cars were burned all over France and public buildings were vandalized. For political commentary 

on these events from a historical and social perspective, see Wievorka. 
71 A success reiterated by the recent awarding of the 2013 Cannes palme d’or to La vie d’Adèle. In a sort of 

French equivalent of the American Academy Awards, La Graine et le mulet received the 2008 César awards 

for best film director, best writing, and most promising actress (Hafsia Herzi). L’Esquive was awarded the 

2005 César awards for best director, best film, best writing, and again for most promising actress (Sarah 

Forestier). 

72 Beur cinema and literature are naturally tied to the space of the periphery, the banlieue, a term denoting 

the suburbs of French cities, mainly major cities like Paris, Lyon, and Marseille. The HLM (Habitation à 

Loyer Modéré) are the housing units that constitute the main part of the urban environment of banlieue. 
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with a broader international culture (Hargreaves). With this in mind, my aim in this chapter 

is to show how, in La Graine et le mulet, Kechiche adapts some of the relevant elements 

of this “genre” to the maritime environment of the port town of Sète, in the French midi, in 

order to open routes of meaning between the shores of the Mediterranean. As opposed to 

Taher and Meddeb's narratives, in which Europe is presented as the place of exile, La 

Graine et le mulet can be read as a narrative of “integration,” in which the protagonist 

decides to stay in France against his son’s advice to return to his Maghrebi country of 

origin. The director, I argue, approaches the subject of “migration” bilingually,  involving 

not only France, but also Europe and the Arab world. His use of symbolic referents such 

as the protagonist’s attempt to open a boat restaurant in the central “Quai de la République” 

alludes to the relationship between French society and its Arab community, just as the 

protagonist’s new home, the “Bar-Hotel of the Orient,” alludes to the Arab world. The 

author plays with these signifiers while bringing attention to ordinary life, so that the 

presence of the quotidian and of the intimacy and daily interaction between the characters 

assumes an extraordinary importance even when it seems insignificant.73 In this movie, I 

argue, Kechiche employs a bilingual code that addresses both French and Arabic protocols 

of understanding. His cinema, in Naficy’s formulation, is an accented one that engages “in 

dialogue with the home and host societies and their respective national cinemas” (Naficy 

                                                 
The cité, a residential project that is often isolated and comparable to a big dormitory, is another common 

setting of this form of cinema, because it constitutes the natural environment for directors who grew up in 

this social and urban context. 
73 Though this may be true of realism in general, Deleuze’s comments on Italian neorealism—to which 

Kechiche gestures, in this movie, by revisiting the trope of the “stolen bicycle” of  De Sica’s Bicycle Thief—

and the relative insignificance of the details on which De Sica focuses in Umberto D, for instance, help to 

characterize the realist style Kechiche employs in this movie (Deleuze 216).  
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6). My study of the director’s “modesty,” which keeps him from saying or showing certain 

things “without embarrassment,” aims to demonstrate how the director treats some of the 

tensions between French and Arabic languages, laws, and protocols of understanding. This 

modesty, I argue, is the author’s way of normalizing what he sees as an ideal cohabitation, 

in French society as much as in the Mediterranean, of communities divided by language, 

law, and religion.  

As Delorme remarks, Kechiche’s movie proceeds by “blocks” where the spectator 

“navigates by sight,” the plot leading to unexpected turns, alternating speed and slowness, 

paradoxically producing a “fast movie where only the scenes seem long” (Delorme 12). 

Each section of this narrative deepens the spectator’s understanding of the characters’ 

psychology while maintaining a relatively simple plot structure. The author’s affinity with 

classical French theater is evident in all his movies, both in the sophisticated psychology 

of the characters and in the recurrence of scenes in which the ordinary is “theatralized” and 

brought “on the stage.” The plot is thus populated with micronarratives integral to 

conveying a reality in which the plot, if not of secondary importance, remains at least 

temporarily suspended. Noticeable, in this sense, are two long sequences, the couscous 

lunch at Souad’s apartment and Rym’s dance at the end of the movie. In these sequences, 

as well as in other parts of the movie, the director offers a theatrical portrayal of reality, 

investing the action with a significance unrelated to the economy of the plot and letting the 

reality it portrays speak for itself. For a movie of considerable length (151 minutes), this 

stylistic trait assumes a peculiar relevance. I divide this chapter into two parts 
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corresponding to the main “blocks” constituting Kechiche’s movie, discussing in each the 

salient traits that make La Graine et le mulet a “performed Mediterranean.”  

 

II- French like All Others 

 

La Graine et le mulet is Kechiche’s third long feature film. Rather than focusing on 

immigration or banlieue adolescence, as he did in La Faute à Voltaire and L’Esquive, in 

this movie the director takes as a subject the family of the sixty-one-year-old Slimane Beji. 

The movie is dedicated to Kechiche’s father, and intends to be a tribute to the generation 

of “first migrants” who, like him, settled in France after the Maghreb’s independence 

(Grassin and De Bruyn). The movie can be read as a “narrative of integration” (Durmelat 

19-20) rather than a narrative of return to the country of origin (bled). This Odysseus, who 

spent thirty-five years working as a carpenter at the city port, decides to remain in France 

and not to return to his country of origin. His liminal position, working as he has “in the 

salt, between the sea and the shipyard,” expresses the precariousness of his lifelong 

condition, and his decision, halfway through the movie, to open a restaurant with the 

compensation he receives for his years of work, marks the turning point of the plot. 

Whereas L’Esquive and La Faute à Voltaire were set in the Parisian suburbs, in La 

Graine et le mulet the Mediterranean Sea molds the space of the banlieue. It is 

architecturally adapted to the sea and held together by the small bridges the protagonist 

crosses with his old scooter, populated by families of fishermen, and organically connected 

to the sea through a web of channels. In both L’Esquive and La Graine et le mulet the 
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director portrays the community surrounding the male protagonist—Krimo in L’Esquive, 

Slimane in La Graine et le mulet—such that even its peripheral members are given a 

distinct psychological trait and “speak with their own language” (Frodon 9). The first part 

of the movie is devoted to the presentation of Slimane’s life and the lives of the different 

members of his family. The opening sequence portrays Slimane’s eldest son, Majid, intent 

on showing to tourists the port of the city on a boat tour. In this prologue, Kechiche 

emphasizes France’s interconnectedness with other Mediterranean countries. Majid 

presents the port as a modern, technological, and postindustrial space. The cabin of the fish 

crier has disappeared and everything is now managed by computer, a pile of iron amassed 

in one corner is ready to be sent to Turkey, and tuna fishermen are out at sea, taking three-

month excursions to the coasts of Libya, Malta, Cyprus, Turkey, and the Balearic Islands. 

In the movie’s first scene, however, the camera lingers on the legs of Madelaine, a 

blonde woman with whom Majid is having an affair. Distracting him from his work, she 

accompanies him below deck where, in the effusions of an erotic complex she begs him to 

slap her buttocks. This initial focus on the sexual relationship between Madelaine and 

Majid, which will return at the end of the movie to undermine Slimane’s efforts, 

exemplifies Kechiche’s stylistic signature as a director attentive to problematic forms of 

eroticism.74 

                                                 
74 In La Faute à Voltaire, for instance, the protagonist falls in love with Lucie, a complex, psychologically 

borderline character. La Venus Noire is instead centered on the life of Saartjie Baartman, sadly famous, in 

nineteenth-century France, as the “Hottentot Venus.” In this movie the crude erotic relationship of 

domination entertained between French libertines and Saartjie is given great emphasis. Kechiche’s recent 

movie La vie d’Adèle is devoted to the theme of lesbian love, and continues the director’s investigation of 

love and its different manifestations. 
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With an abrupt cut, the camera then turns to Slimane, intently repairing a boat in 

the same port, not far from where Mejid’s boat is cruising. As opposed to other banlieue 

movies as Richet’s Ma 6-T va crack-er (1997), which uphold revolution and violence 

against the police as an embodiment of the repressive force of the state, but also in contrast 

to narratives focusing on systematic unemployment, crime, drugs, and delinquency, like 

Ameur-Zaïmeche’s Wesh-Wesh, qu’est-ce qui se passe? (2001), La Graine et le mulet does 

not introduce the banlieue as a claustrophobic space, and its characters interact 

productively with French society. Kechiche brings up issues of labor—the narrative begins 

at the moment Slimane loses his job. This loss, however, does not take place in a context 

in which other characters are chronically unemployed. “Tired and tiring,” according to his 

manager, Slimane understands that he is being pushed to leave his job when his working 

hours are reduced from full to part time. After thirty-five years of work, however, Slimane 

refuses to retire, because he has been working twenty-one long years without a regular 

contract. He insists to his current manager that the sixteen years for which he offers an 

indemnity are not even the “half of the truth,” but the manager maintains that his company 

is not responsible for what happened “before.” Like Lydia in L’Esquive, Slimane says 

repeatedly that he “does not understand,” as if his language was different from the one his 

employer speaks. 

On his way home, Slimane visits the various members of his family, driving his 

scooter across the town’s small bridges. He first stops to visit a group of fishermen who 

have just returned from fishing, among whom are two of his sons-in-law, Mario and Henri, 

who complain that they have been fined for fishing in an interdicted area: “Life is not all 
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happiness,” comments José. While tuna fishermen have to reach faraway waters, here the 

director inserts a second reference to the shortage of fish and the crisis of the small-scale 

fishing industry in all Mediterranean countries.75 Kechiche focuses on a community of 

workers in a moment in which “crisis,” whether economic or due to the shortage of 

resources, affects all the French and not only the single community to which the protagonist 

belongs. When Mario complains, upon hearing about what happened to Slimane, that 

businesses “don’t want French [workers] anymore,” Kechiche presents a matter-of-fact 

Frenchness dissociated from racial or cultural standards. Sliman’s sons-in-law, Henri, 

Mario, and José, are French citizens whose names suggest Italian, Spanish, and French 

origins. These names contribute to the emphasis on the European and Mediterranean frame 

in which Kechiche’s France is conceived while underlining a conception of French 

citizenship dissociated from race: a transverse, multiethnic, and multicultural cohesive 

factor (Higbee and Tarr 217). 

Henri and Mario give Slimane some fresh mullet, which becomes the “movable 

signifier” the protagonist carries while visiting the different members of his family. He first 

goes to the house of his ex-wife Souad, who is mopping the floor when he arrives and 

complaining that no one helps her pay the bills at the end of the month. “Did you take us 

for cats?” she rebukes Slimane, two months behind in his alimony payments. “Fish in the 

morning, in the evening, fish, fish,” she complains, while the camera comically closes in 

                                                 
75  On the drastically increased demand and overexploitation of the Mediterranean waters, see the FIRMS 

(FAO) report on the mortality of fish in these waters: 

 http://firms.fao.org/fi/website/FIRMSSTSearch.do. The theme of big fishing companies driving the small-

scale fishing industry off-market is Maata’s nightmare in Sissako’s Haremakono, focusing on a fisherman 

who loses his job in the Mauritanian Atlantic shores.  

http://firms.fao.org/fi/website/FIRMSSTSearch.do
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on a freezer packed with fish. Kechiche’s “modesty” erases the differences between 

“immigrant” and “traditional” low-income French families. For the next visit, Slimane goes 

to Karima and José’s household, where Karima—Slimane and Souad’s eldest daughter—

is engaged in teaching little Safia to use the potty, employing to no avail all the stern 

methods at her disposal. Here, Slimane’s fish is accepted, and this visit is more favorable 

to him than the previous one; he drinks a coffee before mounting his scooter to go “home.” 

The “bar-hotel of the Orient,” Slimane’s final destination, is the “house” he shares 

with his new partner Latifa, her daughter Rym, and a group of Maghrebi musicians, 

costumers of the hotel who share with them the rooms of the upper floor. This small 

pension is owned and run by Latifa with the help of the young Rym, and is in its own way 

a “house of the arts,” Kechiche’s ideal “Orient,” where music and dance take place from 

time to time. Here Slimane lives with his “second family,” the second pole between which 

this taciturn hero is contended,76 the first being the family centered on his previous 

marriage with Souad. Here the spectator is given access to a further aspect of Slimane’s 

life: he suffers not only because of his problems with work and retirement, and with the 

alimony he is unable to pay Souad, but also because of his precarious situation at Latifa’s 

hotel. As he explains to her in a moment of sexual impotence, he is uncomfortable making 

love with her in her room because he is frustrated that he cannot provide for her, Rym, or 

even his own sons as a father or husband should. She is “young, beautiful, independent,” 

                                                 
76  Just as Krimo, the taciturn hero of L’Esquive, negotiates between a plurality of opposed “factions,” so 

Slimane negotiates between the two sides of his family in La Graine et le mulet. The director explains in an 

interview that his main characters “are into action. It is them who stir the action, give the impulse. Many 

characters in my movies are talkative, but the principal characters are silent” (Domenach and Rouyer 16). 
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he tells her, commenting that at the hotel he feels like a mere guest. In his little room, whose 

keys he must retrieve from a key hook like any other guest, Slimane hears the noise of the 

rehearsing musicians, turning on the radio as soon as he comes in and looking nostalgically 

out the window while preparing another coffee. 

The first part of the movie concludes with a “grand finale” in which the director 

completes his presentation of Slimane’s “first” family by showing a Sunday couscous 

lunch at Souad’s apartment. The sequence’s length emphasizes the communal joys of this 

family gathering around the table. In the morning, all of Slimane and Souad’s sons and 

daughters gather at Souad’s apartment. In this choral sequence, the director’s characteristic 

close-ups become particularly powerful, as the camera follows Souad’s movements in the 

kitchen, focusing on small gestures, expressions, and conversations on the yearly cost of 

diapers, bringing the spectator inside the life of this community perceived by many as a 

“stranger within” French and European society (Talal 495). Kechiche emphasizes this 

sequence through its length and “theatralization” (Domenach and Rouyer 20), focusing on 

small details about the material culture of Souad’s apartment (the Maghrebi-style plate, the 

Ramadan lamps at Souad’s back, her snake ring), as well as the family’s food and eating 

practices—the fish couscous, the sensuality of eating with the hands. Henri with the late-

arriving Sarah, Karima and José with Safia and Houcine/Maxime77—they all come to the 

lunch, together with other members of the family whose status remains unclear and whose 

presence contributes to a “vanishing effect” in which blood ties expand imperceptibly into 

                                                 
77 Except for the mention of his name in the credits, Safia’s brother is not named diegetically. In the credits 

also appears the name of Maxime. I will return to the “politics of naming” in the movie. 
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an entire community. As she talks with Karima, for instance, Lilia is said to have a mother 

other than Souad, and the family status of childlike Azza and of the teenager Olfa in relation 

to Slimane and Souad—perhaps they are Henri and Sarah’s daughters—is left unclear. The 

number of people at this family gathering and the harmony among them allows Souad to 

shine as the mother (umm) and the “matriarch” (umma). Like a nation, the gathering is 

defined by the presence of the heterogeneous, the mixture of the different. This family 

reflects the reality of a multicultural society that, from within that same community which 

is supposed to bring cultural difference in France, is in its own turn differentiated by the 

society it contributes in differentiating.78 A closer look at this family reveals that none of 

Souad and Slimane’s children has married within their own “community,” as defined by 

either ethnicity or religion. The marriages between Karima and José, Lilia and Mario, Henri 

and Sarah, and Majid and Julia represent the ideal “Mediterranean” imagined by Kechiche, 

an intermediate reality between France and the Maghreb, Europe and the Arab world.  

As opposed to Taher, who presents the relationship between his protagonist and 

Brigitte as an exceptional moment, a climax of love between nations divided by conflict, 

Kechiche focuses on the quotidian. Aspects of love, life, and intimacy “between 

                                                 
78 In this sense, as Swamy remarks, it is correct to characterize Kechiche’s movies as bringing the “center to 

the periphery” rather than the opposite. A typical feature of beur or banlieue cinema, the narrative trope of 

“going to the center,” however, also appears in this movie (Swamy 59-61). The centrality given, in movies 

such as L’Esquive and La Graine et le mulet, to the internal logics and social dynamics of the community 

portrayed, responds to the larger French audience’s curiosity about this community, portrayed by the media 

as a “stranger within,” and therefore involves Kechiche’s consideration of the Arab communities living in 

France—and consequently a potential “Arab audience” on the southern shore of the Mediterranean—as a 

relevant audience. It is also relevant that La Graine et le mulet was produced by Claude Berri, among the 

producers most attentive to the new social and cinematic trends in France. Berri also produced Robbe-

Grillet’s Gradiva (2003), in which the director ironically revisits the Orientalist tropes, particularly the 

association between the “Orient” and sexuality, to which Kechiche also turns in the last sequence of this 

movie, charging this “trope” with spiritual content.  
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languages,” in La Graine et le mulet, are discussed among the different members of 

Slimane’s family, and it is here, in the practical concerns implied in the making of such 

families, that Kechiche’s “bilingualism” is most fully on display. Lilia and Mario are the 

couple that Kechiche most frequently employs to open routes of meaning between Arabic 

and French protocols of understanding. Lilia’s comments on the evil eye later on and her 

suggestion to “feed” the French with alcohol toward the end of the movie consolidate her 

role of trading signifiers between languages and communities. During the lunch, her 

conversation at the table with Mario is introduced by Mario’s humorous attempt to perform 

the basmala before beginning to eat.79 The following discussion on love, and on how 

language differences affect the everyday life of a “bilingual” couple like them, is a 

prominent example of Kechiche’s modesty, and it demonstrates why La Graine et le mulet, 

together with L’Esquive, cannot be read simply in relation to France and French society, 

but should rather be read “bilingually,” with respect to the relationship between French and 

Arabic. Mario and Lilia’s son, Thomas, introduces small and apparently insignificant 

variations in the movie’s politics of naming, because he is the only one among these 

couples’ offspring to receive a French and Christian name. Banal as it might seem, and 

ostensibly secondary as are many of the details of the two movies by Kechiche, the fleeting 

moment in which Thomas’ name is uttered opens up, discreetly but nonetheless clearly, 

                                                 
79 The “ritual invocation of God” that among Muslims can be practiced before undertaking an action. As in 

the case of Thomas’ name, which I discuss below, through Lydia’s performance of the basmala in L’Esquive, 

Kechiche aims at producing an uncanny effect, in which the public wonders whether Lydia is Muslim or 

simply imitates her Muslim friends, making her not only “the fully française heroine” of the movie 

(Nettelbeck 314), but also a mediator between French and Arabic protocols, with which the public partly 

identifies and by which it can be  at the same time disturbed. For a general explanation of the practice of 

basmala, see Carra de Vaux. 
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the issue confronting Muslim women like Lilia who, as opposed to a male Muslim such as 

Majid, are technically not allowed by the Sunna as orthodoxy to marry a non-Muslim man. 

This is a case of what I call Kechiche’s “portraying the sunna,” which I consider an 

essential trait of both L’Esquive and La Graine et le mulet. “Sunna” (with a capital S) is 

generally understood as the normative rules regulating life among Sunni Muslims, an “all-

encompassing concept of orthodoxy" based on the Qu'ran and the hadīths (or “Sunna of 

the Prophet” [sunna al-rusūl], the sayings and the deeds of Muhammad and his 

companions).80 I maintain that, in these two movies, Kechiche portrays the Sunna not in 

the sense of this word’s common acceptation, to which he only alludes. The two notions 

are interrelated, but the “sunna” Kechiche portrays is one with a small s, denoting a simple 

“standard of practice,” a way of doing things or a tradition, a habitus in Bourdieu’s thought, 

which is related to the first meaning only in the general sense of  “orthodoxy.”81 This sunna, 

I argue, expresses Kechiche’s modesty, a sort of “discretion, or reserve” the director 

observes in addressing the Sunna in these two movies. Thomas’ name fleetingly brings up 

the issue of how it is that he received his name, and transfers the question regarding whether 

                                                 
80 For a general presentation of the Sunna as orthodoxy, see, among others, Wensinck. 
81 Bourdieu describes the habitus as a modus operandi, a lex insita in the way in which the members of a 

given group act in society. Appearing in everyday practices, both a result and producer of the conditions of 

understandability of these practices among its members, the habitus makes these practices “automatic and 

impersonal, significant without intending to signify,” lending themselves to “an understanding no less 

automatic and impersonal” (Bourdieu 80). The “homogeneity of habitus,” by which Bourdieu means the 

social understandability of one’s declared and undeclared intentions in the undertaking of everyday practices, 

is a cohesive factor through which meaning can be conveyed without having to make explicit the declared 

intention of a given action, but with the reasonable expectation that it will produce the desired effect: “what—

within the limits of the group of agents possessing the schemes (of production and interpretation) implied in 

their production—causes practices and works to be immediately intelligible and foreseeable, and hence taken 

for granted” (Bourdieu 80). Bourdieu’s habitus is an intangible protocol of understanding by which the 

French scholar analyzes those tacit agreements on which a given society is kept together as a whole. 
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or not Lilia is Muslim and whether or not Slimane and Souad allowed their daughter to 

give her son a non-Muslim name. In a brief passage, Lilia is said to have a mother other 

than Souad, and thus a father other than Slimane, but the camera emphasizes throughout 

the movie her and Mario’s belonging to the family. Mario was among the fishermen at the 

port, together with Henri and José, and all the details of his and Lilia’s relationship are 

within the “line of flight” Kechiche creates to establish a close connection between 

Slimane’s family and the community surrounding it. There is of course nothing strange 

about Thomas’ name, and in a sense a name is just a name, but in naming the sons and 

daughters of these couples, Kechiche moves within a set of predictable options. He can 

give them either French or Arabic names; otherwise, he would have to choose names 

entirely unrelated to them or names that are easily translatable between the two languages. 

Thomas’ name does not differentiate him from the other sons and daughters of these 

couples, all of whom were, like him, born between communities, but it has a specific 

valence in relation to the Sunna as orthodoxy. The sunna Kechiche portrays in the case of 

Safia, Hakim, and Houcine’s names—as much as in those of Olfa and Azza, if they are in 

fact Sarah and Henri’s daughters—indicates a transmission of Arabic culture and perhaps 

of Islam, but Thomas’ name alludes to the possibility that these two “expectations” of the 

Sunna as orthodoxy are not met.  

The matter of Thomas’ name obliquely intersects the religious and the legal: one 

might argue that Kechiche’s “Arabs” are not very observant, or that the Catholic canonic 

law, to mention one among the French traditional “ways” to think about such matters, also 

discourages the nontransmission of the parent’s religion to the offspring of a mixed 
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marriage (Ghiringhelli and Negni 71). The suture Kechiche performs between Arabic and 

French, in this case, should also be read from a double perspective. The canonic law does 

not correspond to French law, and whereas the conservative European rhetoric on the 

“Islamization of Europe” touches on mixed marriages and their “politics of naming,” the 

French law disregards these matters on the principle of secularism (laicité).82 In Arab 

countries, mainly confessional states where Islam is upheld as the state religion and the 

principles of Shari’a, grounded on the Sunna as orthodoxy, are normative in matters of 

marriage, it is not unlikely that Thomas’ name would offend the sensibility of an Arabo-

Muslim audience. All this happens almost imperceptibly, however, in the sunna presented 

by Kechiche, as a simple practice that, without mentioning any specific rule, law, or 

orthodoxy, appears naturally in the flow of the movie. His modesty allows him to present 

this case by producing a simple uncanny effect. The director’s poetics, however, calculates 

the effect that similar cases could have on the tensions between languages and audiences, 

looking for intermediary positions to assume. In this movie, as well as in L’Esquive, the 

director shows his awareness of the fact that it matters little whether or not the Arab or 

Muslim community he addresses resides in France or the Arab world: Arabic and Islam are 

the same on the other side of the Mediterranean, where from the religious law of a minority, 

the Sunna is instead prescriptive and shared by a majority.  

                                                 
82 The same is true of Arab countries. The conservative Dutch jurist Thierry Baudet describes how some 

immigrant Dutch citizens of Moroccan origin are dissuaded by the Dutch registrar’s officers from giving 

their sons a “Dutch” name, in order to prevent reprisals from the Moroccan state, while providing them with 

a list of names “recommended” by the Moroccan government (Tribalat 66). 
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The family gathering at Souad’s place emphasizes the normal, daily life of this 

family, but it does not go without dissonant notes. Majid’s role as one of the méchants of 

the movie is brought to maturity in this part. By méchant, or villain, I refer to a type of 

character that appears in both La Graine et le mulet and L’Esquive. This character type 

differs slightly between the two movies. In L’Esquive Fathi and Mégali are kept “human,” 

the director intending to give a sympathetic portrait of the whole group of his banlieue 

adolescents.83 In La Graine et le mulet, however, Majid, Madelaine, and the “scooter 

stealers” appearing at the end of the movie do not have the psychological depth given to 

other characters; they are simply made responsible for whatever negative events occur in 

the narrative. The most salient trait shared by the méchants in both movies, however, is not 

that there are more than one, but that they do not directly challenge the hero, as a classic 

antagonist would.  

Although the case of the “bicycle stealers,” which will be discussed in the last part 

of the chapter, is peculiar, it is relevant that both Majid and Madelaine are recognizable, 

clichéd characters. Whereas Majid embodies the masculine type of the “domestic tyrant” 

exactly as it is expressed in European rhetoric regarding this kind of “Arab man,” and is 

invested with the corresponding set of stereotyped traits, Madelaine’s character should be 

read for its value as a commonplace derived from an “Arabic” perspective, a variant of the 

figure of “available, fair young women often with golden hair and blue eyes” that Badawi 

                                                 
83 Megalì’s tears during the “final confrontation” with Lydia and her friends make her “real” despite her role, 

just as Fathi’s rough manners coexist with his true friendship with both Krimo and Mégali, as well as with 

the polite manners he employs when interacting with Krimo’s mother. 
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describes as one of the “perennial” characters in Arabic literature (Badawi 18).84 She is not 

like Taher’s Brigitte, however. Somehow monstrous in comparison to the other female 

characters appearing in the movie, adulterine and childless, Madelaine practices yoga while 

her family struggles to make ends meet. This is almost all we know about her, Kechiche 

“segregating” her and Majid in these marginal roles and making a blatant use of “rhetoric” 

in order to focus fully on the realist treatment of other characters.  

While the family progressively gathers downstairs at Souad’s place, Majid intently 

tries to convince his wife Julia to get ready for the meal. His manners betray the nature of 

a man used to imposing his will and giving orders, an impression soon confirmed by Julia’s 

angry, tearful insults, uttered in response to Majid’s womanizing habits. This initial 

problem within the family is only the preparation for the crescendo of intensity 

characterizing the movie, and will come back towards the movie’s end for its grand finale. 

Julia is eventually convinced by Karima to join the lunch, and, her unfortunate marriage to 

Majid notwithstanding, the family gathering at Souad’s apartment proceeds in harmony. 

Among the various conversations raised at the table, Souad’s remarks on love as ishra, as 

a habitual element of daily life as opposed to passion and romance, contrasts not only with 

Olfa’s adolescent understanding of love and Majid’s lack of love for Julia, but also with 

the thousands of movies and novels that narrate the “ideal” love, whether lost or found. 

Kechiche’s “normalization” of the relationships between France and its Arab community 

makes of the numerous members of this family a positive, enriching entity and institution 

                                                 
84 In L’Esquive Kechiche made this character the female protagonist, Lydia’s problem being that of deciding 

against her will whether or not she wants to be with Krimo. 
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rather than an “oppressive force” against which the subject must react.85  This long 

sequence may strike a nostalgic chord in the French audience, bringing back to French 

cinema the table scenes of Renoir’s movies, when the “demographic deficit” of European 

societies and the progressive reduction in size of the nuclear family were still unknown. 

 

III- The Grande Soirée 

 

Slimane does not attend Souad’s couscous, and the plot reaches its turning point 

when Majid and Riadh, Slimane’s younger son, bring to him at the Hotel of the Orient 

some of the couscous Souad prepared. Kechiche begins here to shift the attention to 

Slimane’s second family, and to Rym’s role as the female protagonist of the movie. Majid 

further establishes his negative role in the narrative when he suggests to his father that he 

should go back to the bled, now that he has left his job. There is “nothing [keeping him] in 

France,” he tells him, and he could use the indemnity he received for the sixteen years of 

work at the port to live in the Maghreb. Majid’s words scandalize Rym, and after they leave 

                                                 
85 This is in contrast to narratives where the individual tries to dissociate from the community, among which 

are Meddeb and Taher’s among numerous others, particularly in the Arab world, where the individual relation 

with respect to the Umma is and has often been considered a “deficient” form of subjectivity. This trope, a 

borderline case between truth and cliché, has occupied both European polemicists and Arab intellectual 

reformers. I think in particular of Adonis’ al-Thābit wa-al-mutaḥawwil, in which he problematizes the 

relationship between the individual and the Umma in terms of a relationship between the “bow and the tree,” 

preoccupied with retrieving, from Arab-Islamic culture, “the responsible human, master of his will.” In this 

phase of his thought, Adonis was critical of “openly Sufi” intellectual positions such as those assumed by 

Meddeb in Phantasia and, as I will show, by Kechiche in both L’Esquive and La Graine et le mulet, on the 

ground that “in Sufism, the will is expression of a higher will, the will of God. So that when the Sufi decides, 

or wants, he submits to a will higher than his own. His will, in other words, is wanted for the sake of being 

extinguished. This is because, in his going outside the Shari’a, he remains ‘servant’ of the master of the 

Shari’a—‘servant of God’” (Adonis 5).  
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she comments that it is Majid who should go back to the bled: “He thinks that France is a 

brothel,” she comments. “He should return to the bled, and make himself forgotten.” 

Criticizing Slimane for not responding negatively to Majid’s suggestion, she also adds that 

Latifa and she are now his family.  

In the next scene begins Slimane’s response to the state of things established in the 

first part of the movie. The entrepreneurial activity Slimane undertakes, neither a return to 

the bled nor a resigned submission to his difficult condition, is meant to transform the 

carcass of an old boat, The Source, into a couscous restaurant. This is the subject of 

Kechiche’s “minor epic,” which progressively involves Slimane’s “two families” and the 

entire community by which he is surrounded: the Umma of which he is going to become 

the hero. 

It is to Rym that Slimane now turns as a daughter, a mediator, and an accomplice in his 

enterprise, and she helps him accomplish the various tasks leading up to the opening of his 

restaurant. The “French” and French law remake their appearance into the movie’s plot: 

together with Rym, Slimane visits the bank, customs, and the vice-mayor of the town. In 

all these visits to the French authorities, Slimane’s natural taciturnity turns into aphasia. 

Kechiche’s cinema is characterized by the presence of powerful female characters, and it 

is in these different meetings that Rym takes the lead, employing her ductile manners, 

drawing on her ability to handle the French “rhetoric” of things, and acting as a positive 

go-between. She is Kechciche’s expression of the ideal “integrated community.” What 

Slimane takes from these encounters with representatives of the bank and of the state, and 

from the questions they raise about his project, is that his dream of having a couscous 
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restaurant on the central Quai de la République is more problematic than he predicted, 

subject to an unpredictable variety of factors. In this part of the movie, an openly racist and 

unwelcoming France might seem excessive. However, Kechiche artfully modulates these 

scenes by presenting the various attitudes displayed by the “French,” focusing on a law 

that is intended to be equal for all but that is expressed differently according to the 

personalities of the representatives of the state. The specificity of the objections each raises, 

whether regarding licenses and permits or the sum of the loan Slimane requests, points to 

the obstacles this hero must confront in pursuit of his dream. This is why Slimane, 

understanding that it is up to him to show his determination to realize the project, decides 

to organize a gala for all those tasked with deciding on its future.  

In a transition that has the Pagnolesque trait of a discussion among aged friends 

sitting outside a bar, the old musicians living at the Hotel of the Orient engage in a 

discussion about Sliman’s project. They make the spectator aware that Latifa is furious 

about Slimane’s decision to make Souad a cook at the restaurant, and they propose to Rym 

that they could serve as musicians for the grande soirée, adding the sarcastic comment that, 

provided it is not a mosque that Slimane intends to open, his restaurant project will surely 

be approved by the municipality. It is because the musicians agree to play at the grande 

soirée without payment, for the mere sake of the success of an enterprise affecting their 

whole community, that Slimane, in his attempt to solve his personal problems, becomes 

the hero of a “nation” beyond his strict family circle. His courageous bet makes him 

somebody who works not only for the projection in the future of his family, but also for 

the future of the whole community of Arab, Muslim, and Maghrebi French citizens living 
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in the city. As the old musician Hamid explains to Rym, otherwise the efforts of their 

generation, “the solitude, the exile, the humiliation,” will have been in vain. 

Despite Slimane’s preparations for the dinner, a handful of events conspires against 

its success and make its outcome no less precarious than was the presence in Europe of 

Taher and Meddeb’s exilic protagonists. Surprisingly or not, on the day of the party the 

boat is brought to its new temporary site, right in front of the Hotel de l’Orient, while 

Souad, Sarah, Lilia, and Julia prepare the couscous for the hundred guests Slimane has 

invited. The first occurrence in the subsequent chain of events results from yet more of  

Majid’s mischief. With Olfa, he takes the couscous to Souad’s place once the guests have 

been accommodated, but upon returning to the boat with the couscous he realizes that 

Madelaine is among Slimane’s guests—by now she has been revealed to be the wife of M. 

Dorner, the vice-mayor—and decides to leave the restaurant for the rest of the evening. 

However, he inadvertently takes with him the grains of couscous that had been left in the 

trunk. After realizing that the grains are missing, Slimane rushes to Souad’s place on his 

scooter in other to have another one made, hoping that the guests will have the patience to 

wait while Lilia advises the rest of the (first) family, serving as waiters, to start “feeding” 

the French with alcohol.86  

Toward the end of the movie, as the plot reaches its crescendo, Slimane’s world 

crumbles. Upon reaching Souad’s apartment, Slimane understands that she is not at home, 

                                                 
86 Another case in which Kechiche employs the couple Lilia-Mario to make one culture talk to the other is 

in this episode, in which Lilia further comments that “French forget their wives” when they drink, adding 

that “[she] knows well what [she] talks about,” probably alluding to Mario’s own drinking, voicing the point 

of view of a community whose religion, law, and orthodoxy positively proscribes drinking and drunkenness. 
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so he goes to the neighboring apartment where Julia lives with Majid in order to enquire 

about her, only to find his daughter-in-law frantically crying. Slimane is worried that 

something has happened to Souad, but Julia tells him that she discovered, while helping 

Souad prepare the couscous, that Souad receives the phone calls from her husband’s lovers 

at her apartment. In this sequence, the most painful of the whole movie, the speechless 

Slimane will soon leave the apartment in order to solve his own problem, already living 

the nightmare of the missing couscous. However, before he leaves, Julia has time to give 

voice to all the bad habits that make Majid a bad husband and to express her sense of 

betrayal as a daughter-in-law—she assumed her marriage would imply  acceptance by her 

husband’s family. Kechiche’s cinema is known for its powerful female characters, who 

give shape to the director’s ideas. In this last sequence, Julia resembles the character of 

Lydia in L’Esquive, isolated by the community to which she would like to belong. Souad, 

who was presented as an inclusive mother during the family lunch, is here characterized 

by her power of excluding. Her collusion in the faults of her son isolates Julia in a foreign 

family. Crying and threatening to leave while holding the whining Hakim on her arms, 

Julia is also reminiscent of Nassera in La Faute à Voltaire, who raises her son Kevin alone 

after his father abandons them. Julia’s sequence introduces the centrality that female 

characters will have in the final part of the movie. Kechiche here presents the attritions 

between the women of the two families and structures between them two opposing models 

of femininity. The first is a family-oriented type modeled on Souad (the mullet of the title, 

now that Majid left with the grains), more traditional in its values, and the other is modeled 

on Latifa as an independent woman, who will provide in extremis the missing grains for 
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Souad’s couscous. Humbled by the turn events have taken since Slimane decided to make 

Souad a cook at his restaurant, she refuses to go to the party, but Rym finally convinces 

her to go, “right in the face” of Souad’s daughters.  

The superposed montage of the movie’s finale brings together, around Slimane’s 

grande soirée, all the movie’s characters. At the party, the French competitors are already 

conspiring against Slimane’s project, discussing how deleterious his restaurant’s entrance 

into the market would be for their business: “Let a wolf in the henhouse . . . ,” says one of 

them. Through their whispering and discussion regarding how to block Slimane’s path to 

the Quai de la République, Kechiche shows the negative correlative of the French 

conformity to a law intended to be equal for all. Not that the banker’s esteem is not sincere: 

before Slimane leaves on his quest for the grains, she makes it public at the table by wishing 

him good luck together with the other French “notables.” Gathering around the table and 

celebrating his success, they perform with a singular toasting, blending wine with an 

inshaAllah, which mediates between the “French” and “Arab” ways of wishing someone a 

good future. Through the discussions of Slimane’s competitors, however, the director 

finally brings forth the bad will of the French to really treat everyone as equal, showing 

that “it is difficult to be named Slimane, to be 60 years old, and desire to find a place in 

Quai de la République in Sète” (Grassin and De Bruyn).  

Although Slimane’s competitors show the worst side of the “French,” who are 

beginning to complain about the belated couscous, and the temporizing strategy of getting 

the guests drunk reaches its limits, Slimane’s problems are not yet over. While leaving the 

building where Souad and Julia live, he realizes that his scooter has been stolen. This is 
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Kechiche’s way of touching on the 2005 banlieue revolts. The scooter, stolen like Mario’s 

bicycle in De Sica’s Bicycle Thief (1956), has been taken by the children of the same HLM 

in which he has been living for years. This theft undermines the very basis of Slimane’s 

endeavor, because the children who stole his scooter have done so only to see him running 

vainly after them in its pursuit. What was at the beginning of the movie a sunny banlieue 

modeled by the director on the maritime space of the Mediterranean, consisting of small 

bridges Slimane could cross, becomes at the end a nocturnal labyrinth, a Daedalic maze he 

will not be able to escape. His falling on the floor at the movie’s ending, exhausted, 

overwhelmed by the size of the HLM walls, casts a dark shadow on the success of his 

enterprise. 

The plot’s development is arrested by the movie’s finale, and each character follows 

his or hers own destiny. Although everything seems to be lost, however, Rym and Latifa 

take it upon themselves to carry out Slimane’s project and save the evening. While Latifa, 

understanding what has happened, runs to the hotel to prepare the missing couscous, in a 

coup de théâtre Rym appears on the stage dressed as a belly dancer before a half-drunk 

audience. The spectacular performance of the musicians, among whom appear the 

percussionist Rabah Khalfa and the nay player Idwar Iskandar, accompanies Rym’s dance 

and make this sequence one of those that embody the marked sensuality that characterizes 

Kechiche’s cinema. The camera focuses on the sweat of the dancer, performs a close-up 

on her belly, and brings to an end the comparisons between “Arab” and “French” women 

grounded on a contrast between “the generous forms of the firsts and the slim silhouettes 

of the seconds” (Green 119). Some viewers might be disturbed by the protracted intensity 
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of Rym’s dance when, transported by rhythms of the music, she gathers around herself the 

old musicians. The director has described this sequence as a form of danse macabre, a 

dance of suffering, a sacrifice Rym makes for Slimane (Delorme 18). Rym’s dance goes 

on for several minutes, and is intended to exalt the sensuality as well as the spirituality of 

Arab dancing. The length and intensity of the dance sequence sublimate and are intended 

to serve as a catharsis for the growing, conflicting elements preceding it. This sacrificial 

dance is exhausting for the dancer, as she tries to keep the audience in the hall to wait for 

the couscous that Latifa is able to bring in the end, while Slimane, in a superposed montage, 

is falling exhausted on the floor. Kechiche’s final allusion to Arabic culture, this time not 

to the Sunna but to Sufism, is made through a portrayal of Rym’s tarab, the ravishment 

and “enchantment” associated with music, causing “enjoyment, reciprocation of emotion 

and communication between the performers and their audiences in Arab music” (Zuhur). 

Assuming different forms in the context of dance and music performance, tarab is 

peculiarly associated with Sufism, and can be related to phenomena such as ecstasy and 

trance, the exaltation of the divine through the senses (Racy 12-14).87 Not unlike 

Flamenco’s duende,88 the “demon of the dance” taking over Rym sublimates the relation 

                                                 
87 In Galtif’s Exils (2004), the director also makes reference to tarab in a way not too dissimilar from the one 

conceived by Kechiche in this movie, though in the context of an “authentic” Sufi gathering in the Maghreb, 

unrelated to the issues of “intermediarity” characterizing La Graine et le mulet.  
88 In Theory and Play of the Duende, lectures given late in his life, Lorca associates Flamenco’s duende with 

Arab music in suggestive terms: “In all Arab music, dance, song or elegy, the arrival of duende is greeted 

with vigorous cries of ‘Allah! Allah!’ so close to the ‘Olé!’ of the bullfight, and who knows whether they are 

not the same? And in all the songs of Southern Spain, the appearance of the duende is followed by sincere 

cries of: ‘Viva Dios!’ deep, human, tender cries of communication with God through the five senses, thanks 

to the duende that shakes the voice and body of the dancer, a real, poetic escape from this world.” Racy’s 

descriptions of tarab in the performing context of a maqama are reminiscent of Lorca’s own description of 

duende. See Racy. 
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between the performer and the audience and between the two sides of Slimane’s family, 

and it is capable of keeping the guests—even those ill disposed towards Slimane’s 

enterprise—clapping their hands to the music’s rhythm until Latifa’s couscous arrives, 

ready to join Souad’s mullet sauce. This long sequence, placed at the end of the movie, 

sublimates the variety of conflicting cases Kechiche has employed to bring together the 

“French” and “Arabic” languages, protocols, and “laws.” As in Meddeb’s work, Sufism is 

conceived in this movie as a blend of sensuality, beauty, and spirituality. It appears at the 

end of the movie, as in the finale of L’Esquive, where children perform Attar’s The 

Conference of the Birds after a similar crescendo of violence, as the remedy the director 

proposes for the various tensions created around the French inconveniences of Sunna. 

  

IV- Conclusions 

 

In La Graine et le mulet Kechiche makes “Mediterranean” a French narrative 

conceived on a “bilingual” thought between Arabic and French. Adapting the space of the 

banlieue to the sea, focusing on the intimacy of intermediary cases that allow him to 

entertain a dialogue between these two languages and protocols of understanding, the 

director makes this movie not only “French,” but also inextricably “Arab” and 

“Mediterranean.”  

By showing how the director’s modesty allows him to present, through the sunna 

as a simple practice of everyday life, a number of cases in which the Sunna as orthodoxy 

produces attrition with the manners and laws of the “French,” I have demonstrated how the 
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director’s style ties together in a single reality the French and Arabic “laws” and habits. 

Issues of gender and religion are addressed through a series of ostensibly secondary 

allusions, in a movie that aims to show how the life of Slimane’s family is like that of any 

other “French” family. Rather than by capitalizing on a rhetoric of “scandal” in relation to 

the differences between these laws and protocols, the director performs his sutures between 

codes and audiences by producing uncanny effects. As opposed to Madelaine and Majid, 

who can be read bilingually as clichéd characters, Souad and Slimane as well as Latifa and 

Rym are given a psychological depth with which the movie’s bilingual audience, whether 

on the north or south side of the Mediterranean, can identify. Such is also the case for 

secondary characters like the couple Lilia and Mario, whom the director employs to 

emphasize the intermediarity between Arabic and French informing the movie’s poetics. 

Appearing in the composition of Slimane’s family, in his experience of unemployment, 

and in the conflicts between the two sides of his family, the narrative created by the director 

is a beautiful dress tailored on a bilingually conceived reality. His modesty makes “endure 

without tearing” the return to the real from an ideal of normal cohabitation within France, 

between European and Arab societies. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

AS WHEN A TROOP OF JOLLY SAILORS ROW: THE WISHED SHORE IN ABDELMALEK 

SMARI’S FIAMME IN PARADISO AND VITTORIO DE SETA’S LETTERE DAL SAHARA 

 

 

   As when a troop of jolly sailors row 

   Some new-found land and country to descry, 

   Through dangerous seas and under stars unknowe, 

   Thrall to the faithless waves, and trothless sky, 

   If once the wished shore begun to show, 

   They all salute it with a joyful cry, 

   And each to other show the land in haste, 

   Forgetting quite their pains and perils past. 

 

 Torquato Tasso, La Gerusalemme Liberata, III, 4 

 

  

I- Introduction 

 

In the pious epic Jerusalem Delivered (1575), Tasso describes the marching troops 

of the hero, Godfrey of Bouillon, at the moment they see Jerusalem. Tasso’s crusaders have 

endured the pains of travel under “unknowe stars.” Theirs has been a long march from 

Europe, and the troops are for the poet like a group of jolly sailors at the moment they reach 

the “wished shore.” In the classic translation made by Edward Fairfax in 1600, the land is 

“new-found,” whereas Tasso himself describes it as an estraneo lito, a foreign shore. Like 

the Arabic gharīb, estraneo has the meaning of extraneous, different, strange. Gharīb 

establishes a peculiar semantic relation with gharb, the West, and ghurba, estrangement, 

emigration, expatriation, exile, absence from one’s land. Unlike gharīb, estraneo can mean 

“another” but also simply “other”: not only strange and stranger but just “unknown.” Tasso 

employs another expression to underscore the “not knowing” of his jolly sailors. “Unknowe 
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stars” translates ignoto polo, an unknown pole, a reference to celestial coordinates for 

navigators. Fairfax follows Tasso’s thought by translating estraneo lido as “new-found 

land” and polo as “stars,” because both were thinking of Columbus’ enterprise. If he had 

translated estraneo lido as gharīb, he would have translated “another land,” or similarly a 

land of which one already had experience, perhaps strange and foreign but not “new-

found.” These travelers know where they are going, but they have never been there. On the 

one hand, they know towards which land they are going, but on the other, they don’t know, 

because they have never had experience of this land.  

The second part of the stanza moves from the situational description of this group 

of sailors to a description of what happens in that brief moment when land appears. Tasso 

describes their joy and relief. When land finally comes into sight, the sailors “all salute” it 

with a joyful cry. Each sailor shows to the other this land “known and unknown,” “in 

haste.” The land, this very land, has come into sight, and they have all seen it. Therefore 

they do not need to tell each other that the land is there, but their gesturing to each other 

provides confirmation that this is no mirage, no subjective delusion: it is real land. This 

gesturing only increases their joy and relief, and in gesturing to the land they all forget the 

“pains and perils” of their dangerous journey. Their gesturing is reciprocal. Their reaction 

to that instant in which land comes into sight is spontaneous, sudden, and uniform, perfectly 

translating a shared language that has no need for clarification or further specification. The 

joy and relief from which their gesturing springs are the same for all of them, as are the 

effects of the gesturing. As they gesture they forget the pain of the journey; after the land 

is seen, the pain is consigned to the past.  
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In the previous chapters I have shown that, in different ways, the works of the 

authors and filmmakers included in this corpus harbor an otherness on the other “shore” of 

the sea, and open routes of meaning between languages, an interiorized difference that 

keeps them from being read in a monolingual manner. In this chapter I compare a literary 

and a cinematic work belonging to a national genre, that of Italian migration narratives, to 

discuss issues of comparison and translation, knowing and not knowing. Works known as 

“Italian narratives of migration” are the stories of Italian migrants from within Italy 

crossing mountains, oceans, and seas, composed between the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. The genre to which I refer, “Italian migration narratives,” addresses the present-

day migration of nonnative Italians toward Italy. Abdelmalek Smari’s Fiamme in Paradiso 

(2000) and Vittorio de Seta’s Lettere dal Sahara (2006), examples of this genre, are stories 

about “migrants” journeying in Italy. In this chapter, I compare the two experiences of 

migration presented in these two narratives, arguing that Karim and Assane, the 

protagonists, respectively, of Smari and De Seta’s works, have been looking for the same 

land as have Tasso’s jolly sailors. Smari’s novel Fiamme in Paradiso and De Seta’s movie 

Lettere dal Sahara are “migrant narratives” told through different but related media. I 

employ the categories informing the human notion of the Mediterranean as a compass to 

guide me across the “faithless waves” and under the “trothless sky” of comparison. I focus 

on the “Italian convergence” between the two, employing Westphal’s geocritical approach, 

attentive to space and “destined to inform a discourse on the author, ultimate object of all 

the attention” (Westphal 183). Smari’s and De Seta’s presentation of Italy is the point of 

departure for my comparative study of how they stage the relationship between Italy and 
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“elsewhere.” I apply the categories informing the human Mediterranean—Italian, Arabic, 

Algerian, Senegalese, French, North, South, Christian, and Islamic—to Smari and De Seta, 

to their works, to migration, and to literature and cinema. I investigate not only the 

protagonists’ displacements across countries, but also those of Smari and De Seta 

themselves. The relevance of this methodological approach lies in the condition between 

“knowing and not knowing” experienced by Tasso’s jolly sailors. Smari’s writing is 

autobiographical; his journey from Algeria toward an elsewhere in writing a migrant 

narrative is an experience he personally lived. In De Seta’s movie, by contrast, the director 

journeys toward an elsewhere by deciding to treat a subject that, in a sense, is not his. 

Whereas the director is Italian, the protagonist of Lettere dal Sahara is a Senegalese 

migrant.  

Developed between the early 1990s and early 2000s, migration literature has 

accompanied the migratory movement from the Global South to Europe. This movement 

of people, which has gradually changed Italian demography and cityscapes over the last 

two decades, has brought new challenges to Italian society, which used to think of itself as 

a society of emigration rather than of immigration. Mostly written by “first-generation 

migrants,” the early writers of this genre had a partial knowledge of Italian prior to their 

arrival to Italy. In the early stages of this literature, a limited group of works such as 

Khouma’s Io, Venditore di Elefanti (1990), Methnani’s Immigrato (1990) and Bouchane’s 

Chiamatemi Alì (1990), among a few others, contributed to the shaping and popularizing 

of the narrative genre. The tropes and literary episodes of some of these novels—the 

migrant protagonist’s arrival in Italy and encountering of difficulties in Italian society, 
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racism, labor exploitation, and linguistic and religious differences—defined the subject of 

the new migration literature. These works were mostly autobiographical, and they staged 

experiences similar to those of real immigrants in Italy because these experiences were 

shared by the writers themselves.  

Fiamme in Paradiso shares certain traits with these early works. An 

autobiographical novel published in 2000, the narrative had a long gestation and refers 

back to 1990, the same year in which these other novels are set. It also shares with them 

the presence, in the editorial process, of what critics have called a “coauthor.” Unlike the 

majority of literary migrant narratives, these early works were published by midsize or 

well-known Italian publishing houses. Amidst the heated media debates in Italian public 

discourse around the question of immigration, publishing houses such as Garzanti, De 

Agostini, Giunti, and Rusconi believed they could meet the interest of the public by 

publishing firsthand accounts of migrant writers. As Combierati explains, this interest was 

mostly limited to producing authentic testimonies or diaries, the “medium to let Italians 

know about unknown aspects of their society” (Combierati 54). Rarely have these authors 

published their second works with the same publishing house, turning instead to smaller 

presses and cultural associations. 

The major publishing houses interested in the literary debuts of these writers had to 

confront linguistic difficulties, as it was a challenge for these writers to publish in a 

language with which they had limited familiarity. The solution was to partner them with 

an Italian “editor.” Usually referred to as coauthors, these editors’ names rarely appear in 

the titles of the novels. The term coauthor denotes the Italian journalists or writers who, 
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“under the dress of the editor,” could collaborate with these authors on the passage from 

the original to the final version of the text. In particular, the standardized Italian employed 

in these novels made evident the important interventions of such editors and the 

problematic role they played in the production of these works (Combierati 53-54; Di Maio 

92-93). Smari’s Fiamme in Paradiso was published by Sellerio, a midsize press known for 

publishing the works of established writers such as Sciascia, Lucarelli, and Consolo. Smari 

worked with an editor proposed by Sellerio, and his novel underwent an editorial process 

similar to that of other early works. Like them, Fiamme in Paradiso belongs to a genre that 

gives voice to the “foreign other” who suddenly appeared in Italian society, denouncing 

the precarious life conditions of migrants in Italy.  

Migration literature sparked a debate in Italian academia as animated as the one 

sparked by migration in Italian society as a whole. Italian scholars have been an organic 

part of the development of this literary field. Inspired by the Glissantian “poetics of 

relation,” in works such as Nuovo Planetario Italiano (2006) and Nuovo Immaginario 

Italiano (2009), Gnisci and his school have claimed that these works have a rightful place 

in Italian literature, celebrating Italy’s newly discovered multiculturalism. This enthusiasm 

has reflected the scholars’ commitment to give voice to what was rapidly becoming a social 

class within Italian society. Predictably, the literary debate on the belonging of these works 

to “Italian literature” echoes questions raised in the public debate over whether or not these 

individuals belong to Italian society. Thinking of “Italian literature” as a canon, critics such 

as Asor Rosa have been more prudent about giving these narratives an unqualified place in 

the Italian literary tradition, whereas critics like Parati and Sinopoli have found a middle 
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ground by reading these works based on their thematic relevance (Fracassa 137-151). The 

questions raised by this debate foreground the polysemy of terms such as Italian and 

literature. Who is Italian? What is real literature? The interactions of the migrant writers 

with their editors have been understood problematically as deviations, to a certain extent, 

of these authors’ subjectivities. In the first part of this chapter, I compare the current version 

of Smari’s novel with the contents of a “first part” of the original manuscript provided to 

me by the author, to bring to light the nature of the exchange between Smari and Sellerio’s 

editor. 

In contrast to Fiamme in Paradiso’s editorial turbulence, Lettere dal Sahara is a 

loyal preservation of the narrative structure from script to finished movie. As the figure of 

the immigrato became increasingly familiar to Italians, “Italian” filmmakers also began to 

narrate, in different ways, this new wave of migration into Italy (Parati 104-141; Bouchard 

and Ferme). From Placido’s Pummarò (1990) and Amelio’s Lamerica (1994) to Crialese’s 

Terraferma (2011), Italian cinema soon responded to migration, and De Seta’s Lettere dal 

Sahara (2006) is one of the movies devoted to this subject. As opposed to Smari’s Fiamme 

in Paradiso, the first autobiographical work of an Algerian-Italian migrant writer, De 

Seta’s movie is the last work of an established Italian director. Although De Seta has always 

been, as Mancini puts it, “at the margins of the Italian cinema, audience, and production 

system” (Cuccia), his long career has been highlighted by several successes. The ten 

documentaries he shot in Sicily, Sardinia, and Calabria between 1955 and 1959, mostly 

self-produced, were praised by critics for their narrative traits, the use of color, and the 

exclusion of the narrator’s voice-over. Documentaries such as Lu tempu de li pisci spade, 
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Surfarara, Pasqua in Sicilia, Contadini del Mare, Parabola d’Oro, Pescherecci, Pastori a 

Orgosolo, and I Dimenticati portray the disappearing subaltern classes, such as fishermen, 

shepherds, and sulfur-mine workers, in Southern Italy during the rapid modernization of 

the 1950s. His first feature film, Banditi a Orgosolo (Bandits of Orgosolo, 1961), during 

the same period, placed De Seta among the group of directors, from Pasolini and Rosi to 

Pontecorvo, who renewed the Italian neorealist movement of the 1960s. His television 

series Diario di un Maestro (Diary of a Schoolmaster, 1973) received both critical and 

popular acclaim. Lettere dal Sahara is the director’s return to filmmaking after a fourteen-

year silence (Rais 271-275; Gauthier 268). This movie also had a long gestation, because 

it took the director six years to transform the script, which was completed in 1998. As 

opposed to Smari’s novel, Lettere dal Sahara is not an autobiographical narrative. De Seta, 

born to a Sicilian aristocratic family, portrays in this movie the travel of a migrant from 

Senegal to Italy and back, employing a documentary-fictional style that harmonizes a 

rigorous documentation of the real with the narrative necessities of a plot. Lettere dal 

Sahara is a “docufiction,” positioned at that “uncertain moment” where the frontiers 

between documentary and fiction are trespassed (Gauthier 183). In this chapter I compare 

De Seta’s original script with the movie in order to investigate the stylistics of his Italian 

migrant narrative. The movie received the support of the Italian Ministry of Arts and 

Cultural Activities and that of the cities of Turin and Florence. It involved Italian 

multicultural artistic projects such as the Banda di Piazza Vittorio, conceived by Mario 
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Tronco as a multiethnic orchestra,89 and Italian-Senegalese associations in both countries. 

De Seta’s movie was released six years after Fiamme in Paradiso, and it includes some of 

the same types of episodes narrated in the migrant novels already circulating among the 

Italian public. A comparison between these two works is also a comparison between two 

ways of portraying the real and the authentic, the known and the not known. Whereas 

Smari’s fiction is autobiographical, De Seta’s is documentary. Both kinds of fiction can be 

considered genres in their own right. They demand a truthful personal account, or 

documentation, from the author or the filmmaker, but from two different perspectives. The 

first presumes the point of view of an insider, the second that of an outsider. Both genres 

are ultimately fictional, and I compare both the stylistic aspects of the narratives and the 

biographical elements that inform them.  

In the first part of the chapter I compare Smari’s narrative with Methnani’s and 

Bouchane’s, two “Maghrebi” novels published in the early years of Italian migration 

literature. Despite the substantial resemblance of certain episodes in these three novels, 

Smari’s poetics diverge from those of Methnani and Bouchane in the way in which the 

subject is approached. I then present the introductory part of Fiamme in Paradiso, omitted 

by the printed version of the book, in which Smari presents the protagonist’s departure 

from Algeria. To clarify the nature of the relationship between the author and the editor of 

                                                 
89 The name of the Orchestra di Piazza Vittorio, like Lakhous’ Scontro di Civiltà, is an homage to one of 

the most popular squares of Rome, connected in the Italian cinematic imaginary to the square of De Sica’s 

Ladri di Biciclette (Bycicle Thief, 1948). The Orchestra is a multiethnic quarter, born from the initiative of 

Mario Tronco; its ensemble blends Italian and migrant musicians. It is the subject of the documentary 

L’Orchestra di Piazza Vittorio (2006). 
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this novel, I discuss the first part of Fiamme in Paradiso, which consists of the 

protagonist’s preparations to leave Algeria. 

In the second part of the chapter, I compare the parts of these narratives that take 

place in Italy. I present Karim and Assane’s travels as “latitudinal climbings” across the 

Italian peninsula, comparing their portrayal of the country and their trauma of 

uprootedness, estrangement, and ghurba. I read these works as narratives directed toward 

a “north” materializing in the cities of Milan and Turin, which are presented with similar 

connotations.  

In the third part of the chapter, I complete my reading of De Seta’s Lettere dal 

Sahara, in which the protagonist, after traumatic events occur in Italy, returns to Senegal. 

I discuss the contrast staged by De Seta between the Italian “north” and the Senegalese 

“south,” comparing it with Smari’s Algeria and with the Italian south of De Seta’s 

documentaries of the late 1950s, to investigate the degree to which different souths across 

two different “poles” of the Mediterranean region are comparable. 

 

II- A Night in Constantine  

 

Methnani’s Immigrato (1990) and Bouchane’s Chiamatemi Alì (1990) are novels 

from the Maghreb published ten years before Fiamme in Paradiso. These three works were 

all written with the help of an Italian coauthor, and some of the episodes narrated in them 

are very much alike. They tell of a young protagonist reaching Italy and visiting several 

cities, living a clandestine life, and sharing with other characters, mostly Maghrebi like 
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them, the hardships and pains of this life. They resemble each other stylistically as well. 

Autobiographical and fictional, these novels give voice to the migrants coming to Italy 

through the authentic experience of the author. Their style is that of the diary, the cahier 

intime. They are all yawmiyāt, the Arabic narrative genre that recounts the daily 

vicissitudes of an individual.  

What distinguishes Smari’s novel from Methnani’s and Bouchane’s is the stronger 

trace of the diaristic origins of the text. Both Bouchane’s and Methnani’s poetics are 

reminiscent of Mohammed Shukri’s al-Khubz al-ḥāfī (For Bread Alone, 1973), in which 

the autobiographical element is associated with the protagonist’s adventures in violence, 

drugs, crime, and prostitution. Whether because truthful or extreme, al-Khubz al-ḥāfī 

created a model of describing the protagonist’s hardships that appears in Bouchane and 

Methani’s journeys at the margins of Italian society. Both of these novels reconfigure 

Italian geography by giving voice to people and spaces at the periphery of cities like Rome, 

Napoli, and Milan—people excluded from the national debate over their presence. The 

crude details appearing in these novels are sometimes accompanied by a certain 

complacency reminiscent of the romantic “mud” of nineteenth-century realism. Together 

with the valuable aspects of the autobiographical experience, Methnani’s episode at 

Sandro’s house, mixing eroticism, theft, and exploitation, also involves a certain 

voyeurism, always a risk in such poetics of representation. In these works, the Italian public 

is addressed as the first reader. In Smari’s text, by contrast, the themes addressed by 

Bouchane and Methnani are treated in a different light. Through the adventures of his 

protagonist, Smari attempts to make sense of the world surrounding him. Karim’s 
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adventures do not come entirely prepackaged for the Italian reader. They are, at an earlier 

stage, the product of a writer who writes for himself and not for the public. Although the 

episodes are similar and portray the degradation and misery known in Italy by the 

protagonist, these two earlier novels do not express the same fears and concerns discussed 

by Smari’s protagonist. A comparison between Fiamme in Paradiso’s published text and 

the text of its omitted first part can shed light on this difference. 

Originally, Fiamme in Paradiso included a first part narrating the protagonist’s life 

in Algeria and his decision to leave Algeria for Italy. It was meant by the author to cover 

the first third of the novel and to consist of some eighty pages. The copy is dated March 

1995, five years before the novel was published. This Italian version of the manuscript is 

itself an intermediary copy. The story of this novel’s manuscript carries the trace of Smari’s 

own progress in learning Italian in Italy, especially through the Milanese cultural 

association La Tenda, founded by Raffaele Taddeo. The author wrote the original version 

in Arabic and then translated it into Italian before finally digitizing it. My study of the 

editor’s intervention, based on a comparison between the printed version of the novel and 

the digitized format of its first part, is thus grounded on a comparison between two different 

beginnings of the novel. From this perspective, the editor’s interventions into the original 

text reveal an overall “honest” attempt to bring the language of the original into a standard 

version of Italian. The manuscript’s language reveals the author’s learning process and his 

effort to “go toward” the Italian language by translating from Arabic and French. In cases 

in which the author’s lack of familiarity with Italian leads to mistakes in word choice (for 

instance, sacco for zaino), the editor has intervened. The prose itself has been polished, 
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and the convoluted syntactic constructions of the original have been simplified. The printed 

text of the novel seems to represent a relatively straightforward editorial attempt to adapt 

Smari’s language for an Italian audience. 

The more significant changes introduced by the editor are to be found in the 

narrative of the text, in its timing. Probably to reduce the number of pages, the editor has 

cut Smari’s first part, which is set entirely in Algeria and describes the protagonist’s 

decision to leave the country. The essence of the first part’s content, its most important 

episodes, are brought into the printed version in two ways. The first consists of a sort of 

summary of the entire first part, covering the first twenty pages of the printed novel, when 

Karim is in Algeria. The second involves the placement of a few other remaining episodes 

of Smari’s first part in other parts of the novel. This is the case with Dauia’s funeral, which 

appears in the first half of the printed novel, when the protagonist is already in Milan. In 

these cases, rather than narrating events in the present, the protagonist recounts the episodes 

in Milan as memories of his past in Constantine. 

Sellerio’s intervention into the original structure of the novel essentially consists of 

reducing the contents of the first part from eighty to twenty pages, which appear at the 

beginning of the printed version. In this way, the majority of the Algerian episodes take 

place during the protagonist’s departure, although the dates of Karim’s two entries are 

separated by a year. In the original version, the protagonist gradually resolves to leave 

Algeria and has an “ordinary” life. In a sense, the intervention in the manuscript seems to 

be an honest transmission: the original content has been reduced and what had to be saved 

has been saved. The printed version of Fiamme in Paradiso can be read without this first 
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part. All of Karim’s important characteristics and most of the relevant episodes included 

in the first part appear in the printed version.  

In another sense, however, Karim has been “made migrant” and denied the time to 

think through his decision to leave. Had the first part been included in the novel, the reader 

would understand better that Karim’s “estrangement,” his ghurba, experienced in Italy, 

was first felt in Algeria, and that Fiamme in Paradiso is, more than it seems, a narrative of 

the Algerian Civil War (1991-2002). This aspect of Smari’s novel appears in the printed 

version. What the reader does not see is the concomitant development of Karim’s ghurba 

and the advent of the Civil War while Karim is still in Algeria. By emphasizing Karim’s 

arrival rather than his departure, Karim has in a sense been dragged to Italy and thrown 

into an Italian ghurba. I have discussed the theme of ghurba, estrangement, as it appears 

in Meddeb’s novel. In Smari, ghurba is first a performance, a well-known discipline of 

endurance that the hero must experience through the “Western exile,” to prove his strength, 

to improve his condition, and to resist adversity (El-Ariss 13). Once put in Algeria, Karim 

knows and does not know Italy. In Algeria, Karim ponders a variety of possibilities. He 

decides to go to Italy for a few years and then move to France. Perhaps he will marry an 

Italian, perhaps the not-so-loved Amel. He will get money. He will continue his studies. 

He will work as a journalist. All these possibilities are scrutinized with certainty by the 

protagonist as he makes his plan, although at times they contradict one another. To Karim, 

marrying Amel, an Italian woman, and leaving for Italy mean reaching “paradise,” a place 

where there is “abundance,” where all can be realized, and where the expression “I am 

sorry, it’s over” does not exist (Fiamme 12). Algeria, by contrast, is a place of scarcity the 
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protagonist wants to escape. His description of his room in his father’s house summarizes 

the narrator’s material condition in Constantine: 

 

The room in which he slept was alone, apart from the other two rooms that his 

parents shared with the rest of his many brothers. . . . Until recently, there wasn’t 

electricity. But as soon as he had found a job, and started to receive his salary, he 

thought to renew and restore that old room risking to fall. . . . How many times did 

he think of buying a wooden bed and a new bookshelf, but when he counted he 

realized that he would have spent all the modest sum he earned. (8-9) 

 

As he makes the decision to leave, the protagonist gives a portrait of the city where 

he lives, and the Algerian space Smari reconstructs around Karim is, effectively, a space 

of isolation. The Constantine he describes is not the beautiful city surrounded by bridges, 

the 2015 Arab Capital of Culture located at the margins of the Kabilian region, the 

northeastern part of the country. There is no mention, in the novel, to the nearby cities of 

Annaba, Biskra, Béjaïa, or Tizi Ouzou. When Karim looks at himself in the mirror, he finds 

that he looks more like a German, but does not think of the Berber identity of the region. 

As opposed to Gramsci’s “organic intellectual,” Smari’s Karim is a “disconnected 

intellectual.” He obtained a degree from a national university, but his degree has no value. 

Nobody envies his education or respects or offers social recognition of its value, except for 

his close community of friends. At one point, he sees on TV the public humiliation of a Dr. 

R’Kibi, a known man of culture, by a simple policeman. He obsessively keeps himself 
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abreast of the news as the Civil War looms on the horizon. He describes how the 

competition between the state and the Islamic Front progressively reduces the freedoms of 

Algerians by parallel impositions of prohibitions. Karim can read only the Algerian press, 

now that foreign newspapers have been interdicted. His friend Rabah, the fruit seller, 

describes the establishment of an Islamic State as an imminent: 

 

- I have heard that when there will be the Islamic State this type of perversion 

will be fought and eradicated. And if the subjects with an inclination [to 

homosexuality] had to resist, they will be burnt. 

- But where is the Islamic State? I did not come here to talk about this. (47) 

 

Smari’s apocalyptic beginning, which Taddeo (26-30) compares with the original, 

closely resembles that of Barakat’s ‘Awdat al-Ṭa‘ir ila al-Baḥr (Days of Dust, 1969), a 

popular Lebanese novel of catastrophe devoted to the Six-Day War (1967). In this Algerian 

context begin Karim’s reflections on peace, which convey his desire for social harmony. 

In its absence, the protagonist dreams of a place like Italy, a country he knows not in 

actuality but only in his reveries. Karim’s thoughts are elsewhere, and his isolation gives 

him time to imagine himself in Italy, to start loving its language, its culture. As the 

chronicle of the days describes the events of a society on the verge of collapse, he reads 

the Arab classics. In this first part of the novel, Karim is surrounded by his family. “His 

father,” he says, “believed and still believes that all the medical sciences are contained in 

the book of al-Suyuti, and all the truths are contained in religious books, especially the 
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Qur’an” (12). In contrast to Bouchane and Methnani, Smari’s ambience is imbued with the 

religious. In this context Karim assumes the persona of the “modernizing Arab intellectual” 

similarly to Meddeb and Taher, and he engages in discussions of medicine, politics, and 

religion as a learned man. He knows that in the “modern” world he will “breathe the air of 

democracy,” whereas the series of assassinated Algerian presidents seems to him “a 

tragedy of the European middle ages” (75). 

Karim describes this small community, and he is in a sense connected with its social 

practices, as when he attends the funeral of Dauia, a young man who died in the 

neighborhood, or portrays a folkloristic subject such as Geha the “fool” and his proverbial 

masculinity (rajla). What is perhaps most lacking in the printed version of the novel is the 

ambience, toward the end of the first part, created by the author around Karim’s 

determination to succeed in his enterprise. On this night, wearing his leather jacket, he 

walks next to the river under the moonlight. He walks silently, to avoid disturbing the 

singing birds and the nightingale. Observing the moon, he anticipates, “I will see the next 

moon only in Italy.” He then decides: 

 

First of all, I have to pass the frontiers, then settle in Italy. For this, I am ready to 

make a deal, even with the devil, I would drink wine, and sleep with the prostitutes, 

if needed. I would even stop to pray, I will eat pork’s meat, I would endure hunger, 

cold, and strain. I would even accept different humiliations, in order not to come 

back empty-handed, not to fail. The French mishap must not repeat, nor the 

people’s slur. (47) 
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In this episode Karim decides to leave and journey toward paradise. This scene, 

mixing the autobiographical with the purely literary, embellished by the atmosphere 

surrounding the protagonist, is a vivid example of the performative nature of ghurba, as 

lived by Karim. These are the effects of the ghurba on Karim while he is still in Algeria, 

as he conceives his paradise at the moment in which “he does and does not know Italy.” 

After the protagonist arrives in Italy, the ghurba comes to be experienced as a factual 

strangeness in the foreign country, which makes the Italian country “extraneous,” different 

and strange, but not unknown, not anymore. 

   

III- The Italian Convergence 

 

In a sense, both De Seta and Smari’s narratives—with the exclusion of the first 

twenty pages of Fiamme in Paradiso—begin with the arrival of the protagonist in Italy. 

Smari’s Karim arrives as a tourist by airplane in the early 1990s. He leaves Algeria and 

arrives in Rome, and then he takes the train to meet his friend Mahdi in Milan. Two weeks 

later, he begins his life as a clandestine. De Seta’s Assane arrives by boat. He lands on the 

small island of Lampedusa, about a hundred kilometers from the Tunisian shores, and he 

is immediately interrogated by the police. He is able to avoid expulsion by escaping while 

being transferred from one identification center to another, and so he begins his travel 

toward the north. Assane first stops in the southern Italian town of Villa Literno, near 

Naples, where he is hosted by his cousin Makhtar. He then leaves for Florence, where he 
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is hosted by his cousin Slimata, and finally reaches Turin. Karim regrets not having 

relatives in Europe at the ready to help him, and relies instead on his friend Mahdi, who 

encourages Karim to reach him in Milan.  

At the beginning of the narratives, similar contrasts appear in the poetic gestures 

Smari and De Seta make to the elsewhere as their characters pass among Italian 

monuments. While Karim looks at the dome of Milan, he thinks of Saint Augustine, who, 

like him, moved to this city, and describes him as “the first Algerian immigrant” in Milan 

(45). As Assane walks through the fields of Agrigento, hiding from the police, De Seta 

juxtaposes him with a Greek temple he walks by, creating a poetic contrast between the 

protagonist and the land of arrival. 

The “Italian phase” of both protagonists’ travels develops in parallel, as they move 

toward similar yet unequal destinations, Milan and Turin, at the two uppermost corners of 

Italy’s “industrial triangle.” In these cities, Karim and Assane experience estrangement, 

uprootedness, ghurba, a characteristic theme of the genre that is central to both narratives. 

Smari’s is a novel of disillusionment: Karim never reaches the Italian paradise he is looking 

for. But De Seta’s Assane reaches the paradise dreamed of by Karim. In the city of Turin, 

Assane achieves all that Karim wants yet fails to achieve. Whereas Karim dies alone, 

without finding stability, Assane soon finds both a job—a way to normalize his presence 

in Italy—and Italian friends. In both narratives, the journey to Italy ends in violence; a 

bomb explosion kills Karim, and a racist assault leads to Assane’s decision to return to 

Senegal. 
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In Milan, Karim soon joins the diasporic community of undocumented Algerians 

living in the city, who are Muslim like him, mostly Maghrebis and Egyptians. Karim 

expected to sleep in Mahdi’s “red villa,” but he is immediately sent to sleep at the dormitory 

in Via Sammartini, run by the Christian charity Caritas. Gradually, he realizes the red villa 

is nothing but an old abandoned car, where he resigns to sleep for a while. Gaining an 

acquaintance with the city’s charity institutions, Karim also goes to the Islamic Institute in 

Viale Jenner. In Karim’s new community there are two groups of people. The first consists 

of clandestine characters like him: “those of the gorba.” They try to make ends meet with 

odd jobs like distributing flyers, like Mahdi, or by participating in a semicriminal life. The 

second group is the conservative Muslim community around the Islamic Institute in Viale 

Jenner. Upon his arrival, Karim explores the city with Mahdi, and he is soon brought to the 

Islamic Institute, in the northern part of the city, which has a peculiar place in the recent 

Milanese history of migration. Milan, in fact, is a big city without a mosque, after decades 

of debate and the strong opposition of the Northern League political party. The Islamic 

Institute has been, during this time, among the reference points for the growing Muslim 

population in the city. It includes a regular mosque, a butchery, and a small restaurant, and 

is run by conservative Egyptians. 

Despite Karim’s determination to endure all sorts of corruptions, his arrival in Italy 

is shocking. The encounter with the paradise he imagined is soon replaced by fear of 

contamination, as when he wonders whether the food he received on the airplane contains 

pork. As he goes toward what he does not know, he applies the mental framework he 

developed in Algeria. In this regard, Fiamme in Paradiso is not only a narrative of 
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migration, but also one of the Algerian Civil War. Karim’s and Mahdi’s ghurba is a 

discipline projected onto Italy, its space and its society, known by the direct and collective 

experience of hardships, humiliations, and opportunities. These experiences are, in their 

turn, filtered by the mentality these characters bring with them from Algeria. They 

experience the trauma of a difficult encounter with gharb, the West, in Smari’s novel, 

which is filtered through the distortions of a mentality in conflict. Karim now experiences 

Italy, ready to reach his paradise, but he is shocked by the dormitory run by a Christian 

charity: “For a Muslim, he felt inside him, to spend the night in a church is a great shame! 

This is a terrible proof, he told himself, he had to endure it in order to arrive to a life of 

dignity” (Fiamme 40). In Fiamme in Paradiso, Karim never reaches his paradise because 

he remains engulfed in the logics of the small community surrounding him. As he begins 

to distribute flyers and interact with Italians, he gradually carves out a small place for 

himself, but he dies before realizing the migrant dream of a normalized existence in Italy, 

which is for him an encounter with modernity, democracy, and “Western” values. His 

travel from Algeria to Italy takes him from one form of isolation to another.  

Surrounded by his diasporic community, Karim finds in Milan what he already 

knew in Constantine, and he never has a chance to familiarize himself with a difference 

that is simply “other.” In the medical conversation he has with Mahdi and others at the 

Institute regarding “whether or not eating pork causes varicosities” among Italians, Karim 

plays the role of a modern Averroes. When they all tell him that eating pork is disgusting, 

that pork is putrid and dirty, that it contains “microbes,” Karim responds that their 

arguments are unscientific and do not reflect anything but the religious interdiction. These 
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conversations show the isolation of the protagonist within an isolated community, whereas 

his dream was that of meeting the “modern” paradise he dreamt of. In his interaction with 

the “good Muslims” in Viale Jenner, Karim occupies the position of a disconnected but 

real intellectual, who carries with him the challenge of Islamism as an interiorized social 

practice. When he expresses a preference for the funeral rite of the “bearded men” over the 

traditional rite, which take place in turn on Daouia’s body, Karim tries to make room for 

unreconciled, conflicting interpretations of religion. Smari conveys, through Karim’s 

disputes with other characters, the undefined mentality of a group engulfed in matching the 

“sunna” and the Sunna. Because he does not read religious books and does not conform to 

their law, there is a suffering irony when he calls those who send him away from the 

mosque “good Muslims.” They never return to him the books of French literature he left 

in their custody. As he begins an evening Italian class, he thinks back to what happened at 

the mosque: “They repeat always the same things, the same he had left in Algeria. And 

now he found them back here” (Fiamme 107).  

Assane’s travel to Italy is more adventurous than Karim’s, and it traces, like others 

works in this genre, an itinerary through Italy. Like Allouache’s Harragas, Lettere dal 

Sahara begins with a superscript introducing it as a movie devoted to migration. Here the 

superscript is preceded by a sequence of still shots emphasizing the dangers of the 

Mediterranean crossing and expressing “an epic vision of countless migrants making their 

arduous journey to Italy by land and sea” (O’Haley 11). The superscript frames De Seta’s 

treatment of the subject: 
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To escape famine, calamities, wars, hunger, millions of men of different language, 

religion, culture, emigrate from poor to rich countries. All of this causes discomfort, 

uprootedness, discrimination, but sometimes also dialogue, hope. 

 

After escaping the police, Assane is soon able to reach his cousin Makhtar in Villa 

Literno, an agricultural center in the southern province of Caserta, not far from Naples. 

Here Assane works on a breeding farm during the lettuce harvest. We observe Assane’s 

activities without knowing exactly why they are being performed. Assane is silent, a 

taciturn hero like Kechiche’s Slimane, and the spectator does not know what he thinks or 

what he wants.  

With respect to Assane, De Seta emphasizes the dimension of not knowing in order 

to estrange the spectator. The actors are mostly nonprofessional and speak Wolof together 

with Italian. There are also sequences in French and Arabic which, similarly to Wolof, are 

performed with Italian subtitles. As the spectator sees Assane pick up an orange or feed 

Campania buffalos, De Seta’s poetic image “defin[es] unchangeable scenes, complete 

compositions” (Farassin 82). De Seta’s art is in the image, in the use of sound, and it 

proceeds with a certain method to adapt to the necessities of documentary and fiction. In 

an interview, De Seta comments on his method of work: 

 

The main axis of the narration, of discourse, shifts from the director’s cultural world 

to that of the environment being described and the director, in this case, becomes 

nothing other than the catalyst of a cultural mediation. All this in turn involves, for 
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the documentary but also for the full-length film, a necessary but inevitable 

limitation to the planning of the film: if I do not have a pre-existing idea, I cannot 

even plan, i.e. write a script, a work plan, which are closed and precise. . . . I have 

always worked in the same way, with certain schemata, subjects, scripts, which 

were regularly set aside and entirely re-elaborated in contact with reality. (De Seta 

45) 

 

A comparison with the movie’s script confirms that De Seta follows the same 

method in this movie, applying the plot of migrant narratives to a documentarist encounter 

with original locations. De Seta’s poetic intention is to remind the spectator of the human 

dignity of all “immigrants.” To do so, he documents a migrant narrative, shooting Assane’s 

arrival in the real Lampedusa and then Assane’s labor in Villa Literno. Here, Jerry Masslo, 

a South African worker, was brutally murdered in 1989, one of the first episodes of 

intolerance and labor exploitation of migrants in agricultural Italy. In the script, De Seta 

intended to portray a series of episodes related to labor exploitation, presenting the squalid 

conditions in an abandoned farmhouse without electricity. In the movie, the conflict over 

wages is simply replaced by the disappointed look of a character over the little money given 

to him by an employer. The images of the farmhouse in which Assane is hosted by Makhtar, 

despite its poverty and absence of electricity, exhibit an unexpected warmth.  

De Seta’s style is both documentary and fictional. In treating the subject of 

Assane’s travel and the trauma he experiences in Italy, he goes toward Assane’s Muslim 

identity, and his investigation of Islam appears throughout the script. Like Karim, Assane 
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feels estranged and corrupted in Italy. Whereas Karim’s experience is an extension of an 

estrangement that began in Algeria, however, the nature of Assane’s life in Senegal is 

obscured from the spectator. Eventually, he reveals that he is a student, and he receives a 

letter of encouragement from his university professor. Unlike Karim’s daily torment, 

Assane’s estrangement develops over three distinct episodes. Assane arrives in Turin after 

the two traumatic episodes he experiences while with his cousins Makran and Slimata. 

Makran is involved in drug trafficking. Slimata works as a model and lives in central 

Florence; she is unmarried and lives with an Italian man who is not a Muslim. Vanni, her 

lover, receives full treatment in the script as an elusive man, but is entirely absent from the 

movie. He could be any Italian man. Assane leaves them, and these two episodes represent 

for him the Italian corruption of his cousins. Makran has been corrupted by the criminal 

society he encountered in Italy. Slimata responds to Assane’s disapproval by staging a 

conflict of mentalities between them: 

 

You cannot judge me in this way! You make me hopeless. To be a model did not 

lead me astray! Here I pay my part of the bills, of food, of everything. I am not a 

kept woman! I work hard as anyone else, alone I feed all the family in Senegal. I 

am in charge of everything. Tell me, what is wrong in it? Tell me. 

  

What De Seta stages here, as in the rest of the movie, is a presentation of Islam as 

consisting of traditional values not unlike those of the Italians. In the movie, religious 

differences are muted, and religion itself is represented as a positive phenomenon. The first 
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scene of the movie, which portrays a group of Muslim migrants praying upon their arrival 

on the shores of Lampedusa, becomes an homage to Islam as the Italian subtitles transcribe 

the prayer, which is performed in classical Arabic. Assane’s character embodies 

“tradition,” traditional values. During his argument with Slimata, the only go-between in 

these two narratives, Assane adds that her relationship with Vanni “would be wrong even 

if he was a Muslim”; he then thanks her for her hospitality and leaves. These two episodes 

bring Assane to Turin, where he relies on the Senegalese community for help and reaches 

the paradise that Karim was looking for.  

Karim’s presence in Milan and Assane’s in Turin are temporary. In a way, this 

voyage is conclusive for both. Karim talks about Milan, its parks, its charitable institutions, 

its hinterland. De Seta transports the spectator to the Palazzina di Caccia of Stupingi along 

with Assane and his teacher of Italian. The function of these two cities as destinations 

assigns to them similar roles and connotations. Karim knows and does not know the 

paradise he has described on many pages. For him, it never becomes an accomplished fact. 

It remains a dream, a dream that for Assane is easily realized. The converging poetics of 

Fiamme in Paradiso and Lettere dal Sahara present Karim’s paradise in two opposed 

ways. Fiamme in Paradiso ends when Karim starts to feel that in Italy a vita dignitosa, a 

life of dignity, is possible for him. He is still far from having reached it when the novel 

ends with a bomb explosion, the last in a series of events leading to the catastrophe. The 

final pages are structured as a countdown, a device that produces an almost hallucinatory 

ambience. Karim has been the victim of a racist assault in the train wagon he called home, 

the major episode of hatred against him, worse than the humbling police search preceding 
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it. He is still clandestine, but he has money ready for him, the first paycheck from a 

potentially stable job with the Italian Matteo, and he runs to retrieve it. The explosion 

occurs unexpectedly, at night, and is brought about by sinister events. A homeless 

Neapolitan asks him to go and buy wine for him. Karim’s reaction conveys both his 

conflicted mentality and the somber ambience at the end of the novel: 

   

“Wine!? It is haram, impure, touching it is haram, giving it to another is haram! 

For him is like oxygen” Karim thought “I’ll have it wrapped. After all, if I don’t do 

it someone else will. Why should I care? I came here to suffer, to endure hunger 

and cold, this was the sense of it all, of my voyage, of my pilgrimage, here to lose 

all, even the name, and now I am next to him who lost all, and I have qualms about 

touching a bottle of wine, to give it to him? . . . At the store, he watched out 

furtively. A bearded Tunisian was staring at him. Maybe he had seen in him an 

Arab, a Muslim? Did I become a kafir, godless, like those here, of the ghorba? 

(Fiamme 156-157) 

 

After the bomb, the bearded men will distance themselves from Karim, telling each 

other that he is an atheist communist, a drunk, a fornicator. Bomb, burn, this word, 

bruciare, to burn, explains the “flames” of the novel’s title and recurs throughout the 

missing Algerian first part of Smari’s novel: burnt houses, burnt books, burnt sinners. Like 

Constantine, Milan remains for Karim a place of scarcity and prohibitions. He had arrived 

there hoping to share in its paradisal abundance, but he finds only hardship. He dies at the 
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moment when he begins to feel that a life in Italy is possible for him. Milan remains for 

him a place of isolation, like Constantine. Unlike Constantine, however, Milan remains a 

place of abundance—but an unexperienced abundance, an abundance Karim does not 

know. 

In contrast to Karim’s arrival in Milan, Assane is immediately welcomed by the 

Senegalese and by the Italians he encounters upon arriving in Turin. He starts a language 

class and finds in the same school a djembé course taught by a Senegalese instructor. In 

these episodes, De Seta wants to create another place for the scenes he portrays, charged 

by the Italian alarmist discourse on migration of politics and the media. He creates another 

language, a language of dignity, to present the communities he portrays, another way for 

Italians to think about migrants. Assane’s teacher of Italian, Caterina, together with her 

colleagues, guides him through the administrative procedures he needs to complete in order 

to obtain a permit of stay. The priest and the imam cooperate on the case of Ibu’s sickness. 

Assane soon finds a job in a metallurgic factory. Turin is portrayed by De Seta as a place 

of modernity, of a north that is reached in its substance as modernity and prosperity, where 

Assane knows a life of dignity. In Smari’s Fiamme in Paradiso, however, this north is 

elsewhere, at still higher latitudes, in France, in Germany, in England. In this novel, Italy 

remains only a “developing country,” as Mahdi puts it. De Seta’s horizon is more 

“national”: Assane’s north is found in Turin, although in the original script Assane’s 

destination was Milan. The space that most embodies De Seta’s north is the dark factory 

where Assane finally finds stable employment. The director explores the different details 

of this space, portraying a car demolition and the shaping of fused metal by heavy 
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machinery, which underscore the “modern” aspects of mechanization and automatization. 

The description of the factory, in the movie’s script, expresses the sense of detachment 

from nature that this factory conveys in the movie’s poetics: 

 

In the background, a big industrial complex, a steel or a petrochemical plant, black, 

sooty, spectral. . . . A reinforced concrete structure, with several floors, without 

walls. Close to it, a metal tower with stairs. Old machinery, enormous pipes, bent, 

folded up like immense entrails, tanks, silos, alembics, all obsolete stuff. (De Seta 

63)  

 

 Another narrative element that emphasizes De Seta’s “north of the soul” is the 

malady of Luca, Caterina’s brother. This malady consists of Luca’s isolation, 

rebelliousness, even nihilism, a malady for which Assane, with his gentleness and 

sociability, will soon prove to be the remedy. Informing De Seta’s poetics is a principle of 

complementarity according to which Italians and immigrants need and help each other. In 

these two migrant narratives, the protagonist’s normalization within Italy is a central 

element of the narrative structure. In Fiamme in Paradiso, Karim cannot reach his north, 

that is, his paradise, a life of dignity, because Smari’s is a tale of disillusionment. In Lettere 

dal Sahara, Assane must and does find such a life, because De Seta’s poetics are based on 

complementarity. De Seta’s north, however, is no less traumatic for Assane than Smari’s 

is for Karim. De Seta has Assane reach this northern pole first, only to subject him to a 

racist assault by Italian youngsters similar to Taher’s assault on Albert. One night, Caterina 
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and Assane go out to dance with some friends at a nightclub where Africans and Italians 

dance together to the rhythm of African music. On their way home, they are attacked, 

beaten, and thrown into the Po river. Only Caterina is able to escape. As a result of this 

third traumatic event in Assane’s journey, he decides to return to Senegal. He is not forced 

to return, because he has reached his north and can regularly stay in the country, but he 

decides to return. “I am tired,” he says laconically to Caterina, hugging her, in what could 

have and perhaps will become a tender, loving relationship. Having arrived in Italy by boat, 

Assane returns to Senegal by airplane, carrying with him some small gifts for his family 

and a visible scar on his cheek. 

 

IV- A Saharan Paradise 

In one sense, Assane’s return to Senegal is De Seta’s departure from Italy to 

Senegal, just as Karim’s departure from Constantine was Smari’s. As Assane returns to 

Senegal, the director takes the Italian spectator with him to this elsewhere. Here De Seta 

points to the ethnological nature of his cinema, as he does in the first part of the movie. 

Through the protagonist’s return home to his family, De Seta wants to show the 

interdependence of causes and effects between First and Third World, the north and south 

of the Mediterranean. He does so precisely by showing this elsewhere that is obscured by 

monolingual Italian readings of immigration, which easily overlook the relational aspects 

of these human journeys, their simultaneous dimension of emigration. 
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Assane seeks, through his return, a recovery from a trauma that is more existential 

than physical. When he takes the airplane to Senegal, he is still an enigmatic character for 

the spectator. Once he arrives, the camera follows him to Cap Skirring, in the southern part 

of the country, on the Atlantic Ocean. Assane soon leaves the large city where he landed 

and takes a number of taxis and buses across crowded streets, rivers, and bridges, holding 

a female child on his lap for the last part of the trip. Once he arrives in a residential 

neighborhood, Assane reaches home and meets his aged mother and his sister. Both 

inquire, after the commotion of reunion, about his scar. He simply says he returned out of 

nostalgia for home, but in the following days Assane’s loneliness and introversion will 

reveal to them his trauma of uprootedness. 

De Seta has now changed poles and is at the antipode of the north portrayed in the 

first part of the film. The Italian north, of which he has documented a variety of aspects, 

adding thematic emphasis to their episodic simplicity, is now similarly contrasted to this 

Senegalese south. In the domestic scenes portraying the community surrounding Assane, 

their daily life sitting together under the trees and on the sand, a slow life suddenly appears, 

a different tempo. De Seta contrasts this communitarian life with the modern life portrayed 

in Italy, and begins here to structure his ideal south by showing different eating practices 

and communitarian scenes of harvest, fishing, and daily life. Although Assane is part of 

this community—he helps the villagers bring ashore a pirogue, for instance—he remains 

at the margins, alone.  

One day, his sister convinces him to visit his former professor at the University of 

Dakar, who sent letters of encouragement throughout his stay in Italy. After traveling to 
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the interior of the country, through waterways and roads, Assane finally arrives in the 

village where his professor has retired. This second displacement in the country is a further 

step into Senegalese rural communities. Here, Assane progressively “descends latitudes” 

and reaches the place from which the title’s “letters from the Sahara” were sent. The 

professor, played by the popular Senegalese actor Thierno Ndiaye, welcomes him and 

presents him to a class of children as “his best student.” He then takes him on a tour of the 

villages in which he lives. Thierno, whom Assane calls maestro, schoolmaster, is an 

organic intellectual and a respected member of society, like Gramsci’s teacher in the Prison 

Notebooks. He promises a woman that he will try to have her handmade vases sold in 

Dakar. As opposed to Smari’s intellectual, whose knowledge is disconnected, De Seta’s 

intellectual supports the progress, the development, of these “backward” communities. 

There was electricity in Assane’s house, and Italian spectators would know that 

Assane’s life in Senegal was, in a way, similar to his life in Italy. For Karim, bringing 

electricity into the room was the result of a great effort made to improve his condition. 

When Assane returns home, a middle-class family welcomes him. Surrounded by 

electricity, he belongs, like Karim, to that part of the world that shines in the night when 

seen from satellite images. In a sense, they are still northern, modern, electric. The agrarian 

community that Assane now reaches with Thierno might be estranging even for him. In 

lengthy scenes that are independent of the main plot, De Seta portrays the villagers in their 

traditional occupations of harvesting, fishing, and pottery making, in their daily lives and 

manners, and in their scarce but essential material culture.  
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As with Smari’s paradise, De Seta’s Sahara is a land that the reader or spectator 

sees and does not see. The Saharan Desert is a great absence in this movie. About Assane’s 

travel from Cap Skirring, on the coasts of Senegal, to the Italian island of Lampedusa, we 

know nothing, except that it has been a difficult journey in which smugglers have thrown 

Assane’s friend into the waters of the Mediterranean. But the Sahara itself, the desert, does 

not visibly appear on the screen, nor it was meant to. In the script, De Seta describes 

Thierno’s native village as “at the margins of the desert,” and considers having Assane 

“travel with a shoulder bag, could go up the river Senegal, until it is navigable. Then 

continues, asking a ride from trucks” (126). De Seta does not provide panoramic 

landscapes, Assane performs his travel, and the camera follows him and the human 

landscapes he crosses, but De Seta is not interested in showing the desert landscape of the 

Sahara. The natural environment, originally meant to be “arid, yellowish, dusty,” remains 

green, and the villagers live among the shadows of trees. De Seta conceives this trip as “an 

ideal voyage rather than a topographical itinerary, an excursus in the Senegalese landscape” 

(126). By referring to these rural communities as Sahara, De Seta is referring purely to an 

idea, an idea of the Sahara as scarcity, as south. The director reaches the Saharan latitudes, 

but he is interested more in the human aspects of his Sahara. His portrayal of this Senegal 

reflects the ethnographic focus of his cinema, of the subjects he has treated throughout his 

career. In a way, the Senegalese villagers appearing in this movie are not much different 

from the Sicilian fishermen he portrayed in Lu tempu de li pisci spade. Both are 

communities a modern public will find it difficult to imagine. Referring to the Sicilian 

fishermen in a late interview, the director states,  
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One could not foresee that the world would have changed so rapidly. Of the 

swordfish fishing there are images of the Phoenician age. We turned [the 

documentaries] in 1954, and in 1956 arrived engines and all of a sudden everything 

was gone. (Fofi and Volpe 22) 

 

De Seta’s Sicilian fishermen of the 1950s are not the Senegalese villagers of the 

2000s, but they are equally at the margins of the modern, urban, developed, electric world. 

As he observes them, De Seta is aware of being a “modern man,” conscious of coming 

from what is to them an elsewhere. Like Pasolini and Olmi, who between the 1950s and 

1970s turned to subjects like peasants, people of the margins, people excluded by the 

Hegelian “progress of freedom,” De Seta offers an undeconstructed Hegelian conception 

of history. In articles such as “Il Genocidio,” Pasolini explained development as that 

“monstrous thing that we live in about two thirds of Italy,” a process of conformity and 

consumerism from which the dominant class takes its profit. Progress, instead, would be 

development in its true form, advancing “with a minimum of material culture” (258). 

Pasolini adopted the Hegelian and  Marxist term prehistoric in reference to the suburban 

Roman youth he portrayed in Accattone (1961). He describes them at an “historical level 

other than ours” (1979: 209). These directors turned to these subjects with the tragic 

awareness of being part of an implacably expanding modern world bringing these 

communities to disappear into what is called “modern.” This is why, in portraying these 

Senegalese villagers, De Seta takes sides with them and their form of living. In his close-

ups of the faces of boys and girls, old men and women, mothers and children, he confronts 
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the spectator with the enigmatic difference between progress and development. In a 

different way than Meddeb, he does so to reverse the latitudinal hierarchies of the present 

and dissociate the notion of Europe from that of modernity. The Senegalese community De 

Seta portrays is neither strange nor gharib for the Italian spectator; it is simply other. This 

community is not only living in a Sahara as latitudinal metaphor for “scarce,” for south, 

nor it is simply appositional to the “modern north.” This elsewhere is a model, an ideal, an 

example, a source of education, of inspiration, a school of life. It is Smari’s paradise, a life 

of dignity. 

When they arrive at an assembly in the center of the village, Thierno asks Assane 

to tell the whole community what happened to him in Italy. He already knows that 

something bad happened to him, but he invites him to share his experience with them, 

because one day they may leave as well. Here Assane finally gives voice to his crisis as a 

young man who experienced uprootedness in what he perceived as a corrupted Italy. He 

risked his life twice in seven months. He feels that God abandoned him. Assane has now 

brought the spectator to where De Seta wanted to lead him, to Assane’s trauma. “I am 

confused,” he says as he concludes his tale, adding, 

 

I don’t know anymore where I belong, I feel as if I lost my roots, my culture. 

Forgive me but I do not know anymore how to pray. I ask myself where is God! 

God, where are you, what did I do to you? Why did this happen to me? Why do I 

have to forgive those who hurt me? I caused no harm to others.   
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In Lettere dal Sahara the director gives voice to his ideal south through Thierno’s 

powerful speech as a fully connected intellectual. De Seta’s intellectual redeems Smari’s, 

because he has an attentive audience. Thierno admonishes the villagers, young and old, to 

stay humble, to never become corrupted by machines and money like the Europeans. The 

speech is interspersed with the cries of roosters, the singing of birds, and the crying of 

babies, as well as by the choral assent of the elders, while in the corner shines the blue 

electric screen of a TV without a signal: probably the only TV in the village. “We gather 

here every Thursday morning,” Thierno explains, “to watch important agricultural 

programs.” In this gathering among the trees, so different from the dark factory in which 

Assane had been working in Turin, Thierno expresses De Seta’s perspective on the contrast 

between the north and south he stages in Lettere dal Sahara:  

 

I can’t believe it, the whites always hate us, they oppose us, they continue to 

humiliate us. Why . . . why? The whites do not consider us human beings, for them 

we are still slaves. . . . Thank God our culture is different! We are humble. Our 

hearts are united. We share our neighbor’s suffering. If I see that you are tired, I 

help you. If you are well, I am also well. If you are sad, I am also sad. It is no more 

like that for them. Machines and progress have ruined everything! We are not 

against machines, a pump to raise water is useful. A machine to peel rice is useful. 

But of a machine gun, of a tank, or of an anti-personnel mine, we don’t know what 

to do with them! 
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He then turns to address the children: 

 

Boys, I tell this to you, if one day you will have to emigrate, if God brought you 

there, you will have to be good, proud of your skin and of your blood! But you will 

never have to feel better than the whites! Never! Stay humble. 

 

De Seta does not want to end the story without establishing a further chance for the 

two worlds to meet again. After the speech, Thierno encourages Assane to go back to Italy, 

to those who loved him. The movie concludes with a long sequence in which a whole 

village is shown dancing, with Thierno and Assane at the margins, to give room to a cultural 

difference whose beauty speaks for itself. 

De Seta’s south resembles Smari’s south in that it is characterized by scarcity, but 

there is an important difference. Karim’s is a negative scarcity, to be left in order to reach 

an ideal paradise to the north. His Algeria is a place of scarcity, prohibitions, and conflict, 

whereas De Seta’s Senegal is a place of scarcity, peace and purity, uncontaminated by 

Western modernity, untouched by Luca’s malady, and much more, because Smari’s 

paradise is De Seta’s Sahara. Smari goes with his protagonist toward this paradise, but his 

is a novel of disillusionment in which the paradise itself cannot be reached and remains an 

idealization. De Seta’s paradise is also an idealization, but his poetics, in contrast to 

Smari’s, are based on a complementarity between societies and latitudes, and Assane 

reaches both the paradise of dignity dreamed of by Karim and De Seta’s Sahara. In this 
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sense, we can rejoice with both protagonists and their authors because, like Tasso’s jolly 

sailors, they have seen the same land ahead. The Paradiso and the Sahara appearing in the 

title of these two works are, in a sense, the same destination, the same “wished shore,” the 

same life of dignity these jolly sailors were looking for.   

 

V- Conclusions 

 

In this chapter, I have employed the categories of the human Mediterranean as a 

compass for a comparison between two recent Italian migrant narratives, that is, between 

a specifically literary and a specifically filmic way of approaching contemporary migration 

toward Italy. As an autobiographical novel, Fiamme in Paradiso has literary traits that 

distinguish it from other early narratives in the genre. A study of Smari’s first part reveals 

this novel’s distinctive position both as an Italian migrant narrative and as a novel 

recounting in Italian the traumas of the Algerian Civil War. The relationship between the 

author and Sellerio’s editor is obscure in certain respects, and it is consequently difficult to 

clearly discern the pros and cons of this relational exchange. As much as Smari’s text 

earned an audience, it was also, in a sense, “dragged to Italy,” while the inclusion of its 

first part in the printed version would have helped to fully explain the traumatic trajectory 

of Karim’s ghurba from Algeria to Italy. 

Focusing on the Italian context, I have compared the similar trajectories taken by 

Smari and De Seta’s protagonists toward the north, which resemble other latitudinal 

climbings in Italian literature and cinema produced between the nineteenth and the 
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twentieth centuries. By sailing through the narrative constants of the genre they share, such 

as the trauma of estrangement, racism, discrimination and the centrality of normalization 

in Italy, I have discerned important differences in the poetic choices made by Smari and 

De Seta. In both narratives, Italy becomes a place of corruption, a modern place, a place of 

abundance. Karim wants to realize his dream of a life of dignity in such a place, but he will 

never fully know his paradise and remains isolated within an isolated diasporic community; 

it is consistent with Smari’s poetics of disillusionment that his is an unreachable paradise. 

De Seta’s Assane, on the other hand, reaches two different poles in the Mediterranean 

region, according to the poetics of complementarity explored in the third part of the 

chapter. By reading across the routes of meaning opened by the referential worlds of these 

two narratives, I have argued that Assane realizes Smari’s dream. Not unlike Smari, who 

goes toward an Italian paradise, De Seta pursues a life of dignity to the south, in the Sahara. 

Theirs, I have shown, are different voyages toward the same destination.  

I have used the human notion of Mediterranean as a compass to guide me through 

a comparison between works converging yet diverging in space, language, and genres. 

While the polarity between north and south proved to be reliable, each of the norths and 

souths encountered in this journey has required attention to its uniqueness. As much as they 

coexist in a Mediterranean landscape, the routes opened by these narratives across 

languages and societies require attentive scrutiny. Smari and De Seta employ conceptions 

of north and south as sites of modernity and backwardness, prosperity and scarcity, using 

opposed stylistic means to achieve similar artistic purposes. Their readings of Islam as a 

signifier, instead, are divergent and specific to the unique standpoint assumed by Smari 
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and De Seta in their works. The relations entertained by these works are deep and singular, 

but both resist a monolingual reading and raise questions that, in a sense, characterize these 

two works as journeys toward the same shore encountered by Tasso’s jolly sailors. We can 

rejoice with them and forget the “pains and perils” of comparison only by sharing a joy 

that, like that of these sailors, is for a land ahead. On this condition of knowing and not 

knowing the joy, the relief, and even the certitude of the existence of this shore do not make 

the Mediterranean shore more known than it once was. The jolly sailors do not know what 

awaits them after they arrive. They do not know if there are men waiting for them on that 

land, “whether they are cruel, and wild, and unjust, or whether they love strangers and fear 

the gods in their thoughts” (Homer, Odyssey 9.175-176). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this dissertation, I have taken up the interdisciplinary and multilingual challenge 

posed by the human, cultural, and literary conception of the Mediterranean, which 

undercuts single national or linguistic readings of the “harboring narratives” I have 

discussed. To approach contemporary novels and movies in Arabic, French, and Italian 

through a relational rather than a monolingual approach, I have employed several 

intertwined categories that inform the human notion of the Mediterranean. This study has 

led to the identification of different routes of meaning opened up by these novelists and 

filmmakers between the Mediterranean shores. These works represent the novelists’ and 

filmmakers’ journeys toward an “elsewhere” in search of relational experiences involving 

a plurality of countries, languages, and cultures across the Mediterranean region. Following 

these routes across Algeria, France, Tunisia, Egypt, Lebanon, Italy, and Senegal, I have 

shown that these contemporary works “harbor” in themselves the “elsewhere” on the other 

shore of the sea, engaging with both shores in a complex process of interiorization and 

negotiation that draws together the linguistic, the geographical, the economic, the 

historical, and the religious.  

 As they challenge constructions of otherness that materialize in present-day 

conflicts in the region, the works of these novelists and filmmakers give voice to a 

perspective on the Mediterranean radically different from that upheld by the “paradigms of 

discord.” Whereas according to these paradigms there is nothing in the Mediterranean but 
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an iron curtain, these works present migration and conflicts, historiography and religion, 

intimacy and translation as experiences shared across countries and societies in the region. 

In so doing, they encourage pluralistic thinking about the problems shared by contemporary 

Mediterranean societies. 

By reading “horizons of belonging” and “elsewhere” in a regional framework, I 

have discussed the various types of relation among different languages and nations 

established by these novelists and filmmakers. Considered together, the biographical 

trajectories of Merzak Allouache, Baha’ Taher, Abdelwahab Meddeb, Abdellatif 

Kechiche, Vittorio De Seta, and Abdelmalik Smari challenge the Herderian paradigm 

insofar as they understand national and linguistic categories not as isolated units of 

meaning but rather as interrelated semantic coordinates. The semantic routes these works 

open across the region represent the hope that such a method may one day lead to a shared 

Mediterranean shore. In their works, Allouache and Taher attempt to suture the open 

wounds of the contemporary Mediterranean, urging their audiences to think differently 

about the present-day conflicts in the region. The truth presented by Allouache in Harragas 

is that of a peaceful cooperation between Maghrebi and European countries that requires 

substantial rethinking in order to avoid the tragic forms of death it creates in the region. 

With respect to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, another open wound in the contemporary 

Mediterranean, Taher opens, in al-Ḥubb fi-l Manfā, routes of meaning across societies in 

conflict, bringing forth a conception of moral responsibility transversal through the 

warfront existing between them. The justice he proposes by urging upon the reader a 
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divestment from the logics of the group, of the nation, is for him already in existence. These 

two narratives draw attention to current conflicts in the region and envision concrete, 

shared horizons between Mediterranean countries. 

In my study of two “performed Mediterraneans,” Meddeb’s Phantasia and 

Kechiche’s La Graine et le mulet, I have shown how Meddeb and Kechiche consciously 

employ Khatibi’s French-Arabic “bilingualism” to address intermediate realities between 

Europe and the Arab World. Meddeb approaches issues of religion and historiography 

through his protagonist’s nocturnal Parisian walk, inducing the reader to rethink 

monolingual conceptions of the divine and of historical memory by engaging in a dialogue 

with a multilingual audience—speakers of French, Arabic, and other languages. Regarding 

Kechiche’s movie, which focuses on contemporary French multiethnic society, I have 

argued that the director’s cinematic modesty has the effect of normalizing an intimate 

relationship between shores. In this movie, French and Arab audiences belong to the same 

family. Like every family, it consists of different individuals, and it requires patience, a 

certain sense of humor, and particular forms of attention. 

By comparing Smari’s Fiamme in Paradiso and Lettere dal Sahara, I have shown 

that the human Mediterranean, once employed as a compass for the multidisciplinary study 

of the relation between author, space, and fiction, can be a valid tool for sailing across the 

“faithless waves” and under the “trothless sky” of comparison. These two migrant 

narratives take Italy as their destination, and they open unpredictable relations between two 

different biographical, fictional, and artistic trajectories. The hardships encountered on the 
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way to Smari and De Seta’s “wished shore” warn us against the dangers of relying on 

monolingual preconceptions of “horizons of belonging” and “elsewhere” when discussing 

single individual experiences and artistic expressions. Like Tasso’s “jolly sailors,” we can 

rejoice in a Mediterranean shore on the horizon only by setting sail toward a place we have 

never been. 
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